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CHAPTERI. THEEIDI DEVELOPMENTPROJECT

I___.Introduction

Ice accumulation on aircraft wings in flight has been a danger since the

earliest days of flight. The total accumulation needs not be large to be

fatal. Although ice normally is accrued on frontward facing surfaces only,

giving a few centimeters thickness on the front 2 percent of the wing chord,

this is enough to cause flow separation and destroy lift, particularly if

the aircraft slows or maneuvers. Also, drag may increase enough to exhaust

fuel reserves or destabilize the flight. Helicopter rotors are even more

vulnerable to the detrimental effects of ice, and engine inlet diffusers

require icing protection to a greater degree than lifting surfaces. This

need brought the NASA Lewis Research Center into aircraft icing research

almost from its start.

Although several methods of de-icing or anti-icing are available, all

have some undesirable aspects in regard to energy requirements or effective-

ness. A method suggested (Ref. I-I) as early as 1937 offers an alternative

which has not been adequately developed. The electro-magnetic impulse

phenomenon has been used for metals forming, and holds the promise of ice

removing with very low energy, minimal maintenance (no moving parts), great

reliability, and weight and cost competitive with existing methods.

This report summarizes work done under a NASA-Lewis grant to develop the

Electro-Impulse De-Icing (EIDI) system. Wichita State University has been

the grant recipient, charged with researching the phenomena to provide the

underlying technology, and also with coordinating the efforts of a team of

participating industries. The program has consisted of basic analyses,

laboratory tests, icing tunnel tests and flight tests. After five years,



the EIDI system has been tested and refined and shown to be a low-energy,

highly reliable de-icing method. This report is a final technical report

and a documenting of design methods developed.

If. Th__eeBasic Principles

The physical form of the Electro-Impulse De-Icing (EIDI) method is

shown in Figure I-I. Flat-wound coils made of copper ribbon wire are placed

just inside the leading edge of a wing's skin with a small gap separating

skin and coil. Either one or two coils are placed at a given spanwise

station, depending on the size and shape of the leading edge. Two methods

of supporting coils are shown; support by the front spar or from a beam

attached to ribs is generally used, but mounting to the skin itself is

sometimes used.

Aircraft

Surface

Coil
Bulkhead

Doublers

Coil --

To Capacitor

To Switching Unit

Iicon Controlled

Rectifier

Fig. I-I Impulse Coils in a Leading Edge
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The coils are connected by low resistance, low inductance cables to a

high voltage capacitor bank, and energy is discharged through the coil by a

remote signal to a silicon-controlled-rectifier ("thyristor"). Discharge of

the capacitor through the coils creates a rapidly forming and collapsing

electro-magnetic field which induces eddy currents in the metal skin. The

fields resulting from current flow in the coil and skin create a repulsive

force of several hundred pounds magnitude, but a duration only a fraction of

a millisecond. A small amplitude, high acceleration movementof the skin

acts to shatter, debond and expel the ice. Twoor three such "hits" are

performed sequentially, separated by the time required to recharge the

capacitors, then ice is permitted to accumulate until it again approaches an

undesirable thickness.

Figure I-I also shows "doublers," unalloyed aluminum discs, slightly

larger than the coils, bondedto the skin opposite the coil. These are used

when the skin thickness is less than the minimum required to provide

adequate conductance for the eddy currents. Composite, non-metallic,

leading edges require a similar special treatment. A fundamental study of

the phenomenaand parameters for electro-impulse was undertaken to provide a

basis for such geometric and electrical design choices. Prof. R. L. Schrag

of Wichita State University has led this study which is presented in Chapter

2. Ref. I-2 reported initial results of this work, and Ref. 1-11 summarizes

the final form of the computer modeling and its validations.
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Fig. I-2 Basic Circuit

In Figure I-2, the basic circuit is illustrated. An electro-impulse is

initiated by supplying a trigger pulse to the thyristor, allowing the capac-

itor to discharge through the coil. A typical current waveform is shown in

Figure I-3. Since a thyristor has diode properties, the current follows the

first positive loop of the RLC response, after which the thyristor re-opens

the circuit. This leaves the capacitor reverse-charged. Such reverse

charging reduces capacitor llfe substantially. For that reason a clamping

diode is placed across the capacitor. A typical current and resulting skin

displacement are shown in Figure I-3.



T
peak

ELECTRO-IMPULSE

.w.._ CURRENT

SKIN NATURAL
VIBRATION
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Fig. I-3 Typical Coil Current and Skin Displacement

Figure I-4 is a flat geometry illustration of the coil's magnetic field

and induced eddy currents in the electrically conducting skin. The magnetic

field due to the eddy currents is not shown, but it has a significant

influence (by self induction) on the magnitude, time history, and radial

distribution of the eddy currents. In addition, the electromagnetic "skin

effect" phenomenon affects the eddy current distribution across the aluminum

skin thickness. Current densities are greatest on the toll side. A reverse

coupling effect is also present. Time-changing eddy currents induce a

voltage in the impulse coil, modifying its current. From a circuit aspect,

the consequence is a modification of the effective inductance and resistance

of the coil. The effective inductance decreases, and the effective

resistance increases, due to the proximity of the metal sheet.
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Fig. I-4 Coil Magnetic Field Pattern and

Resulting Eddy Currents

When the aircraft skin moves in response to the electro-impulse force

the coil-to-skin gap changes and that modifies the magnitude of the

proximity influence. In addition, the skin's movement relative to the

coil's magnetic field further modifies (by motional induction) the electro-

motive forces that drive the eddy currents. These influences due to skin

motion are, however relatively small because of the time delay involved in

the motion, and appear to be negligible when the skin is ice loaded. The

assertion is, in effect, that the coil current and the strength of the force

impulse may be calculated without the need to also analyze the complex

structural response. This is discussed in detail in Chapter 2.

Figure I-5 shows a wing with coils placed spanwise, separated by about

0.4 meters. These are all supplied by a single power unit. A more effec-

tive modified version is shown in Fig. I-6. Energy requirements are small,



being comparable to those typical of landing lights for the samesize air-

craft. De-icing has been accompliahed in the icing wind tunnel and in

flight for typical general aviation and transport wings under a wide range

of velocities, angles of attack, icing rates and temperatures.

TRANS_I

PROGRAMMED -_8WITCHING

Fig. I-5 Electro-Impulse Coils Installed in a Wing

t
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Fig. I-6 EIDI with Series-Connected Coils

("Odds and Evens")



Just as effective de-icing by electro-impulse requires a matching of

electric circuit dynamics and skin electrical properties, so also does it

demandproperly related structural dynamic matching. The propagation of

skin movementin chordwise and spanwise directions from the EIDI coil is

necessary. It is also a complex, three-dimensional, transient structural

dynamic analysis problem; Ref. I-3. Coil location and pulse duration must

have the proper relations to the structural vibrational modeto be excited.

Failure to do so severely impairs the effectiveness of de-icing.

The imposed force cannot be modeled as a simple impulse, since its

duration is comparable to the period of the first vibrational mode.

Similarly, the force cannot be treated as a concentrated "point" load, since

the diameter of the coil is of the sameorder as the wave lengths of low-

order vibrational modes. Thus, structure-dynamic analysis must include the

details of the spatial and temporal results of the electro-dynamic

analy sis.

Under the leadership of Professor Walter D. Bernhart, analytical and

experimental studies have been carried out on the structural dynamics of

leading edge structures under EIDI-type impulsive loading. These are

reported in Chapter 3.

The participation of industry in the project provided constant reminder

of the practical aspects of safety, weight, cost and manufacturability.

While research and testing were carried on, parallel efforts were made to

develop fabricating and design method for the hardware. In particular, coil

making and mounting were developed under the leadership of Robert Friedberg.

The current state of materials and processes for these, together with

testing methods, are given in Chapter 4.



Eleven sets of icing tunnel tests have been essential to the system

development. The unique capabilities of the NASA-Lewis Icing Research

Tunnel (IRT) provide testing conditions for confident evaluation of the

system in flight. Chapter 5 summarizes the IRT tests and results.

Reference I-4 reports in more detail the engine nacelle and large wing

testing. Reference I-9 give additional engine nacelle work.

Chapter 6 gives a brief account of the two flight test programs. These

were earlier reported in References I-5 and I-6. Finally, Chapter 7

describes systems tests for fatigue of skin or EIDI components and electro-

magnetic interference with other aircraft systems." Design methodology was

summarized in Reference 1-10.

Ill. Prior History

The use of electro-magnetic impulse force to remove ice was first

suggested by Rudolf Goldschmidt, a German national residing in London before

World War II. He was granted a patent (Ref. I-I) and a series of patent

extensions in 1937 through 1939. His patents, now expired, anticipated most

of the applications now being used or considered. However, there is no

evidence that Goldschmidt ever attempted to build the devices he imagined.

During the 1950's and 1960's, electro-impulse methods were used for

metals forming in various industrial processes, but no record can be found

of the use for de-lclng until researchers in the USSR either discovered

Goldschmidt's patents or rediscovered this application independently. In

1965, I._ Levin in the Soviet Ministry of Power and Electrification,

seeking methods for cleaning frozen and sticky materials from surfaces (coal

bunkers, transformer boxes, towers, etc.) published work on electro-impulse

possibilities. He immediately received inquiries from other ministries



(aviation, fisheries, dairy, housing) regarding de-icing of vehicles, build-

ings, ships, and for cleaning of dry milk from hoppers (Ref. I-7 and I-8).

Responding to their requests involved him in bureaucratic territorial

struggles and he was fired. Eventually, however, he was set up in his own

laboratory u_der the State Committee for Meteorology and Environmental

Monitoring, and apparently made some installations in aircraft; the Ii-18

has been cited as having been the first, but confirmation by Western

observers is difficult to obtain.

In any case, in the early 1970's, Russian representatives were granted

EIDI patents in several Western nations, including the USA, and USSR sales-

men began calling on American and European aircraft companies offering to

sell their design and construction services for an EIDI system. Their lack

of candor discouraged most customers, but interest was stirred and during

the 1970's, work was done on this method in France (Air-Equipment division

of DBA), Great Britain (Lucas Aerospace and B.A.C.), and the United States

(Lockheed and McDonnell-Douglas). For various reasons, the development

stopped short of full implementatior_ The system still lacked a well

developed underlying technology and known design parameters.

IV. Th___eeNA_A/WSU/Industry Project

A. Initial Feasibility Demozstration

In mid-1982, NASA Lewis Research Center funded a six-month grant to

Wichita State University to work with two small plane makers, Beech and

Cessna, and an aircraft electrical system manufacturer, the Engine Systems

Division of Simmonds-Precision, to do a feasibility study resulting in an

icing tunnel demonstration in Oct.-Nov. 1982. Two wing sections were

tested, mid-wing portions from a Beech Bonanza and a Cessna 206. These

10



were similar in size and flight speeds, but had very different leading edge

structures, one very stiff and small, the other flexible and large in exten-

sion from the front spar. Good cleaning was accomplished with fairly low

energy expenditure for air speeds from 96 to 230 knots, air temperatures

from 29 ° to -15°F (-2 ° to -26°C), angles of attack from 2 to 8 degrees and

liquid moisture contents from 0.6 to 2.4 g/m 3.

B. The Industry Consortium

The results were encouraging enough to lead NASA to expand the aim to

full development of the method for the whole range of civil aircraft. A

consortium of participating industries was formed for this purpose. Each

company agreed to contribute some services or equipment to the project, and

in return became eligible to submit its own products for de-icing design and

tests by the EIDI method. WSU was charged with doing the needed research

into the electrodynamic and structural dynamic phenomena involved, and

developing manufacturing methods for coils and their mountings. In addi-

tion, WSU coordinated the effort and conducted further tests in the

NASA/Lewis Icing Research Tunnel (IRT). The industries represented a wide

scope of aircraft sizes, air speeds, skin thicknesses and of attitudes

regarding the introduction of a new device.

Realizing the ultimate requirement for certification, FAA personnel

were invited into the group meeting so that their concerns could be

considered as early as possible.

Ii



Consortium membersfor the 1982-83 period were:

Small Aircraft: Beech Aircraft Co., Wichita, KS
Cessna-PawneeDiv., Wichita, KS

Business Jet Aircraft: Gates Learjet Corporation,
Wichita, KS
Cessna-WallaceDiv., Wichita, KS

Composite, High Performance: LearFan Ltd., Reno, NV
Transport Aircraft: Boeing Commercial, Seattle, WA

McDonnell-Douglas, Co., Long Beach, CA
Electrical Equipment: Simmonds-Precision, Norwich, NY

In late 1983, Rohr Industries of Chula Vista, CA, joined the group with

an interest in de-icing engine inlets. In 1984, a second aircraft

electrical equipment developer was added, Electro-Delta of White Oak, Texas,

and the first helicopter maker, Sikorsky Aircraft Co., Stratford, CT, also

joined. In 1985, Bell Helicopter of Ft. Worth, TX, and the Boeing/Vertol Co.

of Philadelphia, PA, joined the membership consortium.

In June 1985, a symposiumwas held at NASA-Lewisto present the work to

nearly 100 representatives of U.S. Aerospace Industries. A NASAContractor

Report (Reference 1-12) was distributed at that time. This present report

is a revision and extension of that work.

C. Objectives

The program objectives were, from the start, quite comprehensive:

I , Develop computer models for the structural dynamics of

leading edge portions of wings and engine inlets to

provide design guidance for coil location, coil size,

impulse intervals and coil spanwise spacing_ An alter-

native approach was also desired, namely the development

of a standard measurement method for existing structures

to extract the structural dynamics characteristics

needed for the design. (See Chapter 3)

. Develop a computer model for the electro-dynamics and

provide detailed design data for the electro-impulse

equipment, including coil design, power, voltage, insul-

tion, pulse duration, and switching equipment.

(See Chapter 2)

12
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,

,

o

Test wlng sections and engine inlets in the IRT to guide

and prove EIDI designs. (See Chapter 4)

Consider practical aspects of retro-fitting the EIDI

system to existing aircraft. (Test VII in Chapter 5

were retro-fit models)

Devise methods for optimal design of a wine structure

for using the system.

Estimate and attempt to minimize the cost of the EIDI

system in terms of weight, maintenance and capital

outlay.

Details to be considered are:

(a) Limits of application (size, stiffness, etc.)

(b) Standardization of components

(c) Fatigue of skin, mountings, switching gear, bondings (Chapter

7, Section I.)

(d) Electro-magnetic interference problems and solutions (Chapter

7, Section II.)

(e) Use with composite materials (See Chapter 5, Section IV and

Chapter 7, Section I-B.)

(f) Integration with present avionics and electrical

sy stems

Conduct flight demonstrations using aircraft from NASA

and participating industries. (See Chapter 5)

Carry out at least the first stages of FAA certification.

13
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CHAPTER2

ELECTRODYNAMICSTUDIESANDTESTS

I. Introduction

The electrodynamics portion of this EIDI study involved an evaluation

of the discharge circuit characteristics, a study of the magnetic field

behavior near the impulse coil, ballistic pendulum tests, and modeling

activities. This chapter describes these investigations and concludes with

detailed design examples.

II. Approximate Characteristics

of the Discharge Circuit

The current which flows through the coil following the firing of the

SCR (and prior .to clamp diode conduction) resembles that of an under-damped

R-L-C circuit. The effective resistance and inductance of the coil is

considerably influenced by the proximity of the metal aircraft skin, and

this influence is frequency dependent. However, an approximate current

waveform may be obtained assuming an ideal R-L-C circuit with (constant)

parameters whose values are determined by electrical frequency of oscilla-

tion. Ideal waveforms for coil current and capacitor voltage, assuming no

clamping diode across the capacitor, are sketched in Figure 2-I.

It would be useful to summarize the mathematical relations for

these idealized waveforms.

15
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If we define a damping parameter by

l
m =

4L -1R2C

then the period of damped oscillation is

T = 27rv"_v'_m2_

The time for the maximum current can be expressedin,alternate forms

tm =__ arctan (mI-)

=T_ arctan ( )

= _l--R^m2+12b--_--- arctan(m I-)

(2-I)

(2-2)

(2-3)

If the initial stored energy is W, then the maximum current is

i m :_-_--e -m arctan (I) (2-4)

Without the clamping diode, the capacitor will become reverse-charged with

the final voltage

Vcf = -Ve -_m

(2-5)

where V is the initial capacitor voltage. Finally, the maximum stored

inductor energy and the final re-stored capacitor energy are, respectively,

Li2=Wem
-2m arctan (_) (2-6)

and

_C 2 -2_mVcf = W e (2-7)

17



Parameter values for a typical discharge circuit are tabulated below.

This circuit consisted of a 600 _F capacitor with a 22 foot cable (Simmonds

Energy System), and a 30-turn, 2 inch diameter impulse coil without a metal

target. The values in the parameter table were all determined by bridge

measurements.

30-Turn

2 Inch Dia.

Coil

600uF

Capacitor

Capacitance

(_F)

600.0

22 ft

Cable

Totals 600.0

Inductance

19.8

Resi stance

.0273

(at 1 kHz)

.003

(at I kHz)

1.7 .043

21.5 .0733

Discharge waveform data for this same circuit were determined

experimentally to be:

v : 500 volts

Vcf : -260 volts

im : 2025 amps

T/2 : 368 _see.

18



Using these data, it is possible to estimate the effective circuit resis-

tance and inductance by:

gl =_ - .

]V.--ml -2m arctan 1: 207_HLck t =( C e

_ 2_Lm
Rckt T/2 - 0.0736_.

These inductance and resistance values are in substantial agreement with the

values obtained from bridge measurements.

Figure 2-2 is a graph of

i
m

2W/L

vs R_C/[ , based on ideal R-L-C circuit theory. It can be used to

estimate the degradation in peak current due to coil and cable resistance.
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III_ Ballistic Pendulum Studies

A ballistic pendulum was constructed and utilized to study the effects

of parameter variations on impulse production. A schematic drawing of the

apparatus is shown in Fig. 2-3. The maximum pendulum swing (0ma x) was

measured by an electrical output from the precision potentiometer, and the

delivered impulse was determined from the formula:

4_J sin emax
Impulse - 1T _ Ib-sec (2-8)

where J = Moment of inertia of the

pendulum = .387 ib-ft-sec 2 (calculated)

] = Pendulum length, pivot to target

center = 3.727 ft.

T = Free oscillation period = 2.09 sec (measured)

Numerically, 4_J/IT) = 0.624 Ib-sec.

This section describes the various test conditions and the test

results. In most cases a "dummy coil" was included in series with the

"active coil" to simulate double coil operation. When dummy coils were

used, they were always identical to the active coils and were fitted with

identical targets (except where noted otherwise).
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Fig. 2-3 Ballistic Pendulum Apparatus
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A. Varying Voltage

ELECTRICAL

Volts Var.

_F 6OO

Joules Va____,_r

Test I

ACTIVE DUMMY

COIL COIL

Turns 30 Used yes

Dia. 2.0___]" With Target

Thickness. 188_" n__oo

TARGET

Mat. Al 2024-T3

Thickness 0__

Gap .50"

.O3

VOLTS

500 600 700 800 900 1000

0
0

_._

I

.d

.O2

.01

0 I00 20o 300

ENERGY, JOULES

Fig. 2-4 Impulse Per Unit Energy

with Voltage Varied
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Test 2

ELECTRICAL ACTIVE

COIL

DUMMY

COIL

TARGET

Volts Var.

_F 40O

Joules Var.

TuFns 30

Dia. 2.0"

Thickness.195"

Used yes

With Target

yes

Mat. __A_1100

Thickness .080"

Gap .050 n

.O8

VOLTS

600 700 800
| I W

900 I000

| I

.O6
"D

O
(D

U
(D

!

'_ 04
r--- *

.O2

0

*------___.._

I

100

ENERGY, JOULES

I

200

Fig. 2-5 Impulse Per Unit Energy

with Voltage Varied
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Coil Current Data For Test 2

Volts im(KA) KA/KV tm(_S)

600 1.40 2.33 163

800 1.85 2.31 163

1000 2.31 2.31 163

Comments: This test was intended to verify that the impulse is proportional

to the square of the capacitor voltage. The experimental data show some

small deviation from a proportionality, both for a thin poor-conductivity

target and a thicker good-conductivity target. This deviation is relatively

inconsequential. Impulse values can still be extrapolated with fair

accuracy from one voltage to another by assuming proportionality to V 2.

B. VarYing Capacitance, Fixed Energy

Test 3

ELECTRICAL ACTIVE DUM_ TARGET

COIL COIL

Volts Vat. Turns 30 Used yes Mat. A1 2024-T3

F Vat. Dia. 2.0" With Target Thickness .032"

Joules 150 Thickness .188" n_oo Gap .050"
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.032 INCH 2024-T3 AL TARGET

.05 WITH .06 INCH GAP

0
lu
(n

|

,,j

rn
,,d

Q.

.04

.03

.02

.01

0

1226 V

86@ V

707 V

FIXED 160 J

0

I I I

200 400 600

Fig. 2-6

CAPACITANCE, _JF

Impulse vs Capacitance with Fixed Energy
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ELECTRICAL

Test 4

ACTIVE DUMMY

COIL COIL

TARGET

Volts Var.

_F Var.

Joules120

Turns 40 Used yes

Dia. 2.28" With Target

Thickness .195" yes

Mat. A1 1100

Thickness .050"

Gap.050"

.I0

.O8

J

_.06
I

_Q

r--

in

_-.04

.O2

0

1549
VOLTS

FIXED 120 J

A I I

200

CAPACITANCE, pF

775

I

400

Fig. 2-7 Impulse vs. Capacitance with Fixed Energy
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Coil Current Data For Test 4

_F Volts im(KA) tm(_S)

100 1549 2.18 80

200 1095 2.00 115

400 775 1.79 163

Comments: This test explored the relative effectiveness of different capa-

citance - voltage combinations with fixed energy. Both tests (3) and 4)

showed small advantaged of high voltage - low capacitance combinations.

C. Varying Coil-to-Target GaD

Test 5

ELECTRICAL ACTIVE DUMMY

COIL COIL

Volts 800 Turns39_ Used yes

F 600 Dia. 2.0" With Target

Joules 192 Thickness .188" no

TARGET

Mat. AI 2024-T3

Thickness .032"

Gap Var.

See Figure 2-8 on following page.
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Test 5 (continued)

.4

.4

Q.

.06

.04

.02

.032 INCH 2024-T3 AL TARGET

V"- 800 VOLTS

C= 600 pF

30 TURN, 2 INCH DIA. COIL,

TWO COILS IN SERIES

I I I I I

• 02 .04 .06 .08 . 10

GAP, IN

Fig. 2-8 Impulse vs Coil-to-Target Gap

Comments: As expected, the delivered impulse decreased with increased coil-

to-target gap. This reduction was about 20 percent for the gap increase

from zero to 0.05 inch.

D. Varvin_ Target Material and Thickness

Test 6

ELECTRICAL ACTIVE DUMMY

COIL COIL

Volts S00 Turns3_O_ Used ves

_F 600 Dia. 2.0" With Target

Joules 192 Thickness .188" n_oo

TARGET

Mat. Var.

Thickness Var.

Gap.050"
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.Y2

Lu
.08

Q.
_ .04

0 I I I I I

.04 .05 .04 .07 .08

THICKNESS, IN

Fig. 2-9 Impulse vs Target Material and Thickness

Comments: These data show large gains in impulse performance when high

electrical conductivity targets are used. The published conductivities in

percent of annealed copper for the three aluminum types are:

1145 - 62%

6061-T6 - 43%

2024-T3 - 30%

Increasing the target thickness also increases the impulse, but with

diminishing returns.

E. Varying Target Thickness

Test 7

ELECTRICAL ACTIVE DUM_ TARGET

COIL COIL

Volts $00 Turns3_0_ Used ves Mat. C__uu

F 600 Dia. 2.0" With Target Thickness Var.

Joules 192 Thickness .188" no Gap
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1.0

.8

_g 6
E

°_
4-J

.4

.2

Target thlckness/6

Fig. 2-10

Comments: This test also studied the effect of target thickness, but

careful measurements were made for peak current times, so that the target

thickness could be compared with the electrical skin depth. An often stated

rule of thumb criterion is that the desired target thickness, from the stand-

point of impulse production, should be about one electrical skin depth calcu-

lated from the formula

__ l

_f_o a
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where q is the electrical conductivity of the target in mhos/mete_

Uo = 4v × 10 -7 , and f is the resonant frequency (Hertz) of the electrical

circuit. Figure 2-10 may be used to judge the consequences of operating

with targets thinner than one electrical skin depth.

F. VarYing Coil Diameter and Turns

Test 8

ELECTRICAL ACTIVE DUMMY TARGET

COIL COIL

Volts 600 Turns Vat. Used no

pF 600 Dia. Vat. With Target

Joules I08 Thickness .188" n/a

Mat. Cu

Thickness _021"

Gap .050"

.ii

.10

O
O

U
.09

l

.O8

.O7

---4_

dtam. co11

_o

d_am. coi 1

i I

30 40
TURNS

|

5O

Fig. 2-11 Impulse Per Unit Energy wltb

Two Coll Diameters and Variable Turns
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COIL CURRENT DATA

For Test 8

Coil Turns im tm

mia. (In) (KA) (_s)

2.09 30 3.58 117

2.09 38 2.83 137

2.56 32 3.18 137

2.56 38 2.78 146

2.56 48 2.14 174

Comments: This test measured the relative effectiveness of five coil

designs for which the number of turns and the outer diameters were varied.

A greater number of turns for a given coil diameter was achieved by rolling

the ribbon wire thinner.

No dummy coils were used in the impulse tests. Voltage and capacitance

were held fixed, so the energy was also fixed. In general, the data showed

that given diameter coils produced more impulse as turns were increased, and

that coils with a given number of turns produced more impulse as the dia-

meter was increased.

Test 9

ELECTRICAL ACTIVE DUMMY TARGET

COIL COIL

Volts Vat. Turns 40

4OO Dia.

Joules Var. Thickness Var.

Used yes Mat. A1 1100

With Target Thickness .050"

yes Gap .050"
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Current Data at V = 800 Volts

Coil Thickness im (KA) tm (_s)
(In)

• 195 1.85 163

.150 1.79 158

.I00 1.66 146

Comments: For tbls test, six identical 40-turn coils were constructed. Each

had a thickness of 0.195" (the ribbon wire width after the rollinE opera-

tion). Then one pair was milled to a reduced thickness of 0.150", and

another pair to 0.100". Finally, the various pairs (one active, the other

dummy) were installed into the ballistic pendulum apparatus for tests.

"D

O
CD
f-4

tJ

I

.O7

t_J
UO

-J 06

-n

o
Coii

thlckness,
|n.

• --0.195

/_ --" .150

0 -- .100

|

600

I i i

700 800 900

VOLTS

|

i000

Fig. 2-12 Impulse Per Unit Energy wltb

Three Coil Thickness
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The results show no detectable degradation in performance for the 0.105"

thick coil, but an approximately 7 percent impulse reduction for the 0.100"

thick coil (relative to the 0.195" thick coil). The performance loss for

the thinnest coil was presumably, due to its excessive resistance. Data on

resistance values were as follows:

0.195" thick coils

0.150" thick coils

0.100" thick coils

Supply cable

d.c. ohms

.035 each

.0,5 each

.068 each

.0,3

G. Series vs Parallel Coils
Test 10

ELECTRICAL ACTIVE COIL DUMMY COIL TARGET

Volts Vat.

uF Vat.
Joules 60/Coil

Turns 40 Used yes

Dim. 2.28" With Target

Thickness .195" Yes

Mat. A_I 1100

Thickness .080"

Gap .050

.O8

<.J

I

r--

t_J
oO
.-J
D

= 07

.O6

qO0 #F" ] "/.,,p

jCoi lsISin'gleJ iseries
tcoil I

Colls inIparallel

200__f.

Fixed I60 Jlco11

Fig. 2-13

7
_ I | |

50 I00 15,0

TIME TO CURRENT PEAK, ws

Impulse vs Time to Current Peak, with

Series and Parallel Coil Operation Compared
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(Test 10 - continued)

Peak Currents For tm : 80_s

Series Coils (C : 100 _F)

Single Coil (C = 200 DF)

Parallel Coils (C : 400 wF)

KA

1.55

1.49

1.34/coii

Comments: This test utilized the two 0.195" thick coils from Test 9. The

object of the experiment was to compare impulse production with coils (ac-

tive and dummy)placed in series, to that with the coils in parallel, to

that for single operation. Various capacitance values were used, with

voltage adjusted for fixed 60 Joules/coil.

Relative to single coil operation, the series combination showed

improved performance while the parallel combination showedsubstantially

worse performance. If the coil currents were identical (same peak values

and same time to peak) then the impulse values should be the same. The

table above, which lists peak currents with fixed rise times, shows the

greatest current for coils in series and least current for coils in

parallel. Furthermore, the impulse ratios agree approximately with the

ratios of the peak currents squared.

It appears that the explanation for the relative impulse performance

lies in the varying degrees of circuit damping. Without resistance in the

supply cable, then the damping factors should be the same in all cases.

However, the (constant) supply cable resistance causes the damping to be

greatest with parallel coil operation.
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H. Effect of the Diode C__

Some impulse measurements were made with and without the (reverse charge

prevention) diode in place. The conditions and results were as follows:

Test 11

ELECTRICAL ACTIVE DUMMY TARGET

COIL COIL

Volts Var. Turns 30 Used n__oo

_F Var_____. Dis_ 2.0" With Target

Joules Var. Thickness .188"

Mat. C__uu

Thickness 02_I.

Gap_

RESULTS

(Test 11 - continued)

Im__lse with Diod_ee

C(uF) V(Volts) Impulse w/o Diode

600 500 .92

400 600 .92

2OO 80O 1.00

Comment: The diode introduces a slight performance degradation, but it is a

small penalty to pay for increased capacitor life.
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IV. Magnetic Field Diagnostics

Experiment

This section describes a magnetic field measurement method for studying

the distribution of eddy currents within, and pressure distribution on, a

flat metallic plate subjected to an axially symmetric transient magnetic

field produced by an pulsed circular coil. The pulsing system, coil and

target (including coil-to-target gap) closely simulated conditions that

existed during electro-impulse-de-icing tests conducted by Wichita State

University. For this experiment, the target was rigidly supported, and

reduced voltage was used (energy about 15% of that required for de-icing).

A. Experimental Apparatus

Figure 2-14 shows the energy discharge system, omitting the capacitor

charging circuit and the thyristor firing circuit. Two identical pulsing

coils were operated in series, because that was the arrangement used in most

of the de-icing tests. However, only one of the two coils were located in

the coil-target assembly which is detailed in Fig. 2-15. The effective gap

between the coil (copper) surface and the near surface of the target was

Z

0.078 inch.

3 600 _F

Coi Is

0.001

Current

monitor

Fig. 2-14 Energy Discharge
Circuit
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Each coil consisted of 30 turns of 0.024" x 0.188" rectangular copper

wire spirally wound in a single layer from an inner radius of 0.125" to an

outer radius of 1.00".

The initial capacitor voltage utilized for this experimental study was

400 volts, and the resulting discharge current waveforms are shown in Fig.

2-16. Onetrace is with the aluminum target removed, the other is with the

target in place.

1.6

1.2

O
_J

Z
LaJ
CK

.4

0

0

Without target

With target

.2 .4 .6 .8

TIME, MILLI-SEC

1.0

Fig. 2-16 Discharge Current With and Without

the Aluminum Target Present
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B. Magnetic Field Measurements

A field measuring plate was constructed in a manner illustrated in Fig.

2-17. Shallow concentric grooves were cut into both sides of a 0.050" thick

phenolic disc with radius increments of 0.2", starting at r = 0.2" and

ending at r = 2.0". Single-turn loops of .006" diameter wire were then

cemented into these grooves, and their twisted leads brought out to solder

tabs through radial channels. Figure 2-18 is a photograph of the finished

plate.

PHENOLIC

DISC

0.05 IN _

THICK_ -TWO OF TENGROOVES

WITH WIRE

LOOPS

r 0.2 IN

\

Fig. 2-17 Partial Illustration of the

Field Measuring Plate
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Fig. 2-18 Photograph of the Field

Measuring Plate

For measuring the fields on either side of the target, the measuring

plate simply substltuted for the corresponding spacer plate in Fig. 2-15.

A measurement of the flux density component perpendicular to the plate was

derived from the induced voltage in any two neighboring loops connected in

series opposition. For the two loops illustrated in Fig. 2-17, for example,

tV dt

Bi(t) : 1550 _(r22_r12_ Teslas (2-9)

where r is in inches and v in volts. This value is the average perpendi-

cular flux density over the area between the two induction loops. In

deriving further results, we will assume the answer to apply at a radius

midway between the two loops.
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To measure the tangentSal (badlal) component of flux density at any

radius, the front and back loops at that radius are connected in series

opposition, and calculations are made from

v dt

Br(t)__ = 1550 Teslas
2_rh

2-10

where r is the radius of the two induction loops and h is their separation,

both in inches.

The specific tests are identified in the following Test Table, and the

data appear on Figs. 2-19 through 2-25.

TEST TABLE

Test

3

4

Configuration

Target removed,
Field Measurement

Plate against
coil surface

Target removed,

.041" spacer
between coil and

Meas. Plate

Target in place,
Meas. Plate

between coil

and target

Target in place,
Meas. Plate

beyond target

Measurements

Made

BI on both
sides of Meas. Plate

Br

Br

BI adjacent

to target

Br

BA adjacent

to target

Br

Data

Peak BjL vs r (2-19,)

plotted in Fig.

Peak Br vs r (2-20)

plotted in Fig.

Br vs time

in Fig.

B, vs time

in Fig.

Br vs time

in Fig.

B± vs time

in Fig.

Br vs time

in Fig.

(2-21)

(2-22)

(2-23)

(2-24)

(2-25/)
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0.043 in. from 1.5
coil (copper)
surface

0.083 In. from _F--

__ ",\ c = soo_Fsurface \\ Two 'Cessna coils"

_"_ R, in.

in series

Coi ]
(30 turns)

Fig. 2-39 Maximum B± vs Radius, no

Target Present

V = 400 V
C = 600 pF

l
/

J

%/
/ \ \

/

/ \
\

\

1.0 _ 0.053 in. from
coil (copper)

• surface

L-... R, in.

I il
Coi1

Fig. 2-20 Maximum Br vs Radius, no

Target Present
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-[00.00• l

P
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i_ \

,!i k_,_,
111o._ \\

t//' --. _.H

1.8 2.0

I I I I I I | I I

O.O S(C 1.0000 •

Fig. 2-25 Bkon the Far Side
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The purpose of Test 2 was to obtain B r data, due to the coil alone, at

the mid-plane position of the target to be added for Tests 3 and 4. These

data will be used in the pressure calculation.

All B r data showed an anomolous behavior (irregularities) at r = 0.4

relative to r = 0.6. A separate check was made, in which the plate was

reversed (interchanging the two sides). This produced a reversal of the

irregularities, so the effect was probably due to an inaccuracy in the

construction of the plate.

C. Eddy Currents

Information on the magnitude and distribution of eddy currents in the

target was obtained from a finite increment version of Ampere, s Law,

AIeddy _0 _ ' _ (2-I I )

One of the circulation paths is illustrated by the dotted rectangle in Fig.

2-26.

8

FAR
SIDE
(F1

 ,PLATE¢4' C)

O !B.I.N(3) O

I

I

NEAR

SIDE
(N)

l--..--at= 0.20

0 FIELD
MEASURING

B,,tF(.4) WIRES

o _L B,,(.5)

.00_

L ..... _ ....

B N(4)

0
I i

• 3 .4 ._

h = 0.82

B.I.N(.5) O i

r, in.

Fig. 2-26 Illustration of a Circulation Path

For Evaluating Eddy Currents
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It is imagined that the current in the drive coil (below the target) is

referenced into the view, and the eddy currents are referenced out of the

view. Thus, a counterclockwise circulation is taken, and the result is

divided by Ar to obtain the current per inch of radius, assumed to apply

a r : 0.4". For the path illustrated in Fig. 26,

_ 1 (BIN(.5) + B (.5)
Aleddy PO \ ± F2

B.L F(.3) + B±N(.3)
h- h

2

=[BrN(.4)- BrF(.4) ] Arl, (2-12)

Numerical ly,

AI

eddy

Keddy - Ar (.5) + B (.5) - BI (.3) - B (.3)]414 B,N 'F r L,

+20o2/BrN (.4)-BrF(.4) ] KA/In (2-13)

where all B components are in Teslas.

Calculated results for Keddy vs time at various radii are graphed in

Fig. 2-27, and plots of Keddy vs radius are shown in Fig. 2-28. The latter

figure includes the drive coil current density for comparison. It is

observed that a reasonable (about 50%) current transfer efficiency occurs

very early in the process, whereas the eddy currents are only about 10% of

the drive current at the time of 250 P s. Eventually, the eddy currents

reverse, due to the reversed EMF from the collapsing magnetic field.
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Fig. 2-27 Calculated Eddy Current Densities

vs Time, at Various Radii
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Fig. 2-28 Eddy Current Profiles
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D. Pressure o__nnthe Target

Having evaluated the eddy currents, the pressure on the target can be

found by the "conductor force equation," utilizing data for Br along the

center plane of the target. The Br data used was that from Test 2,

corrected for change in coil current due to the presence of the target.

Thus the Br data from Test 2 were multiplied by the factor

Icoil(t) in Test 3

Icoil('t) in Test 2

The difference in the two currents is small, as seen from Fig. 2-16.

Figure 2-29 illustrates the factors involved in the pressure calcula-

tion. The normal force exerted on a typical ring from r to r+ A r is

AF± = BrAleddy2_r ,

Target
plate

/ Col I

Fig. 2-29 Illustration for Pressure Calculations
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yielding the following pressure formula:

p = 5.71 Br Keddy PSl (2-14)

where Keddy is in KA/_n, and Br in Teslas.

Calculated results for p vs t at various radii are graphed in Fig. 2-

30, and pressure "footprints" for several values of time are shown in Fig.

2-31.

35
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Fig. 2-30 Pressure vs Time at Various Radii
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Fig. 2-31 Pressure Distribution with Radius

E. Total Normal Force and Impulse

The total normal force on the target was evaluated by the finite inter-

val version of

Force =
_r co=0 p 2Trdr

(2-15)

and is graphed in Fig. 2-32, and its time integral in Fig. 2-33. The latter

figure shows an impulse degradation of about 25%, due to the collapsing

magnetic field.

An independent measurement of the impulse was made with a ballistic

pendulum, and the pendulum value exceeded the 0.0112 ib-sec value on Fig. 2-

33 by about 10%.
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F. Radial Forces in the Target

If B 1 were used in the force calculation (Fig. 2-29), the result would

be the radially acting force tending to compress the target. This force

would turn to an expansive force when either B 1 or Keddy become opposite to

the reference directions.
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The radial force acting on the incremental target area rAdAr is

AF r = - (KeddyAr) rA_ B1' ( 2-16)

and the force per unit of target (surface) area is

Pr = -BI Keddy (2-17)

The specific formula, for example, to evaluate Pr at r : 0.6" is

[-

Pr(.6) :-1.43L__-IB'F('s)+8i (.s)+ BI (.7)+B± (.7)/, Keddy(-6)PSI
N F N (2-18)

where the B components are in Teslas, and Keddy in KA/In. BIF data are from

Test 4 and BIN data from Test 3.

Figure 2-34 shows graphs of Pr vs time, at various r locations, and

Fig. 2-35 shows Pr vs r at various times. At early stages, the radial

forces are compressive at small radii, and expansive at large radii. This

action is reversed in later stages.
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V. Electrodynamic Modeling

The primary goal of EIDI electrodynamic modeling is to produce a

computer code which, given the geometrical details of the coil-target con-

figuration (and circuit information such as the capacitance, voltage, and

cable properties) will calculate the temporal and spatial distribution of

mechanical pressure on the aircraft skin (target). The model could become

extremely complex if goals are not restricted. Examples of possible goal

restrictions are:

(a) Coils and metal skins might be restricted to flat geometries.

(b) Coils might be restricted to circular shapes.

(c) Non-uniformities in current distributions over the cross-

section of the coil conductors might be ignored.

(d) Aircraft skin movement during the duration of the capacitor

discharge might be ignored.

(e) Certain assumptions might be made regarding the discharge

current, relieving the computer code of the necessity of

solving circuit problem.

A. Summary of Modeling Approaches

(I) Ei-Markabi, et al (2-I) presented a computer analysis technique

for determining the coil impedance and total target force when the

coil was energized with a steady _c. current. A planar target and a

circular cylindrical coil were assumed. The technique involved Hankel

transforms and transmission line analogies.

(2) R.M. Bowley, et al (2-2), calculated mechanical impulse strengths for

assumed discharge current waveforms. Planar stationary targets and

circular cylindrical coils were assumed. The method involved Hankel-

Laplace transformations. Formulas were presented for calculating

currents and fields within the target with comments on their applica-

tion toward the determination of the spatial distribution of the target

forces. There is no direct evidence that such forces were actually
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calculated.

(3) G.L. Lewis (2-3), co-author of Ref (2-2), presented further calculated

results with greater discussion on EIDI applications. An example of

system design was given. The emphasis is still on mechanical impulse.

(4) P_ Henderson (2-4) utilized Ei-Markabi's field modeling technique, and

Fourier transforms for handling the time dependence. Again, planar

stationary targets and circular cylindrical coils were assumed. The

method entailed simultaneous solution to the field problem and the

circuit problem (including the effect of the diode clamp). Calculated

results included the discharge current, target force vs time and

impulse strength. There was also the intent to calculate the pressure

distributions, but this has not yet been done. Dr. Henderson's work is

detailed in Section V B, and extensive results pertaining to coil

impedance are given in Section VL

(5) J.L. Walsh (2-5) presented a solution for pressure distribution on a

planar stationary target, assuming a circular cylindrical coil with a

known discharge current. His technique involved B-field calculations

by the Biol-Savart Law and the simultaneous solution of eddy currents

in many target elements. He did the solution in the frequency domain

by Fourier transform methods. There appears to be some discrepancy

between calculated results and experimental measurements, and these

discrepancies have not been adequately resolved.

(6) Bernhart and Schrag have developed a discrete element solution that

differs from Mr. Walsh's approach in that the target is sub-divided in

z as well as r, and the solution is carried out in the time domain

rather than the frequency domain. Early versions of the Bernhart-

Schrag program utilized known coil current as input information. The

final version includes a model of the discharge circuit so, like
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Henderson's program, it generates its own coil current. The Bernhart-

Schrag model is described in Section VC, alone with sample results.

B.

I.

Hankel transform technique described by Ei-Markabi, et al (2-I).

36 shows the coil target geometry with nomenclature illustrated.

Details and Results of Henderson's

The Field Problem

The electromagnetic field portion of the problem was handled by the

Figure 2-

_---- h -----_

_O,PO

Coil

g

_t

K¢

i I I
Z = 0 Zl Z2

_o

_o

d --

-- Z

Metal

_- plate

Z3 Z4

Fig. 2-36 Coil-TarEet Geometry and Nonmenclature
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The Hankel transformed fields are defined by

O0

r=o

These are said to be the fields in'"Hankel Space". EI-Markabi shows that

when Maxwell's Equations for axially symmetrical fields are transformed into

Hankel Space, and displacement current ignored, then the resulting equations

are analogous to those characterizing one-dimensional transmission lines.

Thus, the field problem can be modeled by an equivalent transmission circuit

in Hankel Space. Ei-Markabi's solution assumes the coil current to be

sinusoidal, and the fields are then phasors. He also approximates the

volume-distributed coil current by several current sheets. A three-sheet

approximation is pictured in Fig. 2-36, and is assumed for the equivalent

transmission line model pictured in Fig. 2-37.

In the T-line model, E_(_,_) is analogous to voltage and Hr(_,_)

is analogous to current. The model consists of six line sections. The

extreme left section (z<z0) extends to z = - _ , so there is no

reflected wave on it. This section may then be replaced by its charac-

teristic impedance Za. The same reasoning applies to the section (z>z4).

All other sections have been represented in Fig. 2-37 by their 4-terminal

network parameters (A, B, C, D). The three sheet current sources are

assumed to be the same. This assumption may be removed in some future work,

to account for skin effect. Then the middle source would have a phase delay

and reduced amplitude.
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Formulas for the characteristic impedances, Z, and for the propagation

constants, 7, are:

Air Section

Z a = J_o/_

Xa = _

Metal Plate

Yp = XZ a

Zp
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Formulas for the 4-terminal network parameters are:

Ac : Dc : COSH (kh/3)

Bc = Za S_NH (lh/3)
Cc Be Za-

Ag : Dg = COSH (kg)

Bg Za SINH (kg)
Cg Bg Za-2

Ap Dp = COSH (T_d)

Bp Zp S_NH (y_d)

Cp Bp Zp-

The Hankel Space current sources are calculated from

N I (m) _2

f_

K(k,w)
= 3(R2_R1 ) J Jl (kr)rdr

R1 (2-2o)

where N is the number of coil turns, and I (_) is the Fourier transform of

the coil current.

Analysis of the network (Fig. 2-37) is done by a computer. If fields

are desired in real space, then the inverse Hankel transformation must be

calculated:

I_rlr'z!ll JE_()"zll (kr)kdk
r,z_:(H;(;_, Ol '

(2-21)

and if they are desired as time functions, then an additional calculation

must be performed for the inverse Fourier transform.

2. The Circuit Problem

The electrical circuit can be represented as shown in Figs. 2-38 (a)

and (b).

Vc(t)i C L

- T Vc(O)U(t)

R R

ll(t) i2(t)
11(tx)

Fig. 2-38 (a)

Applies up to time tx,
when the diode clamp
begins to conducto

Fig. 2-38 (b)

Applies for t>t x
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Both circuits have initial conditions represented as external sources.

Direct time-domain solutions for these circuits cannot be written because R

and L are functions of frequency.

Figures 2-39 (a) and (b) are the frequency domain circuits. They show

a breakdown of elements of the physical circuit. It is assumed that this

circuit contains a series-connected dummy coil in free space (no target).

--_ ]

T

Dummy toll

-7F

R] J_L 1 L Rd(_ ) _Ld I
I I

I I

L 1

II(_)

F - -_ I
I <> Ra(_ ) I Active
I < I
I I
I I Coil

I @jwLa(_) i

i__ J

Fig. 2-39 (a) Frequency Domain

Circuit (t<t x)

R1 Rd((_) R'a((_) AR((_)

!

J(_(Ld + L])

L

12(W ) J_La ((_)

Fig. 2-39 (b) Frequency Domain

Circuit (t>tx)
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The symbols in Fig. 2-39 represent:

R I = Equivalent resistance of the capacitor and the cable.

L I = Equivalent inductance of the capacitor and the cable.

Rd(_) : A.C. resistance of the dummy coil.

Ld = Inductance of the dummy coil.

Ra(_) = Effective resistance of the active coil.

R'a(_) = Portion of Ra(w) that is the free-space A.C. resistance.

ARQ0) = Portion of Ra(w) that is field-induced. It is due to the

presence of the metal plate.

La(_) = Inductance of the active coil in the presence of the metal

plate.

Data of Rd(w) and R1a(_) can be estimated from the graph in Figure 2-52.

The field-induced impedance of the active coil Z(_) = AR(_) + j_La(_)

must also be found before the circuit problem can be solved. This impedance

is defined as the phasor voltage across the coil terminals, resulting from E$

in Fig. 2-36, per ampere of coll current. Thus, a preliminary solution to

the field problem must be carried out. The simplest procedure is to set I (_)

in Eq. 2-20 equal to unity, and then solve the transmission network for

E¢0 Eel , and E¢2.

Basing the calculation on the average of these three fields, and following

Ei-Markabi's reasoning, the formula for calculating Z6o) becomes

- %, E¢_ E@2(X _ • (2-22)

R1
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Now the circuit problem can be solved.

Ii(_) is first found from the circuit of Fig. 2-39 (a), and its inverse

transform, I1(t), calculated, along with the corresponding Vc1(t). The

value of t (called tx in Figs. 2-38 (a) and (b_ for the first zero crossing

of Vc1(t) is noted. The circuit in Fig. 2-39 (b) is then solved for i2(t) ,

using i1(tx) as the initial conditio_ The circuit current is finally

constructed from the two solution parts by

= i,(t)[1-u(t-tx)] +i u(t_tx), (2-23)

and its Fourier transform I(_) found. This is the current spectral

information which enters into the Hankel Space current sources (Eq. 2-20).

3. Pressure and Force on the Target

Starting with the equation for the force per unit volume within the

target

= _ x B (2-24)

where 0- is the local current density, and neglecting displacement current,

then the pressure becomes

P(r) = z. F = -1 z.

/(vo__O_Z) !Jo z3_ Br (:-Brz3 _-z

2 2
Z4

I [B r (z3)_ Br (z4) + /
uo 2 2

Z3

(2-25)
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Also utilizing V" B : O, Eq. 2-25 can be further modified into

2 2(z4) _ Bz(Z4)1 (Za) - Bz(Z3) _ Br
PCr) = F0 2 2

+i Z" I ]3 _ -_r (rBrB z) dz .

(2-26)

The force contributed by the integral term in Eq. 2-26 is

O0

f
r=o

21Tr

r _r (rBrBz)dZ] dr

Z4 oo

f
Z3 r=o

(rBrBz)drdz3r

However,

r=o"/" _r(rBrBz)dr : (rBrBz)lat r : co " (rBrBz)atr :
= o

o

Thus, while the integral term in Eq. 2-26 may influence the distribution of

pressure, it does not contribute to the total force. This tots/ force

should then be given by

F(t) / 2Z__ir
[2 2 2 2]Br(Z3) - Bz(Z3) - B,(z4) + Bz(Z.) dr.r = o 2_o r

(2-27)

The calculation for pressure distribution appears to be difficult (no

formula has yet been discovered that utilizes only field information at the

two surfaces of the target). On the other hand, the force seems to be more

readily calculable.
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4. Results of Calculations with Henderson's Model

Calculations were made with the problem conditions that existed in the

Magnetic Field Diagnostics experiment so that calculated results might be

compared with experimental results. A tabulation of the conditions are:

Coils

(Active and Dummy Alike)

N = 30 turns, R I = .125 inch,

R 2 = 1.00 inch, h = .188 inch,

Rdc = .0235 _, Ld = 22uH.

Target

2024-T3 Aluminum (u= 3.48 x 107V/m),

d : .032 inch.

g -- .1095 inch

Circuit

C = 600uF, R I : .054_

L I : I uH, Vc(O) : 400 volts

Figures 2-40 through 2-44 show results pertaining to coil impedance.

Fig. 2-40 is plot of the inductance of the active coil at two frequencies,

as calculated from Eq. 2-22, as the upper limit on _ is varied. This plot

gives an indication of what k range provides the largest contribution.

Figure 2-41 is a similar plot for the real part of Z (_), which is the

field-induced resistance.
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Figure 2-42 is a graph of coil inductance vs frequency, with math model

calculations and experimental measurements compared. These comparisons are

fair, but could be better.

2O

-r" 15
=1.

UJ
0
z 10

I-
o

r_
z 5

COIL INDUCTANCE WITH THE

ALUMINUM PLATE

PRESENT

V

BRIDGE MEASUREMENT

O CALCULATED

!

50

1 1 1 1 I

100 250 500 1K 2.6K

FREQUENCY ° Hz

i

5K

Fig. 2-42 Coil Inductance, Comparative

Results (Henderson Model)
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Figure 2-43 shows the calculated field-induced resistance as a function of

frequency, along with bridge-measured data The measured values are the

difference between the measurement without the target plate and a re-

measurement with the target brought into position.

O_Gt._A L pAGE fS

OF + ....

Oq

E
¢-

O

I

r---

E

-J

o
F-

L_

iMeasured,

FREQUENCY, Hz

Fig. 2-43 Coil Resistance Due to the

Metal Plate vs Frequency

(Henderson Model)
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Figure 2-44 shows a comparison of the coil current calculated from the

math model Eq. 2-23 and the measured current.

1.0

_O

O
._J

05

LLJ

cO

_'_conducts at ._=

t : 323 ps

i I E L

0 200 400 600 800

I I I I r

t, pS

Fig. 2-44 Comparison of Coil Current
Calculated from the Math

Model with that Measured

(Henderson Model)
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Figure 2-45 is the Fourier amplitude spectrum for the calculated coil

current. There are virtually no contributions beyond 4 KHz. The quantity

I/4tm (the approximate "electrical frequency") is illustrated on the plot.

0t: i_oo_1 Qbtki__t'l-"/

.............. , _ ' ____ L!_ _: "_: ........

.................... --: ;L---_i:::;-_ ._ --
............. _ --_

I I 1 I I ;_ --

......... 10 . :.-- OOr ? , , 7dlO00 i ,__I10,000_ ......
........ _ 7T- i : l ,

..... I i ' I i I I , _ , i li,, / _ ,i_ ,

................ ----_ Frequency, Hz __, --_--'4---_:- ..... :....

Fig. 2-45 The Calculated Current Speotrum

(Henderson Model)
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Figures 2-46 through 2-49 are comparisons of calculated B-field components

with those measured in the Magnetic Field Diagnostics experiment. The

greatest discrepancy appears at the radius 0.4 inch, where it was noted that

the experiment yielded anomolous behavior. It should also be recalled that

the effective measurementplanes were 0.025 inches from the target surfaces,

whereas the calculated fields were surface values.

®
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Fig. 2-46

B r vs Time, Near Side
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C. Detai_s and Results of the _ernhart-Schra____

I. Ma_or Assumptions

Figure 2-51 shows the basic EIDI discharge circuit. The mechanical

forces and pressures on the target plate are to be calculated.

i
L

Coii

Feed cable

Fig. 2-51 Basic EIDI Circuit

... Metal

target

Gap

The major assumptions that are made for the purpose of modeling this problem

are:

(a) The coil is circular and is wound with rectangular wire. The

thickness of the coil is the wide dimension of the rectangular

wire.

(b) The target is a flat plate lying parallel to the face of the coil.

This target is assumed to be stationary (constant gap).

(c) Several coils may be operated in series or in parallel. Multiple

coils are assumed to have identical properties.

(d) It is assumed that the effects of the feed cable can be modeled by

a lumped resistance in series with a lumped inductance.
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(e) The SCR and the capacitor are assumed to be ideal, although an

approximate account of the forward drop in the SCR could be

accomplished by a small additional series resistance.

(f) The clamp diode D is assumed to be in the circuit (Some program

modifications would be required if the diode were removed). When

the diode is in conduction, it is assumed to have a constant

voltage drop.

2. Modelin_ and Behavior Equations

Figure shows the equivalent circuit and a typical capacitor voltage

wave form.

Z

Cable
4

___+ l_ ....... +!

I c____vc ns_npl __

Coils

n s in serles
or

np in parallel

r

V° _'_c

o

Fig. 2-52 Equivalent Circuit

The governing circuit equation is

u,:- R.,,In,II- L.(n_ll= n,E
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and the capacitor equation is

Of<tC_.b_AL PAC_ iS

OF pOOR QUALfI'_
V II

f l r:

V o- -_:,; n _ Idt

-V d _t .t

,t <t,i

(2-29)

In Eqs. 2-28 and 2-29, np is to be set to I when coils are operated in

series, and ns is to be set to I when coils are operated in parallel.

+

E

Z

Element p

Current Xp

_llll b

Segment k }_F"

_.___ Seament £ b

Y£

d

Target

Mkp

[

I % __]
I _ --]

I
GAP

Col l

1

I =_YK
K

Flg. 2-53 Coll and Target Discretlzatlon

Figure 2-53 illustrates the manner in which the coil and target are

disoretized. Coils are assumed to be segmented in the thlo_ness dimension.

Any given coil then consists of several equal thickness segments in

parallel, and the current in the kth segment is denoted Yk" All segments
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have the sameresistance Rc. The segments have both self inductance Mkk

and mutual inductance Mkl. The instantaneous voltage across a coil is

denoted E =E k = El. The instantaneous coil current is the summation of

segment currents.

The target is disoretized into "elements" consisting of circular

current loops of radius r and cross-sectional area Ar Az. The resistance of

the pth target element is A Rp, and its current is Xp. Target elements have

self inductance and mutual inductance to other elements, Mpq. They also

have mutual inductance to coil segments, Mpk.

The coil equation is given by

(2-30)

l

Figure 2-54 is another coil-target sketch illustrating two target

elements.

be

With the aid of this sketch, the target equation is reasoned to

O- x._dR_

Target element P

Current xp

Resistance 6rp

k

Target element q
Current Xc

.... i ....

Mpq _ FFZ/ZZZ_/

M
PK

_777777_

F-
i

!III I
t

I

L

Fig. 2-54

\ Coll

r
Gap

Segment,K

Current YK

f
1 , ,

I I i

_I I___,

Further Discretization Illustration

(2-31)

/
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Equations 2-28 through 2-31 are to be solved simultaneously for

currents in the various coil segments and target elements.

3. State Vector Formulation and Eigenexpansion Solution

State variables will be taken as x, y and vc. For purposes of illus-

trating the derivation of the state vector equation, we will imagine only

two coil segments. We will first develop the equation that applies prior to

diode conduction. For the sake of notation clarity, elements in the induc-

tance matrix for coil segments will be denoted by M, and the entire matrix

by [Moo]. Elements in the coil-to-target inductance matrix will be called

m, and the entire matrix [Mct].

Now Eq. 2-30 may be written as the vector equation

Ez AR_ M21 M_2 Y:

J"/'2. 21 _ 22 _ 2n

2

L -,j

(2-32)
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Similarly, Eq. 2-28 becomes

Ii Ijn:L_ n_L_ Y2
F np R
_npR_

npR

n R
p

lI:J
__j _,

Llj _ _ E: _o:

(2-33)

Combining Eqs. 2-32 and 2-33, we get

1
n.L.+n_M,,, npL._'n_M,2 ")2

+ (2-34)

4-

-1

r_n_ 12 .... r_n_ I_ /

]r_ _;m. 22 rt ; r/'l 2t.
,/.2
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which may be abbreviated as

[n,_L_,+ n_M,,A{y}. _npR,,j{y} + _n,JR,]{y}

_ ] {..,:-}- [ t ]_,,<

(2-35)

Using similar notation, Eq. 2-31 gives

[,w,,j<y>.[,w_]<,>+_a ]<_). o (2-36)

Differentiating Eq. 2-29 gives

(2-37)

Finally, Eqm 2-35, 2-36 and 2-37 may all be incorporated into the

following single vector equation:

! !

I n,M_< I 0
n , ,ld _ i 1

i
I

n_M. t n_M<,+npL, I 0
I

i i -C
0 i 0 I

I _p
I I

.)
O<

t

n,AR, 0 0

0 n_R,,+ n,AR_ (- 1 )

o (-l) o

l<>{o}.o-cvoa(t)
U¢

llp
(2-38)
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The meanings of the sub-matrices in Eq. 2-18 are reiterated as follows:

{Mtt} - The self and mutual inductance of and between all discrete

target elements. It is a square symmetric array of order Nt, the total

number of target elements.

{Mcc} - The self and mutal inductance of and between all coil segments.

It is a square symmetric array of order Nc, the total number of coil seg-

me nts.

{Mtc} - The mutual inductance between the Nt target elements and the Nc

coll segments. This array is of order (Nt, Nc).

{Mct} - The transpose of {Mtc}.

{Lw} - The inductance of the external circuit, principally the dis-

tribution cables. This is a square array of order Nc. All elements are

identical and equal to the scalar inductance hw.

{Rw} - The resistance of the external circuit. This is a square array

of order Nc. All elements are identical and equal to the scalar resistance

Rw.

{A Rt} - The set of resistance values for each discrete target ele-

ment. It is a square diagonal array of order Nt-

{ A Rc} - The set of resistance values for each coil segment. It is a

diagonal array of order Nc with identical elements.

{C} - The scalar capacitance.

Now Eq. (2-38) has the state model form

{A} • {_.}+ {B} * {Z} {f(t)}, Z(o) : o, (2-39)

where the state vector {Z} consists of the variables

{X} Eddy currents in Nt target elements

{Z} = {Y} Currents in Nc coil segments

{Vc} Capacitor voltage.
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The total order for the system is

N = N t + N c + I.

The solution is obtained by considering the homogeneous form .

{A} {dZ/dt} + {B} {Z} = {0} (2-40)

where {A} and {B} are square symmetric arrays. An eigensolution normally

utilizes the following form.

{A-I} {B} {Z} =-s{Z} (2-41)

where {A-I} denotes the inverse of the array {A} and (-s) is the desired

scalar eigenval ue.

The array {A} is composed of self and mutual inductance terms for both the

target and coil. The mutual inductance of an arbitrary target element is

very nearly equal to the self inductance of its adjacent element. This

creates a very poorly conditioned matrix for inversion purposes. On the

other hand, the array {B} is well suited for inversion due to the presence

of the normally large diagonal resistance array _Rt}. Thus, the following

eigenvalue form is used,

{B-I} {A} {Z} = (-I/s) {Z} (2-42)

where {B-I} is the inverse of the array {B} and (-I/s) is the eigenvalue.

The eigensolution will yield (N-2) real left half plane poles and one pair

of complex conjugate poles associated with the oscillatory solution of the

(R,L,C) circuit. For each distinct eigenvalue, there is an associated

eigenvector, normally expressed as follows,

{Z} = {Q} {q} (2-43)

where the columns of the array {Q} are the eigenvectors and {q} are quite

often called generalized coordinates. The properties of {Q} are well known

and are repeated below

{Q7} {A} {Q} {dq/dt} + {Q7} {B} {Q} {q} = {QT} {F} (2-44)
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where {Q7} is the transpose of the array {Q}. The quadratic forms {Q7} {A}

{Q} and {Q7} {B} {Q}, are diagonalized during this operation, resulting in

the following set of linear first order uncoupled differential equations.

ai dql/dt + bl ql = Pl (t)

a2 dq2/dt + b2 q2 = P2 (t) (2-45)

an dqn/dt + bn qn = Pn (t)

These may be reduced to the form

dqi/dt + (b/a)iq i = (p/a)i&(t) i=1,2,...n. (2-46)

Where (b/a) are the eigenvalues of the system, (p/a) are quite often called

the modal participation factors, and (t) is the unit impulse function. The

solutions are simple exponential growth relations as follows

qi(t) - (p/b) i {I - exp(-b/a)it} i=1,2,...n. (2-47)

Once the 'N' values of {q(t)} are established, the values of the state

vector are obtained from the eigenvector array

{Z(t)} : {Q} {q}(t)} (2-48)

to complete the eigensolution.

This solution prevails until the capacitor voltage reaches zero, or some

small negative value, and the diode prevents any large negative voltage

across the capacitor. The values of the eddy currents in the N t target

elements and the Nc coil segment currents corresponding to the condition (vc

= -V d) become the initial conditions for a second reduced order homogeneous

solution of order N = N t + N c. The voltage vc is now stationary, e.g., vc =

-Vd, and the system is reduced to an equivalent (R,L) circuit. A second

eigen-expansion is employed to define the time domain solution in the

exponential decay phase as the poles of the reduced order system are all

in the left half plane.
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4. TarRet Pressure

The force on a typical target element is calculatec by the "motor force

equation". Referring to the ptb element illustrated in Fig. 2-55, the

normal component (z) of force is

[_ _- B ] (2-49)

where
(2-5o)

B.
P_

x _ a._ p_
Iii

2_r_ 9z

(2-51)

h _,-

I --_ P<- Ar

Fzp

Brpq"-_-_ / Mpq
Brpk _ _ - _ _

rp ,_

Xq

Target

MpK

Coll 1

IIII Seqment K I
Current' YK

( i
[ l

\

I

t

I

!

t

L _I

Fig. 2-55

Illustration For Formulatlng Normal Target Pressure
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When Fzp is summed across the target tblcRness for calculating pressures, it

is found that Br from other target elements proviae negligible

contributions. Thus the last term in (2-49) can be omitted.

The normal pressuPe at the radius of the pth element is

(2-52)

1 _ F,p
P_(r ,)= 2_rpZlro,,r

I--

I

f, rp >

BzpK. B / _---

Frp-_

MpK

l Coii

Seqment K

Current YK

Target

- - -T_-]

I

I,
I

i [
I

I

I

L.

r

t

I

I
I
l

_l

Fig. 2-56

Illustration For Formulating Radial TarEet Pressure
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By similar reasoning from Fig. 2-56, the radial force on the pth target

element becomes

Yk aMpk

B,p_- 2nrp ar (2-54)

" -"-'---- _ (2-55)B,_ 2_r, ar

and the corresponding racial pressure is

(2-56)

h being the target thickness.
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5. Further Comments on Discreti_ation

For purposes of bounding the problem, one may ignore electrical effects

_hat come from that portion of the target for which the radius exceeds twice

the coil radius. Radial discretization of the target is accomplished by

subdividing this twice coll radius into 10 to 30 equal increments. The

target thickness is also subdivided into 3 to 6 equal increments, and the

coil thickness into 3 to 6 seEmen£s. To cite an example, if the target were

subdivided into 25 radial divisions and 4 z-divlsions, then the number of

target elements would be Nt - 100. If, in addition the coll is divided into

5 segments (Nc = 5), then the total order of the system would be

N : 100 + 5 + 1 = 106

It will be acknowledged later that the specific computer code that has been

developed is limited to a system order of 130.

6. Calculation of the Inductance Arrays

We will first list some basic inductance formulas, and then their

applications to the calculation program will be identified. We start with

the formula for mutual inductance between two filamentary coaxial circular

loops (see Fig. 2-57).

where

Fig. 2-57

Coaxial Loops

_ .,.-- MI2 "_ r2

I

Az _

M,2=/_o r,.r2)2./lz 2 [-_ K((z)-E(oL)

_FIF2
m

(2-57)

(r I ÷ F2)2÷ _Z 2
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and K(_) and E(c3 are complete elliptic integrals of the first and second

kinas.

The self inductance of a circular loop of wire with loop radius r and

wire radius "a" (see Fig. 2-58) is

l-

L= .or_/ l -a 2 F[ a' 1

where now 4f(f-CZ)

a-- (2r-a) 2 (2-58)

2a

Fig° 2-58

Circular Wire Inductance Loop

Formula 2-58 ignores "internal inductance".

The Welnstein formula (Ref. 2-6) for self inductance of a circular loop

of wire having rectangular cross-sectlon (see Fig.

L=4n(a_+_)

where, if x = b/c, then

8a 1 /Ix llog(1 ÷x 2)
_,= lOg --+ --- _-

C 12 3 2

I x 2log l+--z

12

÷ X - tall -t Xl

and

u.9--_ io_ --_,ogil,-x')li_-3x'l+3.,*ox' 22160

( _ '17-I 6.,zx'÷3.2x'_an"×- i Aog[[ ÷x:).i×*log_ I+_)]
• iOx" "_

2-59) is

(2-59)

-_b_-
±

a , T

I

I

I

I

D
Fig. 2-59

Rectangular Wire

Inductance Loop
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The Rayleigh formula (Ref. 2-6) for the mutual inductance between two

circular loops having rectangular cross-sections is written as combinations

of mutual inductances between (circular) filament pairs (see Fig. 2-60):

M_=I(Mo_ l'v[ 6. MoT.M.li _ Mb I M_2_ M_ M_, 2M _)

We will not elaborate on the specific procedures that have been

employed to calculate the various inductance terms.

A coil segment is considered to be sub-divided in radius by the

individual turns. Thus a 30-turn coil would have 30 elements in any segment

(Fig. 2-61). The self inductance is then evaluated by

B

where M&S is calculated by the Rayleigh formula (2-60) when 8_ , and by the

Weinstein formula (2-59) whenfl =_.

(2-60)

4 •

Loop A

3

(a

A

w

]

FiIaments

/
2

Loop B

7

v

b

am
v

5 !

-,--Turn B

Turn o_

Co11
._-segment

i X

Fig. 2-60

Rectangular Wires in

Concentric Loops

Fig. 2-61

Self Inductance of

a Coil Segment
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The mutual inductance between two coil segments (Fig. 2-62) is

where Mc__

(2-60).

MAR=_M_B
B

is calculated by the Rayleigh formula

(2-62)

The mutual inductance between a coil segment and a target element (Fig. 2-

63) is

where MC_Bx is calculated by the Rayleigh for_mula (2-60).

(2-63)

Turn

Segment
A

Turn

I
l

Segment
B

--r

/
Meg

Turn

O_

Coil

segment
A

/

I

Max

Target
element

X

/B

Fig. 2-62
Mutual Inductance Between

Two Coil Segments

Fig. 2-63
Mutual Inductance Between

a Coil Segment and a Target Element
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Target elements are broken up into N× SUb-

elements, each being roughly square. Then the

self inductance is evaluated from (Fig. 2-64)

L,= _ M,n
(2-54)

where M_B is calculated by the single filament

pair formula (2-57) when _, and by (2-58) when

B :c_

Target
element

X

Sub-
element

6

Sub-

element-

/
M:6

#

Fig. 2-64 Self Inductance

of a Target Element

The procedure here depends on the degree of proximity between the

elements. Referring to Fib 2-65, suppose we want the mutual inductance

between Element x and any other Element y. If Element y lies in Region

I, then both elements are sub-divided and the inductance calculated by

(2-65)

1 EEu.,
M*y" N*Ny . B

where Nx and Ny are the number of sub-elements taken for Elements x and y,

respectively, and NaB is calculated by the single filament pair formula (2-

57).

If Element y lies in Region 2, then Mxy is calculated by the Rayleigh

formula (2-60).

If Element y is remote (Region 3), then the single filament pair

formula (2-57) is employed.
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7. Resistances of-Coll Sezments and Tar__ Elements

The following formulas are used:

For the coll segments:

2 rr---x-- N
(2-66)

where Ro : Outer radius of the coil

R i : Inner radius of the coil

tc : Coil (bare wire) thickness
g : Twice the insulation thickness

N : Number of coil turns

Nc : Number of coll segments

For target elements:

wh ere AZ : z-dimension of the element

r2 : outer radius of the element

rl : Inner radius of the element

qt: Conductivity of the target

2_

a:Azln -
fi,

(2-67)

8. Cgmme,ts o__qt__h__Computer Program

The computer program which Dr. Bernhart developed consists of approxi-

mately 1500 lines of FORTRAN IV code in 23 distinct subroutines. It

utilizes the EISPACK eiEenanalysis subprogram library certified at Argonne

National Laboratories. As written, the program is limited to a total system

order of 130. Typical runs on an IBM-3081 for a 30 turn coil and a 100

element target take about two minutes of virtual cpu time, and a core size

of 1400 of kiobytes.

The program calls for the following inputs:

Target: Thickness, gap, and conductivity.

Coil: Number of turns, minimum and maximum radius, width and

thickness of the ribbon wire, number of coils in series

or parallel.

Circuit: Initial voltage, capacitance, and the resistance and

inductance of the power cables.
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The program then yields the following information for selected time

interval s:

(a) Capacitor voltage and coil current.
(b) Eddycurrents at 80-120 radial and z-positions in the target.
(c) Normal and tangential pressures at 20-50 radial positions on

the target.
(d) The normal force on the target and the corresponding impulse

strength.

9. Program Verification - Comparison with Henderson's Program.

The Bernhart-Schrag analysis was applied to Henderson's problem which

was described in Section B. This was done prior to the time that the

circuit model was incorporated into the program. Thus the coil current that

Henderson calculated was used as input data_ Magnetic fields at the near

and far surfaces were calculated and compared with those calculated by

Henderson. The coil was divided into 4 segments and the target was divided

into 4 divisions in z, 20 divisions in r. These comparisons are shown in

Figs. 2-66 through 2-69. The dots are the data calculated by the Bernhart-

Schrag program, and the crosses are Henderson,s calculations. The greatest

disagreement, a few percent, was for the near-side B z calculation at r =

0.7 inch (see Fig. 2-68). Figures 2-66 and 2-68 also show the field contri-

butions coming from the coil alone. This was included to give a visual

indication of how well the target's effect is being modeled.
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When the circuit solution was incorporated into the program, the coil

current was then computed for the Henderson problem. The problem was

modified, however, in one respect. Henderson accounted for a frequency-

dependent resistance for the idler coil, where-as Bernhart's program assumes

constant external circuit parameters. Thus the idler coil was assigned a

resistance that corresponCs to 1000 Hz. Figure 2-70 shows the coll current

comparisons. Again, the dots are Bernhart's calculations, the crosses are

the data from Henderson's program.
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Fig. 2-70
Comparison of Circuit Voltage and Current
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Finally, the target force was calculated, and that result is compared

wltb Henderson's calculations in Fig. 2-71.

8O

6O

4O

Ibs

2O

0
/

\

\

Bernhart's Program

(Incl. Coil Curr. \,

Culc)
¶

0 100 200

Hendersonls

Program

micro-seconds

Henderson Problem; See Section V-B.4

Fig. 2-71 Comparisons of Force vs. Time by Two
Computational Methods

It is emphasized that the approaches employed by Henderson and by

Bernhart-Scbrag are radically different. The closeness of agreement add

confidence to the validity of both.

10. Program Verification - Calculated Impulse Compared with Values Reported

by Lewis

G. L. Lewis (Ref. 2-3) reported impulse calculations for the system

defined in Fig. 2-72. He assumed a damped sinusoidal coil current (full

cycle):
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F---d =_

T
15 mm

10 turn
coil

2 mm
_---I mm

Target

o : 2.4xi07 U/m

Fig. 2-72 EIDI Geometry for G.L. Lewis
Problem

By Lewis' analysis, _ and w corresponding to two coil thicknesses were:

d _ w

(_) (sec-I ) (rad/s)

2 7274.1 81020.5

5 3841.7 82741.2

Lewis presented results in the form of specific impulse, and those values

have been converted to actual impulse for A = 1000 Amps.
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The prob]em was solved with Bernhart's program, using the given

analytical coil current as input datsu The comparisons between Bernhart's

and Lewis' results are:

Lewis' calculated

Impulse (Lb.-Sen)

Bernhar t's Calculated

Impulse (Lb-Sec.)

2 0.0003392 0.0003379

5 0.0002725 0.0002717

11. Program Verification - Comparisons Between Calculated Coil Currents
and Measured Currents

This series of comparisons was intended to further check the degree to

which the program properly computes coll current. Careful measurements were

made on the laboratory EIDI (exclusive of an impulse coil) to determine its

circuit constants as accurately as possible. The findings are indicated in

Fig. 2-73.

530 pF
or

96.3 pF

.004

\

CURRENT
MONITOR

I ..... -J

.0023
.06 _H

SI HMONDS COI LS
CABLE LEADS

.032 _? .0324 f_
1.0 _H 4.04 _H

Coil = 40 TURNS , 0.25" ID,
2.00" OD , 0.135" THICK

Fig. 2-73 Circuit Characterization for
Lewis Experiment

Then the following coil was inserted in the circuit (no target): Turns

= 40, Outer radius = I Inch, and Thickness = 0.135 Inch. The capacitor

voltage and current were measured with an initial capacitor voltage of 400

volts. The voltage and current were also computed by the computer program.

Figures 2-74 through 2-77 show the comparisons.
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were:

Finally tests were conducted with targets present. The conditions

Coil - 40 turns, 2 Inch O.D., 0.135 Inch thick

Gaps - 0.01 Inch and 0.08 Inch

Targets - Various:

Capacitance - 530pF

No target, 0.025 Inch 2024-T3 A1,

0.040 Inch 2024-T3 AI, and 0.065 Inch Cu.

Initial Capacitor Voltage - 400 volts.

Figure 2-78 shows the comparison between calculated and measured coil

current features.

<

l q

L3

L_

F-
z
L_

C_

K3

II

I0

.065"
Cu

"_%.

•040"
2024-T3

A1

o - Calculated Data

A - Measured Data

J

I

No

Target
\ \

\

\ . "G jl

.,_ .01" Gap

.025"
2024-T3

A1
i I I

I0O 150 200

TIME OF CURRENT PEAW , p5

Fig. 2-78 Comparison of CurrentPeak, Calculated
and Measured, for Two Gap Values and

Several Targets.
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Similar tests were made with three other coils having widely different

number of turns and sizes. Details and comparative results are listed in

Fig. 2-79.

EXTERNAL CIRCUIT: 96.3 _F, 400v, 5 _H, 0.07

COIL COIL t when t when Value

TURNS DIAMETER vc = 0 I = max. of Ima x

30 3.5" I .04 I.05 0.95

35 2.5" 1.00 1.01 0.98

85 4.5" 1.01 1.01 1.00

EXTERNAL CIRCUIT: 530 _F, 400 v, 5_H, 0.07_

COIL COIL t when t when Value

TURNS DIAMETER vc = 0 I = max. of Ima x

30 3.5" 1.00 1.04 0.99

35 2.5" 0.97 1.01 1.03

85 4.5" 1.00 1.01 0.99

Fig. 2-79 Ratio of Measured to Calculated Values

for Coil and Circuit with No Target
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12. Detailed Calculated Results For A Fast Risetime EIDI Problem

Having gained confidence in the validity of the program, we then

applied it to a problem that was designed for relatively fast risetime. The

problem details are:

Coil - 29 Turns, 0.25 Inch I.D., 2.00 Inch O.D. 0.15 Inch thick

GaD - 0.075 Inch

Target - 0.065 Inch, 30% conductivity

Circuit - single coil operation, no cable resistance or inductance, 100

_F capacitance, and 1000 volts initial capacitor voltage.

For this problem, the coil was discretized into 6 segments and the target

into 25 divisions in r (out to r = 2.5 Inches) and 4 divisions in z.

The calculated coil current (not shown here) had a peak value of 2917

amps at t = 40 _s. Some selected plots related to coil and eddy currents

are shown in Figs. 2-80 and 2-81. Figure 2-80 shows coil current densities

plotted across the coil thickness at three instances of time, and eddy

current densities plotted across the target thickness at the same three time

values. The magnetic diffusion process is clearly discernible. Figure 2-81

is a plot of the linear eddy current density (target Amps per unit of radial

increment) as a function of r for 5 values of time.
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Fig. 2-80 Current Distributions Aoross the Coil and
Tarpt Thioknesses at r = 0.6 Inoh.
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Fig. 2-81 Eddy Current Density, dZ/dr
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Figure 2-82 shows the calculated pressure distributions on the target

at 4 time values, and Figure 2-83 is a plot of the total normal force vs

time. The dotted lines in Fig. 2-83 identify the time values for which the

pressure profiles (Fig. 2-82) are shown.
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PSI i lOws

f

o r÷ 1 in.

30Us

'\\

5001 601_IS

s001

,' _ COIL I

C'__ _ Tr_l
J

lOOus

Fig. 2-82 Calculated Pressures °n a

Target at Four Times
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The normal force on a given target element is proportional to the

current in that element and to Br at the location of the element. This Br

has contributions from both the coil and all other target elements. Figure

2-84 shows separate plots of element force contributions coming from the

coil's Br and from the target's Br. Forces on each of the _ target elements

at r = 0.6 Inch and at t = 50_s are show_ Observe that the component of

force coming from the target's Br produces an expected "pinch effect", but a

negligible contribution to target pressure. For this reason, the final

computer program ignores the target's Br in the computation of normal

pressures. However, the target,s Bz must be included for the computation of

radial pressures.
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Fig. 2-83 Calculated Normal Force

on a Target
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Fig. 2-84 Comparison of Force Contributions

on Target Elements

13. _.J_[qg_t.2_eftl_e_- Schrau_ Model totbeM___ TarKet

In the real EIDI problem, some target (leading edge skin) motion exists

during the produotion of the force. If the electrical period is excessive,

then target motion effects may appreciably influence the driving pressure

and even the coll current.

A limited study of the moving target problem was made, assuming the

target to be backed by a simple harmonic mechanical oscillator (see Fig. 2-

85).
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In addition to accounting for gap changes in the computation of the sub-

array {Mtc}, the analysis must incorporate the phenomenon of motional

induction Induced voltage around a target element has a new contribution

that is proportional to target velocity, and the induced voltage in a col1

segment due to a target element has a new contribution that is also

proportional to the target velocity.

modifying array {B} in F_I. (2-39).

that array bee_es

These effects can be included by

For the case of slnsle-ooll operation,

[ - ]AR_ _M ,c 0

_:M ,c R.+ARc (-I)

0 (-I) 0

(2-68)
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i

where z is the target velocity, and primes mean derivatives with respect to

z. Of course, information on the variable gap and on target velocity is

derived from Newton's acceleration law applied to the mechanical oscillator.

A solution was obtained by Euler's Method, using the forward difference

approximation

." z(t.. /it) T z(t) (2-69)
/It

Thus the state model Eq. (2-39) becomes

(z(t+ /it)}.(z(t)}+{h-'}(/(t)-/it(B}(z(t)}> (2-70)

where both {A} and {B} are time dependent because both sub-arrays Mtc and

!

M tc vary with time. However, this time variation is approximated by

discrete steps at the regular time intervals A t.

In the two examples that will be described, the basic integration time

interval was 0.2 s, and the updating interval (At) was 2 _s.

Examvle i

Coil: 36 turns, 0.25 inch I.D., 1.829 Inch O.D., 0.15 inch thick.

Circuit: No cable resistance or inductance, Cffi200_F, Initial voltage =

141_.2 volts. _

GaD: 0.075 inch initially.

TarKet: 0.0q5 inch thick, 30_ conductivity.

Mechanical Oscillator: Mass = 0.000q Lb-Sec2/Inch, Frequency ffilq00 Hz

For this problem, the coil was divided into 3 segments, the target into

12 radial divisions and 2 z-divisions. Figures 2-86 and 2-87 show

calculated results. The dotted curve in Fi_ 2-86 is the target motio_
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The solid curve is the target motion that would result from the force that

is calculated for a stationary target (fixed 0.075 inch gap). The figure

also indicates the time span for 90 percent of the area under the force

curve. Figure (2-87) is the calculated coil current (dotted curve), along

with the current oorrespondinE to a blocked target.

As can be noted from these figures, the target dynamics is only mildly

affected by the analysis refinements for the inclusion of variable gap and

motional induction. The cell current is even less affected. It is an

interesting fact that this example represents the ease where •

fElec : 2.0 fMECH

rathe electrical frequency is _/2_, where _ is the imaginary part of the

single complex root in the llst of calculated eigenvalues.
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Example 2

Coil: 50 turns, 0.25 inch I.D., 2,,-If4"5 inch O.D., 0.15 inch thick.

Circuit: No cable resistance or inductance, C = 600uF, Initial voltage =

1700 volts.

GaD: 0.075 inch initially.

Target: 0.045 inch thick, 30% conductivity.

Mechanical Oscillator: Mass = 0.0004 Lb-Sec2/Inch, Frequency = 3200 Hz

Compared with Example I, we have lowered the electrical frequency (more

coil turns and more capacitance), and raised the mechanical frequency. In

fact, it is now found that

fElec : 027 f Mech.

The same coll and target discretizations were used as in Example I. Figures

2-88, 2-89 and 2-90 show the calculated results. Figure 2-88 is the target

force (dotted curve), along with that for a blocked target (fixed 0.075 inch

gap), and for the moving target but with motional induction omitted.

Obviously, motional induction is an important contributing factor.

Figure 2-89 shows the target displacement, together with the

displacement that would result from blocked target force calculations. This

figure also shows the time span occupied by 90% of the positive blocked-

target force curve. Obviously the pulse of drive force is too long,

extending even into the target return region. Figure 2-90 shows how the

coll current is affected by the target motion, the effect being considerably

more pronounced than in Example 1.

We would conclude form these two examples that the advice to make the

electrical frequency about twice the structural frequency is sound, and that

then errors in determining the structural dynamics from stationary-target

force calculations are not great.
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Experimental measurements were made on a 30-turn, 2 inch diameter coil.

The a.c. resistance was determined by an impedance bridge, and the d.c.

resistance by the ammeter-voltmeter method. The data are shown plotted in

Figure 2-91, alone with results calculated from Eq. 2-71 interpreting the

"h" dimension as the coil thickness. There is excellent agreement out to at

least 6 KHz. The single data point at 16 _Hz suggests that more complicated

phenomena are coming into play.
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Fig. 2-91 Coll Resistance vs Frequency

Figure 2-92 is a plot of Rac/Rdc vs. the ratio of coil thickness to

skin depth, as calculated from Eq. 2-69.
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Coil. Impedance Data

A. Skin Effect Within The Coil

Experimental bridge measurements on an isolated impulse coil show

progressively larger effective resistance as the frequency is increased.

This is due to skin effect within the coil, and can be approximately

accounted for by a formula given below.

Assuming a plate conductor of thickness "h" with symmetrical a.c.

excitation on both surfaces, one can derive the following formula for the

ratio of a.c. resistance to d.c. resistance:

Ra'c" - [ !-_IRe (2-71)

where T = (I + j)/6

and 6 is the skin depth given by
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_. Coil Inductance Tables and Grahp_h_gs

The inductance of impulse coils were calculated by Dr. Henderson, using

the procedure outlined in Sec. B-2, (Eq. 2-22). The calculations assume a

uniform current distribution, and this current is replaced by three sheet

currents, as was explained in the discussion of Figure 2-36. All calcula-

tions assumed a 100-turn coil for which the inductance value is being de-

noted as L I. Correction to any other number of turns N, is accomplished by

multiplying L I by (N/IO0) 2. Also, all calculations assume an inner coil

diameter of 0.25 inch.

Several tables (and accompanying graphs) are presented, and each

assumes certain fixed design parameters. Information on fixed and variable

parameters is summarized on the page preceding each set of tables. Tables

2-2a through 2-2c were intended primarily for design purposes. The corres-

ponding graphs, prepared from the tables, are expecially helpful when inter-

polations with frequency are required. The abscissa on these graphs is the

ratio of the target thickness to electrical skin depth, that is, t/_. Here 6

is calculated from the formula

6 - 0.0823 inch (2-72)

_{KHzaU

where a u is the electrical conductivity of the target divided by the

conductivity of copper. The use of the graphs is illustrated in Section

VII, where design examples are considered.
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Table 2-I, Graph2-I

Isolated Coll (No Target)

By Henderson's Model

Coil Thickness Variable, 0.1 to 0.4 Inch

Coil Diameters Variable, 1.5 to 3.5 Inches
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N_NNNW_NN_W_NN_NNN_NNN_NN___NNNNNW_NNNNNNNN_NNNNNNWNNNNNN_NMWNNmNNNNNNMNNNNW_-mA_

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 1.5 INCH COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.0 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP " 0.075 INCH COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH
TARG THICKNESS = 0.025 INCH TARG THICKNESS = 0.025 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 0 PER CEHT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M TARGET CONDUCTIVITY : 0 PER CENT Or 5.8E7 MHOS_I

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN MICROHEHRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY
COIL THICK .$KHZ IKHZ 3KHZ

0.100 INCH 168.19 I68.19
0.150 INCH 160.6_ 160.6_
0.200 INCH 153.80 153.80

0.300 INCH I_1.88 iql.88
0._00 INCH 131.90 131.90

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN MICROHENRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY
10KNZ Cu£L THICK .SKHZ IKNZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.100 INCH 211.25 211.25
0.150 INCH 203.79 203.79
0.200 INCH 196.89 196.89
0.300 INCH 18¢.52 18¢.52
0._00 INCH 173.79 173.79

TANG THICKNESS = 0.025 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 0 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.5 INCH COIL OUTER DIAMETER = _.0 INCH
COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

TANG THICKNESS : 0.025 INCH

TARGET COHDUCTIVITY : 0 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN MICROHENRIES ARE: CALCULATED INDUCTANCES

FREQUENCY

COIL THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ COIL THICK .SKHZ

0.100 INCH 256.67 256.67 0.100 INCH 298.37 298.36
0.150 INCH 2_7.27 2_7.27 0.150 IHCH 290.99 290.99
0.200 INCH 2_0.33 2_0.33 0.200 INCH 28_.00 28_.00
0.300 INCH 227.65 227.65 0.300 IttCH 271.10 271.10
0,_00 INCH 216.38 216.38 0._00 IHCH 259._3 259._3

NNN_NNNMMNNMNMMNNMNW_N_NWNN_NMNNNWNNN_NNWMMN_MWN_NMN_

COIL OUTER DIAMETER : 3.5 INCH
COIL-TARGET GAP : 0.075 INCH

TANG THICKNESS : 0.025 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY : 0 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

IN MICROHENRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY
IKHZ _KHZ 10KHZ

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN MICROHEHRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY
COIL THICK .SKHZ 1KHZ 3KNZ 10KHZ

0.100 IHCH 3_2.20 3_2.20
0.150 INCH 33_.8_ 3]_.8_
0.200 INCH 327.82 327.82
0.300 IHCH 31_.73 31_.73
0._00 INCH 302.76 302.76

Table 2-1a
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Table 2-2, Graph 2-2

Main Design Data

By Henderson's Model

Coil Thickness 0.15 Inch

Coil Diameters Variable, 1.5 to 3.5 Inches

Coil-Target Gap 0.075 Inch

Target Thicknesses Variable, 0.025 to 0.065 Inch

Target Conductivity au Variable, 30% to 100%
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS

OF POOR QUALITY

_N_WWW*_WW*WNWWWWNNWWWWW_WWWWW_WWW_WW,NW_NW_**_

COIL OUTER DIAMETER • 1.5 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 IHCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY *

CALCULATED IaDUCTANCES IN MICRONENRIES ARE:

30.PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M TARGET CONDUCTIVITY =

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN _LICROHENRIES ARE:

%0 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
TARGET THICK .LKHZ IKHZ 3KNZ 10KHZ TARGET THICK .LKHZ IKHZ _KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 INCH 156.20 1_8.07 120.91 97.32 0.025 INCH 153.65 142.%6 113.15 95.17

0.035 INCH 153.28 i_1.83 113.03 96.18 0.035 IHCH i_9,_7 134.86 I06.7_ 9_.95

0.065 INCH 150.26 136.38 108.60 96.29 0.045 INCH I_5._2 128.82 103.69 95.66

0.055 INCH I_7.3_ 131._5 106.17 9_.80 0,055 INCH 1%1.69 12%.20 102.32 96.10

0.065 IHCH i_.59 128.18 I0_.90 97,38 0,065 INCH 138,39 120.7_ 101.82 96.66

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 50 PER CENT OF 5.BE7 _HOS/M TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

CALCULATED IHDUCTAMCES IN _ICROHENRIES ARE: C_LCULATED I_(DUCTA_(CES IN _ICROHENRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
TARGET THICK .SKHZ IMHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ TARGET THICK .SKHZ IKHZ _KHZ 1OKHZ

0.025 INCH 150.90 137.18 107.88 96.09 0,025 INCH I_8.07 132.37 i0_.2_ 93._7

0.035 IHCH i_5.60 128.84 102.90 9&.3_ 0.035 IHCH iqi.83 123.75 i00._ 93.98

0.0_5 IHCH I_0.7_ 122.7% 10_._a 95.00 0.0_5 IHCH 136,3_ _17.91 99.16 9_.69

0.055 INCH 136.50 i18._1 100.20 95.6_ 0.055 INCH 131.85 llq.0G 98.93 95,28

0.065 INCH 132.90 I15._0 i00.17 96._0 0.065 IHCH 12_.la 111.53 99.17 95.63

TARGET COHDUCTIVITY = 100 PER CEHT OF 5.&E7 MHOS/M

CALCULATED INDUCTAHCES IN MICROHEHRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY
TARGET THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KNZ

0.025 INCH 137.18 117.98 97,32 92,50

0.055 INCH 128.8_ 110.56 96.1_ 93.30

0.045 INCH 122.7_ 106.63 96.29 93.89

0.055 INCH i18.41 I0_.60 96.80 9q.15

0.065 INCH i15._0 103.63 97.38 94.19

NNNMMMMNNNNNNNNN_NNNWMNMMNNNNNNNNNN_NN_MNNNNNNNMMNWNNW

Tabl e 2-2a
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COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH
COIL - TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH
t = TARGET THICKNESS, INCH
6 = SKIN DEPTH, INCH

= TARGET CONDUCTIVITY, RATIO TO COPPER
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COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.0 INCH
COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH
TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 30 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.0 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH
COIL THICKHESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = %0 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 PIHOS/M

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN _tICRONENRIES ARE: CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IH MICROHENRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY FREQUENCY

TARGET THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ TARGET THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 5KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 INCH 193.86 177.41 132.38 103.61 0.025 INCH 188.%9 166.96 121.88 101.45

0.035 INCH 187.69 165.75 121.76 102.73 0.035 INCH 180.06 153.73 iI_.09 101.53

0.0%5 INCH 181.56 156.20 116.39 103.13 0.0%5 INCH 172.2% 1_3.99 110.78 102.31

0.055 INCH 175.80 1%8.69 113.71 103.90 0.055 INCH 165.36 137.01 109.50 103.18

0.065 INCH 170.57 1_2.90 112.%8 10%.70 0.065 INCH 159._7 132.08 109.21 103.91

MMMWNMM_MWMMM_WMN_ffWMW_MMMWMMNMMN_WMNWWWWMNMMMNM_MWW) _NNN_MNNNNNNNMNM_NNNNNNNMMNN_MNNN_NNN_MMN_NNMNNNNN_

COIL OUTER DIAMETER : 2.0 INCH COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.0 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.,15 IHCH COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH
TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 50 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 HHOS/M

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN MICROHEHRIES ARE: CALCULATED IHDUCTAHCES IN MICROHENRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY FREQUEHCY

TARGET THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ TARGET THICK .SKHZ IKHZ _KNZ 10_NZ

0.025 INCH i_2.93 157.71 I15.3_ 100.39 0.025 INCH 177.41 i_9.73 111.08 99.79

0.035 IHCH 172.66 i&_.08 i09.7% 100.93 0.035 INCH 165.75 136._3 107.08 100.58

0.0&5 INCH 163.73 13%.92 107.77 181.85 0.045 INCH 156.20 128,20 105.99 101.53

0.055 INCH 156.32 128.88 107.31 102.68 0.055 IHCH 148.69 123.16 I06.02 102.27

0.065 INCH 150.32 12W.94 107.5_ 183.27 0.065 INCH 1%2.90 120.11 106.53 102.71

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.0 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH
COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET COHDUCTIVITY = I00 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN MICROHEHRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY
TARGET THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 3KNZ 1OKHZ

0.025 INCH 157.71 128.29 103.61 98,86

0.035 INCH 14_.0_ 118.67 102.73 99.89

0.045 INCH 13%.92 114.09 103.13 100.62

0.055 INCH 128.89 111.96 103.90 100.94

0.065 INCH 12_.9% 111.11 10%.70 100.99

NNM_MN_NNNNNNN_NMMM_MN_NNN_WN_M_NNNNN_NNNNN_NNNNN_

Tabl e 2-2b
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COIL - TARGET GAP : 0.075 INCH

t = TARGET THICKNESS, INCH

6 = SKIN DEPTH, INCH

= TARGET CONDUCTIVITY, RATIO TO COPPER
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COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.5 INCH COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.5 INCH
COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 IHCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH COIL THICKHESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 30 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = _0 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN _ICROHEHRIES ARE: CALCULATED IHDUCTAHCES IN MICROHEHRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY FREQUENCY

TARGET THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ TARGET THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 INCH 229.03 201.69 139.20 107.93 0.025 INCH 219.80 185.69 126.99 105.86

0,035 INCH 218.39 183.82 126.95 107.36 0.035 INCH 205.8_ 166.69 118.68 106.22

0.045 INCH 208.21 170.06 121.25 108.02 0.0%5 INCH 193.51 153.66 115._7 107.23

0.055 INCH 198.96 159.79 118.6_ 109.00 0.055 INCH 103.11 1_.86 11_._2 108.28

0.065 INCH 190.82 152.24 117.60 109.98 0.065 INCH 17_.5_ 138.96 11_.38 109.1q

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.5 IHCH COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.5 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH
COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 50 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 _HOS/_ TARGET COHDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 _HOS/_

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN MICROHENRIES ARE: CALCULATED IHDUCTAHCES IN MICROHEHRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY FREQUEHCY

TARGET THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ TARGET THICK .SKNZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 INCH 210.56 172.29 I19.8_ 10_.86 0.025 INCH 201.69 161.31 115.39 I0_.29

0.035 INCH 19_.22 153.80 ii_.21 105.66 0.035 INCH 183.82 1_%.1% 111.57 105.32

0.0_5 INCH 180.79 lq2.30 I12._8 106.78 0.0_5 INCH 170.06 13_.32 110.75 106.65

0.055 INCH 170.17 135,17 112.28 107.76 0.0_5 INCH 159.79 128.69 111.05 i07._i

0.065 INCH 161.93 130.78 112.75 108.&& 0.065 IHCH 152.2_ 125._9 lll.T& !07.82

Ne_WeW_=_Ne_W_W_MWN_W_WWNWN_NMWWNWWMWN_NMWWN_! _WWW_W_WWWW_W_W_W_WWWW_WWWWWMWMNW_WW_MMWWNW_WNMNN)

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.5 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0,075 INCH
COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 IHCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = i00 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN MICROHENRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY

TARGET THICK .5KHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 INCH 172.29 13%.3& 107.93 I03._2

0.035 INCH 153,80 123.55 107.36 10_.63

0.0_5 INCH 1_2.30 118.8_ 108.02 105.47

0.055 IHCH 135.17 116.87 109.00 105.83

0.065 INCH 130.78 116.2q 109.98 105.89

NNRNNN_NNNNNNN#N_ffN_WNN_NffNNN_NNffNNWNNNWNWWNNWNWNNNNI

Table 2-2c
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COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH
COIL - TARGET GAP : 0.075 INCH
t : TARGET THICKNESS, INCH
6 = SKIN DEPTH, INCH

= TARGET CONDUCTIVITY, RATIO TO COPPER
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Graphs 2-2c Inductance Curves for a 2.5
Inch Diameter Coil
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COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3,0 INCH
COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

COIL THICKHESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 30 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

COIL OUTER DIAMETER * 3.0 INCH
COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = %0 PER CEHT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/_

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN MICROHENRIES ARE: CALCULATED INDUCTANCESIN _ICROHENRIES _RE:

FREQUENCY FREQUEt(CY
TARGET THICK .SKHZ IKNZ 3KHZ 10KHZ TARGET THICK .5KHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 INCH 261._5 221.32 I_3.23 111.15 0.025 INCH 2_7._% 199.59 130.I_ 109.19

0.035 INCH 2_5.29 197.06 130.21 110.87 0.035 INCH 227.09 175.31 121.80 109.80

0.0q5 INCH 230._0 179._3 12_.S5 III.7_ 0.0_5 INCH 209.92 159.68 118.85 110.99

0.055 INCH 217.33 166.91 122.16 112.90 0.055 INCH I96.02 Iq9.67 118.06 112.18

0.065 INCH 206.18 _58.06 121.36 II_.0_ 0,065 INCH 18_.98 I_3.25 118,26 113.15

_N_NNN_NNWNNM_NM_NNMN_NNN_NNNW_N_WN_N_NM_ _NNNNMN_NN_NMNM_NNN_NNNM_NN_N_N_N_M_NN_

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.0 IHCH COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.0 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 IHCH COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

COIL THICK_(ESS = 0.15 INCH COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 50 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN _ICROHENRIES ARE:

TARGET THICK .5_HZ

0.025 I_(CH 233.90

0.035 I_(CH 2t0.95

0.0_5 IHCH 19_.06

0.055 IHCH 179.53

0.065 INCH 169._5

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN MICROHENRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY FREQUEHCY

IKHZ 3KNZ 10KHZ TARGET THICK .5KNZ IKNZ 3KHZ ]0KHZ

182,32 122.80 108.25 0.025 INCH 221.32 168.78 118.36 107.73

159,85 i17._i 109.27 0.035 IHCH 197.06 148.78 114.86 108.95

i&6.77 115.97 110.55 0.045 INCH 179._3 138.08 114.33 110.22

139.09 116.02 111.65 0.055 INCH 166.91 132.27 114.85 111.18

13_.57 116,70 112._I 0.065 IHCH 158.06 129.16 115.78 111.73

COIL OUTER DIAMETER • 3.0 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 IHCH
COIL TIIICKNESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = i00 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 HHOS/H

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN MICROHEHRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY
TARGET THICK .5KHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 I_4CH 182,32 137.93 111.15 106.91

0.035 INCH 159.85 126.72 110.87 108.26

0.0_5 INCH 1_6.77 122.16 111.76 109.19

0.055 INCH 139.09 120._2 112.90 109.58

0.065 INCH 13_.57 120.05 ll_.0Z I09.6_

_N_NNWNMNNNNWNNNWNMN_WN_NN_N_NN_N_NNN_NN_NNN_NN_NN_

Table 2-2d
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COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH
COIL - TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH
t = TARGET THICKNESS, INCH
6 = SKIN DEPTH, INCH

= TARGET CONDUCTIVITY, RATIO TO COPPER
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Graph 2-2d Inductance Curves for a 3.0
Inch Diameter Coil
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COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.5 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 IHCH
COIL THICKHESS = 0.15 IHCI[

TARGET COHDUCTIVITY = 30 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/H

CALCULATED IHDUCTM{CES IH I'IICROHERRIES ARE:

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.5 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = _.075 INCH

COIL THICKHESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET COHDUCTIVIT¥ = %0 PER CEHT OF 5.8E7 HHOS/_

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IH _ICROHENRIE5 ARE:

FREQUENCY _ YRE_UE?(CY
TARGET THICK .5KHZ I_HZ 3KHZ 10KHZ TARGET THICK .LKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 INCH 290.97 23_._1 1_5.59 113.6% _ 0.025 I?_CH 271.%6 209.59 132.1_ 111.80

0.035 IHCH 268._8 206._6 132.35 113.62 0.035 INCH 266.23 280.81 12_.06 112.61

0.0_5 INCH 2_8._9 185.56 126.92 Ii_.67 0.0_5 INCH 222.2_ 163.31 121._I 113.95

0._55 INCH 231.5_ 171.31 12_.79 115.97 0.055 INCH 205.11 152.59 120.88 115,26

0.065 INCH 217._9 161.63 12_.23 117,20 0.065 INCH 191.96 1_5.97 121.29 116.31

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = _.5 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 I?(CH COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.5 IIICH
COIL THICKHESS = 0.15 INCH COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 IHCH

COIL THICKIIESS = 0.15 I_CH
TARGET CO?{DUCTIVITY = 50 PER CEt_T OF 5.8E7 MHOS/_I TARGET COHDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CE?{T OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

CALCULATED IHDUCTARCES IN MICROHEMRIES ARE:
CALCULATED IHDUCTAHCES III MICROHEHRIES ARE:

FREQUE?ICy FREQUEHCY
TARGET THIC_ .LKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10K}IZ TARGET THICK .LKIIZ IKHZ 5KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 IHCH 253.2% I_B.9% 12q.85 II0.92 0.025 IHCII 236.81 173.40 120.52 Ii0.63

0.035 IHCH 2_3.59 163._6 i19._2 112.11 0.035 IHCH 206._6 151.50 117.33 111.81

0.0_5 I?(CH 201.59 I_9._5 118.67 113.52 0.0_5 IHCH 185.5_ I_0._ 117.11 I_3.19

0.055 IHCH I_5.65 161.5_ ii_.9_ 11#.72 0.055 IHC}{ 171.51 154.71 117.83 114.23

0.065 IHCH 17_.17 137.15 I19._i I15.5_ 0.065 I|ICll 161.63 131.78 118.93 II_.82

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.5 ItICH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 IHCH
COIL TIIICKHESS = 0.15 IHCH

TARGET COHDUCTIVITY = I00 PER CEHT OF 5.8E7 MIIOS/M

CALCULATED IHDUCTAHCES IH MICROHEHRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY
TARGET THICK .LKHZ I_.HZ 3HHZ 10KHZ

0.025 IHCH 188.96 I_0.08 I13.6_ 109.66

0.035 IHCH 163._6 128.8_ 113.62 111.13

0.0§5 I_'lCII 1¢9.45 12¢.59 11¢.67 112.12

0.053 IHCH 1_1.58 123.13 115.97 112.5_

0.065 It(CH 137.15 122.98 117.20 112.60

NNNNNNNNNWNNNNNNNNNNNNNHWNNNNNMNNNHNNNNNNWWWNNNNNNHNN_
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COIL THICKNESS : 0.15 INCH
COIL - TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH
t : TARGET THICKNESS, INCH
6 : SKIN DEPTH, INCH
o = TARGET CONDUCTIVITY, RATIO TO COPPER
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Table 2-3

Effect of Coil-Target-Gap

by Henderson's Model

Coil Thickness 0.15 Inch

Coil Diameters 2.0 and 3.0 Inches

Coil-Target Gap Variable, 0.025 to 0.10 Inch

Target Thickness Variable, 0.025 to 0.065 Inch

Target Conductivity qu 60%
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COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.0 INCH COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.0 INCH
COIL THICKNESS = 0.150 INCH COIL THICKNESS = 0.150 INCH

TARGET THICKNESS = 0.025 INCH TARGET THICKNESS = 0.035 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5,8E7 MHOS/M

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN MICROHEHRIES ARE: CALCULATED IHDUCTAHCES IH _ICROHEHRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY FREQUENCY

COIL-TARGET GAP .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ COIL-TARGET GAP .5KHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 INCH 172.%7 138.02 87.73 72.%2 0.025 IHCH 158.14 121.01 82.31 73.42

0.050 INCH 175.07 144.22 100.18 87.05 0.050 INCH 162,15 129.20 95.53 87.95

0.075 INCH 177._1 1_9.73 111.08 99.79 0.075 INCH 165.75 136._3 107.08 100.58

0.100 INCH 179.51 15_.64 120.65 110.90 0.100 INCH 168.97 1_2.8_ 117.20 111.61

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.0 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.150 INCH

TARGET THICKNESS = 0.0&5 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/_

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.0 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.150 INCH
TARGET THICKNESS = 0.055 INCH
TARGET COHDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CEHT OF 5.8E7 _HOS/M

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN HICROHEHRIES ARE: CALCULATED INDUCTAHCES IN MICROHEHRIES ARE:

FREQUENCYFREQUENCY

COIL-TARGET GAP .SKHZ IKHZ 3MHZ 10KNZ COIL-TARGET GAP .5KHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 IHCH 146.22 _10.32 80.77 74.66 0.025 INCH 136.74 103,68 80.7_ 75.63

0.050 INCH 151.50 119.82 9_.2_ 89.02 0.050 INCH 145.07 114.04 9_.25 89.88

0.075 INCH 156.20 128.20 105.99 101.53 0.075 INCH 148.69 125.16 106.02 102.27

0.I00 INCH 160.&0 135.60 116.28 i12.%% 0.I00 INCH 155.70 131.19 116.33 113.09

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.0 INCH
COIL THICKNESS = 0.150 INCH

TARGET THICKHESS = 0.065 INCH
TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN MICROHEHRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY

COIL-TARGET GAP .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 INCH 129.55 99.62 81.36 76.21

0.050 INCH 136.53 110.53 94.80 90.3_

0.075 INCH 142.90 120.11 106.53 102.71

0.100 INCH 148.56 128.5_ 116.78 i13._8

WWMNNWWN_NWNWWNWWWWW_WWWWW_WWW_WWWWWWWMNNWWMWMNNNMNMW_

Table 2-3a
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COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.8 INCH
COIL THICKNESS = 0.150 INCH

TARGET THICKNESS = 0.025 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.0 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.150 INCH

TARGET THICKNESS = 0.035 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITy = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN MICROHEHRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY
COIL-TARGET GAP .5MHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 INCH 211.75 I_9.77 88.61 75.33

0.050 INCH 2i6.72 159.69 10_.19 92.32

0.075 INCH 221.32 168.78 118.36 107.73

0.100 INCH 225.57 177.1_ 131.27 121.73

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IH MICROHENRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY
COIL-TARGET GAP 5KHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 INCH 183.3_ 125.72 _.22 76.78

0.050 IHCH 190._8 137.76 100.27 93.65

0.075 INCH 197.06 1_8.78 11_.86 108.95

0.100 INCH 203.13 158.87 I28.1_ 122.8_

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.0 INCH COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.0 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.150 INCH COIL THICKNESS = 0.150 INCH
TARGET THICKNESS = 0.0_5 INCH TARGET THICKI(ESS = 0.055 IIICH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M TARGET COHDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.&E7 MHOS/M

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IH MICROHEHRIES ARE: CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN MICROHEHRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY

COIL-TARGET GAP .5KHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ COIL-TARGET GAP .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 INCH 162.48 112.73 83._8 78.31 0.025 INCH 1_7.52 105.62 _.07 79._7

0.050 INCH 171.31 125.9_ 99.6_ 95.0_ 0.050 INCH 157.63 119.56 100.20 98.10

0.075 INCH 179.43 138.08 ii_.33 110.22 0.075 INCH 166.91 132.27 llq.&5 111.18

0.I00 INCH 186.91 i_9.15 127.68 12&.00 0.100 IHCH 175.42 14_.89 128.18 12_._8

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.0 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.150 INCH
TARGET THICKNESS = 0.065 INCH
TARGET COT(DUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN MICROHENRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY

COIL-TARGET GAP .5KHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 1OKHZ

0.025 INCH 136.90 101.76 85.16 80.1%

0.050 INCH 1_7.9; 116.09 101.21 96.71

0.075 INCH 158.06 129.16 115.78 111.73

0.100 INCH 167.35 141.08 129.0_ 125.38

W_MNNNNMMMNMNNNNWNMMNMM_M_NWNMNNMWMNNNNNWNMNNNNNNMNMMM_

Table 2-3b
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Table 2-4

Effect of Coil Thickness

Computed by Henderson's Model

Coil Thickness Variable, 0.1 to 0.4 Inch"

Coil Diameters 2.0 and 3.0 Inches

Coil-Target Gap 0.075 Inch

Target Thickness Variable, 0.075 to 0.065 Inch

Target Conductivity q 60%
u
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COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.0 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

TARGET THICKNESS = 0.025 INCH
TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/_

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.0 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

TARGET THICKNESS = 0.035 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

3ALCULATED INDUCTANCES IH MICRONENRIES ARE: CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IM MICROHEHRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY FREQUENCY

COIL THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KNZ COIL'TNICK .SKHZ I_HZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.100 INCH t82.62 151.93 108.20 95.20 0.100 INCH 169.77 137.00 103.60 96.09

0.150 INCH 177.41 149.73 111.08 99.79 0.150 INCH 165.75 136._3 107.08 100.58

0.200 INCH 172.50 147._6 113.15 I03.2_ 0.200 INCH 161.8_ 135.57 109.66 105.99

0.250 INCH 167.88 I_5.15 11_.57 105.91 0.250 INCH 158.20 13_.48 111.51 106.55

0.300 INCH 163.52 i_2.83 I15._7 i07._3 0.300 INCH 15%.67 133.23 112.78 I08._0

0._00 INCH 155.53 138.25 116.12 110.09 0.%00 INCH 148.07 130.39 11%.00 110.56

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.0 INCH COTL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.0 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

TARGET THICKNESS = 0.0%5 INCH TARGET THICKNESS = 0.055 INCH
TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5._E7 MHOS/_ TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = _0 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN MICROHENRIES ARE: CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN MICROHENRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY FREQUENCY
COIL THICK .5KNZ IKHZ _KHZ 10KHZ COIL THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.i00 INCH 159.17 127.69 102.32 97.16 0.I00 INCH 150.78 121.95 102.33 98.01

0.150 INCH 156.20 128.20 105.99 101.55 0.150 INCH I_8,69 123.16 106.02 102.27

0.200 INCH 153.27 128.26 108.72 10_.83 0.200 INCH 146.52 123.80 108.77 105._9

0.250 I_(CH 150.38 127.96 110.70 107.29 0.250 INCH 14_.30 12_.01 110.76 107.88

0.300 INCH i_7.56 127._0 112.08 109.08 0.300 INCH 142.06 123.88 i12.1_ 109.60

0,&00 INCH 162.15 125.67 I13,46 iii.i0 0.400 INCH 137.61 122.85 113.53 111.53

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.0 INCH
COIL-TARGET GAP = 0,075 INCH

TARGET THICKNESS = 0.065 INCH

TARGET CO_(DUCTIVITY = 68 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOE/M

3ALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN MICROHEHRIES KRE:

FREQUENCY
COIL THICK .SKNZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.100 INCH 14_.29 118._7 102.88 9_.50

0.150 INCH 1_2.90 120.11 106.53 102.71

0.200 INCH 1_1.3_ 121.12 109.22 105.88

0.250 INCH 139.65 121.65 111.17 108.23

1.300 INCH 137.87 121.78 112.52 109.91

0,_00 INCH 13_.17 121.18 113.85 111.77

_NNNNNNNNNNNN_NNMNNRNWNNNNWNNNNNNN_ffWWNNNWNNWNNNN_
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COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.0 IHCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

TARGET THICKNESS = 0.025 INCH
TARGET CONDUCTIVITY =

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN MICROHENRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY
COIL THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ

0.i00 INCH 22%.24 167.36 112.08

0.150 INCH 221.32 168.78 118.36

0.200 INCH 218.43 169.81 123.70

0.250 INCH 215.57 170.50 12&.24

0.300 INCH 212.75 170.90 132.09

0.400 INCH 207.25 170.98 138.04

60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

10KHZ

I00 28

I07 73

114 09

119 52

124 15

131 41

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.0 INCH
COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

TARGET THICKNESS = 0.035 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/_

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN MICROHENRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY

COIL THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.i00 INCH 198.06 145.52 108,19 101.61

0.150 INCH 197,06 148,78 11_,86 108.95

0.200 INCH 195.90 151._5 120.55 115.21

0.250 INCH 19_.62 153.61 125.39 120.55

0.300 INCH 193.2_ 155.3_ 129.50 125.10

0.400 INCH 190.24 157.70 135.90 132.23

M___MMMMMMMMM WMMWWMWWMWW_WMW

_WW_N_WWWWW_NNW_NNN_NNNNN_N_N_N_WNNNNNW_NMN_N

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.0 INCH COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.0 INCH
COILmTARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

TARGET THICKNESS = 0.045 INCH TARGET THICKNESS = 0.055 INCH

TARGET COHDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OT 5.8E7 MHOS/M TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.BE7 MHOS/M

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN MICROHENRIES ARE: CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN MICROHENRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY FREQUENCY

COIL THICK .5KHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ COIL THIC_ .SKHZ IKHZ 3KNZ 10KHZ

0.100 INCH 17_.95 133.78 107.57 103.00 0,100 INCH 165.32 127.39 10a.12 10_.05

0,150 I?_CH 179.43 13_.0_ 114.33 110.22 0.150 INCI! 166.91 132.27 114.85 111.18

0.200 INCH 179.62 1_1.68 120.09 116.38 0,200 INCH 16_.09 136.39 120.58 117.26

0.250 I_CH 179.55 I_4.67 124.99 121.62 0.250 INCH 168.91 139._4 125.46 122.43

0.300 iNCH 179.26 147.13 129.15 125.09 0,300 INCH 169._3 142.72 129.59 126,83

0,400 I_CH 17_,17 150.74 135.63 133.07 0.400 INCH 169.73 147.03 136.02 133.71

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.0 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH
TARGET THICKNESS = 0.065 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 HHOS/M

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IN MICROHENRTES ARE:

FREQUENCY

COIL THICK .5KHZ

0.100 INCH 155.66

0.150 INCH 158,06

0.200 INCH 159.97

0.250 INCH 161.45

0,300 INCH 162.56

0.400 INCH 163.86

IKHZ

123 94

129 16

133

137

140

145

3KHZ

109 13

115 78

57 121 4_

28 126 25

38 130 33

08 136 66

10KHZ

104.66

111.73

117.76

122.90

127.26

13_.07

Table 2-4b
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Table 2-5, Graph 2-5

Double Target Results

By Henderson's Model

Coil Thickness 0.15 Inch

Coil Diameter 2.5 Inches

Coil-Doubler Gap 0.075 Inch

Doubler Thickness Variable, 0.035 to 0.055 Inch

Doubler Conductivity cu , 60%

Skin Thickness Variable, 0.015 to 0.045 Inch

Skin Conductivity ou 30%
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COIL OUTER DTA_LETER = 2.5 INCH

COIL-DOUBLER GAP - 0.075 INCH

COIL THICKHESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 30 PER CEHT OF 5.8E7 _U_OS/M
DOUBLER CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

TARGET THICKNESS = 0.015 INCHES

CALCULATED INDUCTANCES IH _.ICROHEHRIES ARE:

FREQUENCY

DOUBLER THICK IKHZ 2KHZ 3KHZ qKHZ

0.035 INCH 136.41 116.07 II0.S5 108.83

0.0_5 INCH 129.90 114.59 110.93 109.50

0.055 INCH 12t.18 116._5 ' 111.58 110._3

_N__NNN_NMWN_NNMNM_W_W_NNWWWWNK_JEW_W_N_W_

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = Z.5 INCH

COIL-DOUBLER GAP = 0.075 INCH

COIL THICKHES3 = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 30 PER CENT OF 5.BE7 _OS/_
DOUBLER CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 _OS/_

TARGET THICKNESS • 0.025 IHCHES

_AI.CULATED INDUCTANCES IN _%ICROHEMRIE$ ARE:

FREQUEHCY

DOUBLER THICK IKHZ 2KHZ 3KHZ %KHZ

0.035 INCH 132.91 115.25 110.89 109.20

0.0_5 INCH 127.91 II_._6 111.27 109.99

0.055 INCH 125.08 II_.51 112.02 110.91

0.065 INCH

0.055 INCH 124.35 I16._0 11Z.49

COIL OUTER DIAMETER _ 2.5 INCH

COIL-DOUBLER GAP = 0.075 INCH

COIL THICKHESS _ 0.15 INCH
TARGET COHDUCTIVlTY = 30 PER CENT OF 5.aE7 _HOS/_
DOUBLER CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 tL_OS/_

TARGET THICKNESS = 0.035 IHCHES

CALCULATED INDUCTANCE5 IH _tlCROHENRIEB ARE:

FREQUENCY

DOUBLER THICK IKHZ 2KHZ 3KHZ _KHZ

0.035 INCH 130.35 114,90 III.1_ 109.70

126._B 114.53 III.TI 110.51

111.37

NNMM_MMMMMM_MMMM_MMMWMNNMMMMNNNMM_NNN_MMN_NM_NM_M_MMN_

COIL OUTER DIAMETER • 2.5 INCH
COIL-DOUBLER GAP = 0.075 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH
TARGET CCHDUCTIVITY = 30 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 _HOSI_

DOUBLER CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF §.aE7 MHOS/M

TARGET THICKNESS = 0.0_5 INCHES

CALCULATED IHDUCTAMCES IN _%ICRO_EMRIES B/E:

FREQUENCY

nOUBLER THICK IKHZ 2KHZ 3KHZ 6KHZ

0.035 INCH 128.51 11_.89 111.63 110.28

0.065 INCH 125.69 114.78 112.20 111.02

0.055 LMCH _23.&5 115.17 112.96 I11.7_

N_NNMMNMNNNNNNNMN_NNMNNWNN'NMNNMMN_g'tfrWNMNNMMNMMM

Table 2-5a
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C. Tables and Graphs of the Coil Resistance

Contributed_b/ the Target

The increase in coil resistance, due to the presence of the target was

calculated by Dr. Henderson, using the procedure outlined in See. B-2 (Eq.

2-22). The calculations assume a uniform current distribution, and this

current is replaced by three current sheets, as was explained in the

discussion of Figure 2-36. All calculations assumed a 100-turn coil for

which the resistance increase is being denoted as AR I. Correction to any

other number of turns, N, is accomplished by multiplying _R I by (N/tO0) 2.

Also, all calculations assumed an inner coil diameter of 0.25 inch.

Several tables (and accompanying graphs) are presented, and each

assumes certain fixed design parameters. Information on the fixed and

variable parameters is summarized on the page preceding each set of tables.

Tables 2-6a through 2-6e were intended primarily for design purposes. The

corresponding graphs, prepared from the tables, are especially helpful when

interpolations with frequency are required. The abscissa on the graphs is

the ratio of the target thickness to electrical skin depth, that is, t/6 .

Here 6 is calculated fr_n the formula

0.0823
- inch,

TKHzq u

where GU is the electrical conductivity of the target divided by the

conductivity of copper. The use of the graphs is illustrated in Section

VII, where design examples are considered.
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Table 2-6, Graph 2-6

Main Design Data

Coil Thickness 0.15 Inch

Coil Diameters Variable, 1.5 to 3.5 Inches

Coil-Target Gap0.075 Inch

Target Thickness Variable; 0.025 to 0.065 Inch

Target Conductivity a Variable, 30%to 100%u
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COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 1.5 INCH COIL OUTER DIAMETER " 1.5 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 IHCH COIL-TARGET GAP " 0.075 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 8.15 INCH COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 IHCH
TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 30 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = %0 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 _HOS/M

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN MILLOHMS ARE:
CALCULATED RESISTANCES _N MILLOHMS ARE:

FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY 3KHZ IOKHZ

TARGET THICK .LKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 1OKHZ TARGET THICK .LKNZ IKHZ

0.025 IHCH _5.19 I_6.52 579._2 1058.97 0.025 INCH 56.31 168.99 5%_.06 83_.72

0.035 INCH 57.01 168.63 526.33 799.60 0.035 INCH 68.82 18_.35 463.90 626.11

0.0_5 IHCH 65.85 179.01 %66.2% 653.09 0.0_5 IHCH 77.11 187.01 595.42 519.85

0.055 INCH 72.23 182.00 %13.05 570.67 0.055 INCH 82.26 185.03 342.57 _68.99

0.065 INCH 76.67 _ 180.50 369.33 527.99 0.065 INCH 85.07 175.87 303,04 _50.q3

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 1.5 INCH COIL OUTER DIAMETER • 1.5 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 IHCH

COIL THICKNESS : 0.15 INCH COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 50 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M TARGET CONDUCTIVITY : 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN MILLOHMS ARE: :ALCUL_TED RESISTANCES IN MILLOHMS ARE:

FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY IKHZ 5KHZ 10KHZ

TARGET THICK .LKHZ IKNZ 3_HZ 10KHZ ,_ARGET THICK .5KHZ

0.025 INCH 65.60 IS2.99 498.09 6_7.05 0.025 INCH 73.26 190.85 _52.82 5Z4.15

0.035 INCH 77.7q 190._& _06.96 518.33 0.035 INCH 84.31 190.61 359.34 4_6.21

0.0&5 IHCH 8q.69 186.01 339.16 q_0.90 0,065 INCH 89.50 180._0 295,64 390.0_

0.055 iNCH 88.07 176.65 290.95 %11.27 0.055 INCH 91.00 167.29 252.93 375.01

0.065 INCH 89.07 165.7% 257.1_ _06.95 0.065 INCH 90.25 15_.19 22_.65 375.66

COIL OUTER DIAMETER : 1.5 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH
COIL THICKNESS = 0,15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = I00 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN MILLOHMS ARE:

FREQUENCY

TARGET THICK .LKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 INCH 91._9 190.06 317.69 372.52

0.035 INCH 95.22 168.56 239.88 307.37

0.0_5 INCH 93.00 i_7.05 195.93 297.27

0.055 INCH _.32 129.06 _71.20 305.36

0.065 INCH 82.87 11_.81 15&._0 313.5_

_MMMM_M_MMMNMMNWWNNMNNNNNMNMNNMMMNMNNMNN_

Tabl e 2-6a
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COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.0 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 30 PER CEHT OF 5.8E7 _HOS/M

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.0 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH
TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN M.ILLOHMS ARE: CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN MILLOHMS ARE:

FREQUENCY FREQUENCY

TARGET THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ TARGET THICK .5KHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 INCH 8_.78 255._5 8_7.90 1319.06 0.025 INCH 102.25 2&5.7_ 756.79 1023.30

0.035 INCH 103.57 282.55 729.80 981.30 0.055 INCH 121.52 295.13 615.60 761._1

0.0_5 INCH 117.28 289.79 62_.64 797._6 0.0_5 INCH 132.67 287.97 510.80 631.32

0.055 INCH 126.27 286.07 5_I.1_ 696.33 0.055 INCH 138.19 273.11 _35.57 570.56

0.065 INCH 151.71 276.67 _76.73 6_5.37 0.065 INCH 139.92 255.81 3_1.69 5_9.72

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.0 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 IHCH
TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 50 PER CENT OF 5.&E7 MHOS/M

COIL OUTER DIAMETER'= 2.0 INCH
COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CO)(DUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN MILLOHMS ARE:
CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN MILLOHMS ARE:

FREQUEHCY

FREQUENCY TARGET THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ
TARGET THICK .5KHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 INCH 127.73 300.38 592.7_ 707.1%
0.025 INCH 116.69 296.9_ 668.70 835.50

0.035 INCH 141.28 283.9_ _55._I 539,12
0.035 INCH 133.61 293.22 525.25 627.65

0.0_5 INCH i_4.89 258.13 36_.90 q72.29
0.0&5 INCH 141.16 275.03 _28.86 53_.28

0.055 INCH I_3.03 232.39 313.22 _55.66
0.055 INCH Iq2._5 253.17 363.86 _99.88

0.065 INCH I_.33 209.56 277.29 461.56
0.065 INCH i_i.07 231.89 319.77 496.35

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.0 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH
COIL THICKHESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = i00 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

:ALCULATED RESISTANCES IN MILLOHMS ARE:

FREQUENCY

:ARGET THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 INCH i_._7 272.87 395.72 4_7.97

0.035 INCH i_6.61 229,75 29_.39 370._9

0.0_5 INCH 137.52 19q.17 239.23 359.70

0.055 INCH 126.59 167.0_ 208.90 370.50

0.065 INCH 115.95 I_6.71 193.61 380.81

MNMNMMNNM_N_MM_NNNMNNNNNNMNNNM_MMMMMMM_UWNNMN_

Table 2-6b
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COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.5 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0,075 INCH
COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 50 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

=ALCULATED RESISTANCES IN MILLOHMS ARE:

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.5 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = %0 PER CEHT OF 5,8E7 _HOS/_

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN MILLO}_IS ARE:

FREQUENCY FREQUENCY

tARGET THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ TARGET THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 INCH 131.95 378.61 1080.06 1510.9% 0.025 INCH 157.68 %05.95 928.78 1162.21

0.035 INCH 159.57 %03.00 893.2% II15.%1 0.035 INCH 182.07 %0%.21 731.86 8GI.%4

0.065 INCH 176.96 400.35 746.96 904.38 0.045 INCH 193.68 381.33 597.36 71%.11

0.055 INCH 186.91 384.98 638.06 789.85 ' 0.055 INCH 197.16 352.39 50%.78 6%6.35

0.065 INCH 191.56 364.43 557.25 733.16 0.065 INCH 195.63 323.5% %40.13 62%.16

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.5 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 iNCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 50 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.5 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP : 0.075 IHCH
COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 IHCH

TARGET CO_(DUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.&E7 MHO5/_

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN _ILLOHMS ARE: :ALCULATED RESISTANCES IH MILLOHMS ARE:

FREQUENCY FREQUENCY

TARGET THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ TARGET THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 IHCH 176.32 &II.97 801.18 9%_.96 0.025 INCH 189.30 _05.85 698.9& 797.93

0.035 INCH 195.10 388.60 613.9& 708.60 0.055 INCH 201.50 366,_3 526.75 608.00

0.045 INCH 200.09 352.63 495.&_ 603.76 0.0_5 INCH 200.17 _22.91 q23.09 533.52

0.055 INCH 197.%7 516.91 %17.89 566.11 0.055 INCH 192.49 28_.55 357._9 516.00

0.065 INCH 190.90 285.2_ 366.26 563._ 0.065 INCH 182.21 252._0 316.4_ 523.73

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.5 INCH

COIL-T_RGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 8,15 INCH
TARGET COHDUCTIVITY = I00 PER CENT OF 5.aE7 MHOS/M

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IH MILLOHMS ARE:

FREQUENCY
T_RGET THICK .5KHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 INCH 205.98 3q2.6q _53.28 503.81

0,035 INCH 19_,30 277,96 334.62 _17,_2

0.045 INCH 176,31 230,09 271.31 %06.30

0.055 INCH 158.46 195.55 236.95 %19.2_

0.065 INCH 1_2.62 170.51 219.95 %31.16

Table 2-6c
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COIL OUTER DIAMETER - 3.0 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH
COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 30 PER CEHT OF 5.8E7 _HOS/_

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.0 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0,15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = %0 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

CALCUSATED RESISTANCES IN MILLOHMS ARE: CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN _ILLOHMS ARE:

FREQUENCY

TARGET THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ TARGET THICK .SKHZ

0.025 INCH 2_7.76 507.94 1273,44 1657.59 0.025 INCH 219.75

0.035 INCH 222,.99 521.61 2022.76 1218.29 0.035 INCH 2%6.60

0.065 INCH 241.12 503.63 8_1.85 986.72 0.045 IHCH 255.88

0.055 INCH 249.93 _73.5_ 712o65 862.10 0.055 INCH 25%.96

0.065 INCH 251.90 4%0.3_ 619.08 801.21 0.065 IHCH 2_.61

FREQUEHCY
IKNZ 3KHZ 10KNZ

527.22 1065.66 1268.60

504,99 821.?_ 938.36

%63,10 663.71 777.99

%19.18 557.83 705.02

379.03 %85.02 681.95

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.0 INCH COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.0 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH
COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 50 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5._E7 MHOS/M

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN HILLOHMS ARE: CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN MILLOH_S ARE:

FREQUEHCY FREQUENCY
TARGET THICK .5KHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ TARGET THICK .5KHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 INCH 2&0.9_ 520.71 90_.23 I02_.95 0.025 INCH 253.97 501.5% 780.62 867.6a

0.035 IHCH 257.97 _72._3 6_i,93 770.95 0.035 INCH 260.81 _36.22 581.29 661,II

0.0_5 INCH 257.%_ &17.56 546._I 657.%_ 0.0&5 INCH 251.81 375.6% 46&.62 5_0.87

0.055 INCH 2&8.43 368.56 659.35 617.45 0.055 INCH 236.77 325.&L 392.22 562.79

0.065 INCH 235.78 327.58 _02.0_ 615.57 0.065 IHCH 220.19 2_6.52 346.6_ 572.12

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.0 INCH
COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH
TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 100 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 _HOS/H

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN MILLOHMS ARE:

FREQUENCY

TARGET THICK .5KHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 INCH 260.35 399.6_ 497.28 5_6.83

0.035 INCH 236.21 315.76 565.%9 653.67

0.045 INCH 208.78 257.79 296.02 6¢2.¢0

0.055 INCH 1_4.28 217._4 25_.63 457.0_

0.063 IHCH 163,79 185.77 2_0.36 470.23

MNNNM_NWMMNNNMNNNNNN_NNNNNWMMW_MM_WM_MMMNNMNNNMNNW_N_
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COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.5 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 30 PER CENT OF 5._E7 _HOS/_

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.5 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = %0 PER CENT OF 5._E7 _HOS/_

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN MILLOHMS ARE: CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN _ILLOHMS _RE:

FREQUENCY

TARGET THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 1OKHZ TARGET THICK .5KHZ

0.025 INCH 2_9._3 637.7_ 1_32.92 1773.31 0.025 INCH 286.03

0.035 INCH 288.31 633.74 1126.23 1299.78 0.035 IHCH 312.2_

0.0_5 IHCH 306._9 596.78 916.88 1052.13 0.0_5 IHCH 316.53

0.055 INCH 312.%9 550.60 771.50 919.64 Q.055"IHCH 309.32

0.065 INCH 310.08 504.72 667.91 855.54 0.065 INCH 296.55

FREQUENCY

IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

6q2.72 1175.28 1352.77

595.09 &92.69 999.%3

533.06 716.0_ 828.83

_7_.67 599.74 751.83

_2_.25 520.56 728.15

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.5 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH
COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 50 PER CEHT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.5 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0,075 INCH
COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5._E7 HHOS/M

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN _ILLOHMS ARE: CALCULATED RESISTAHCES IN MILLOHPL5 ARE:

FREQUENCY FREQUENCY

TARGET THICK .5KHZ IKHZ 3KHZ IOKHZ TARGET THICK .5KHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 I?(CH 307.7% 619.89 985.79 1095.51 0,025 IHCH 318.87 585.82 8_%.99 923.02

0,035 IHCH 319.48 5_.38 735.50 820.50 0.035 INCH 316,87 _94._1 62_.51 703.36

0.0_5 INCH 311.0_ 471.26 586.65 700.20 0,0_5 INCH 298.39 _17.97 _97._6 618.62

0.055 INCH 29_.31 _10.35 _92.18 658._3 0.055 INCH 275.30 358.7_ _19._6 600.17

0.065 IHCH 275.01 361._3 _30._5 657.26 0.065 IHCN 252.36 313.26 370.66 610.79

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.5 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP : 0.075 INCH
COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = I00 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN MILLOHHS ARE:

FREQUENCY

TARGET THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 INCH 309.9q q66.13 "531.99 581.03

0.035 INCH 272.19 345.75 389.93 _82.5q

0.065 INCH 235.63 279,65 315.6_ _71.20

0.055 INCH 205.18 23_.71 275.89 _87.23

0.065 INCH 180.72 203.21 256.66 501._

Table 2-6e
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COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH
COIL - TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH
t = TARGET THICKNESS, INCH

= SKIN DEPTH, INCH
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Table 2-7

Effect of Coil-Target Gap

Coil Thickness 0.15 Inch

Coil Diameters 2.0 and 3.0 Inches

Coil-Target Gap Variable, 0.025 to 0.10 Inch

Target Thickness Variable, 0.025 to 0.065 Inch

Target Conductivity ou 60%
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COIL OUTER DIAMETER • 2.0 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.150 INCH

TARGET THICKNESS = 0.025 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E? MNOS/M

CALCULATED RESISTANcEs IN MILLOH_S ARE:

COIL OUTER DIANETER • 2.0 INCH
COIL THICKHESS • 0.150 INCH

TARGET THICKNESS = 0.035 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY • 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MNOS/M

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN _LTLLO_S ARE:

FREQUENCY FREQUENCY

COIL-TARGET GAP .5KHZ 1KHZ 3KHZ IOKHZ COIL-TARGET GAP .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

Q.025 INCH 158.38 380.71 77%.01 935.0_ 0.025 INCH 176.85 363,_9 597.q4 713.24

0.050 INCH 1_2.0B 337.81 676.47 811.7_ 0.050 INCH 157.89 320.90 520.87 619.00

0.075 INCH 127.73 300.38 592.78 707.1_ 0.075 INCH 1_1.28 283.9_ _55._1 539.12

0.100 INCH 115.06 267.67 520.73 617.90 0.100 INCH 126.67 251.78 399.21 _71.00

COIL OUTER DIAMETER - 2.0 INCH
COIL THICKNESS = 0.150 INCH

TARGET THICKNESS : 0.0_5 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5._E7 _HOS/M

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN _ILLOHMS ARE:

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2,0 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.150 INCH
TARGET THICKNESS = 0.055 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 _HOS/_

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN MILLOHMS ARE:

FREQUENCY FRE@UENCY
COIL-TARGET GAP .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ COIL-TARGET GAP .5KHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 INCH 1_2.71 332.6_ _5.09 62_.64 0.025 INCH 181.42 300.83 _12.3_ 602.28

0.050 INCH 162.53 292.69 _22._0 5_2.19 0.050 INCH 160.91 26_.09 358.&_ 522.9_

0.0?5 INCH 1_.89 25_.13 36_.90 _72._9 0.0?5 INCH 143.03 232,39 313.22 _55.66
!

0.100 INCH 129.43 228.16 323.05 _12.68 0.100 INCH 127._0 20_.96 27_,15 398.26

COIL OUTER DIAMETER • 2.0 INCH
COIL THICKNESS • 0.150 INCH

TARGET THICKNESS = 0.065 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN _ILLOHMS ARE:

FREOUENCY

COIL-TARGET GAP .SKHZ 1KHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 INCH 176.2_ 272.1% 365.29 609.74

0,050 INCH 155.99 238.52 317.76 529.5&

0.075 INCH 138.33 209.56 277,29 661.56

0.10O INCH 122.93 1_.5_ 242.66 605.52

_NNNN_NN_NNNNNN_HHN_N_NHN_HNN_NNNNNN_N

Table 2-7a
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COIL OUTER DIAMETER • 3.0 INCH

COI5 THICKNESS • 0,150 INCH

TARGET THICKNESS = 0,025 INCH

TARGET COHDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 _HOS/_

COIL OUTER DIAMETER " 3.0 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.150 INCH
TARGET THICKNESS = 0.035 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 _IHOS/fl

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IH MILLOH_S ARE:

FRE_UEHCY

COIL-TARGET GAP .5KHZ ZKHZ 3KHZ IOKHZ

0.025 INCH Z97.1_ 595.81 9_3.52 1056.77

0.050 INCH 27_.57 5_6.35 857.50 956._

0,075 INCH 255.97 501.54 7_0.62 867.68

0.I00 INCH 235.15 _60.91 711.69 788.73

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN NILLOh_IS ARE:

FREQUENCY
COIL-TARGET GAP .SKHZ 1KHZ 3KHZ 10K_Z

0.025 IHCH 307.51 521.01 70_.53 805._2

0.050 INCH 282.96 _76.63 639.36 728._2

0,075 IHCH 260.81 _36.22 581.29 661.11

0.100 INCH 290.6% 399.71 529.57 600.92

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.0 INCH
COIL THICKNESS = 0.150 INCH

TARGET THICKNESS = 0.0_5 INCH

TARSET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IH MILLOH_15 ARE:

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.0 INCH

COIL THICKHESS = 0.150 INCH
TARGET THICi_tIESS = 0.055 INCR

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/_

CALCULATED RESISTAHCES IH MILLOHMS ARE:

FREQUEHCY FREQUENCY
COIL-TARGET GAP ,5KHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 1OKHZ COIL-TARGET GAP .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 IHCH 298.2¢ ¢50._6 563,91 707._9 0.025 INCH 281.50 391.91 _76.39 6_5.17

0.050 IHCH 273.90 _10.97 511.36 6_0.29 0.050 INCH 258.02 357.09 _31.02 620.23

0.075 INCH 251._1 375._6 _6_.62 5_0._7 0.075 IHCH 236.77 325.81 392.22 562.79

0.100 INCH 231.75 3_3.39 _22.89 52_.0_ 0.100 INCH 217.50 297.66 356.90 511,70

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.0 INCH
COIL THICKNESS = 0.150 INCH
TARGET THICKNESS = 0.065 IHCN
TARGET COt(DUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5,8E7 _HOSIH

ZALCULATED RESISTANCES IN NIL/OHMS ARE:

FREQUENCY

COIL-TARGET GAP .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.025 INCH 262.5% 3_5.25 %21.15 696.26

0.050 INCH 2_0.30 31%,29 381,68 630.¢0

0.075 INCH 220.19 286.52 3_6,6_ 572,12

0.10g IHCH 201.99 261.56 315,39 520,27

Tab] e 2-7b
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Table 2-8

Effect of Coil Thickness

Coil Thickness Variable, 0.1 to 0.4 Inch

Coil Diameters 2.0 and 3.0 Inches

Coil-Target Gap 0.075 Inch

Target Thickness Variable, 0.025 to 0.065 Inch

Target Conductivity ou 60%
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OF POOR QUALITY

COIL OUTER DIAMETER • 2.0 ZHCH COIL OUTER DIAMETER • 2.0 _CH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH COIL-TARGET GAP • 0.075 INCH

TARGET THICKHESS = 0.023 IHCH TARGET THICKNESS • 0.035 INCH
TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 HHOS/fl TIL_GET CONDUCTIVITY • 60 PER CEHT OF 3.8E7 _4OS/R

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IM PIILLOHtlS ARE: CALCULATED RE_ISTAMCE$ IM rt_LLOHUL_ ARE:

FREQUENCY FREQUEHCY

COIL THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ COIL THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 5KHZ 10KMZ

0.100 INCH 141.36 335.80 671.%2 80%.96 0.100 INCH 157.0% 318.8* 516.83 613.80

0.150 IHCH 127.73 300.38 592.78 707.1% 0.150 INCH 1%1.28 283.9% _55.41 539.12

0.200 IHCH 115.82 269.76 525.82 524.30 0.200 Z_4CH 127.57 253.90 403.2% %76.05

0.250 INCH 103.37 2%3.15 468.45 55,.17 0.250 INCH 115.58 227.92 358.60 ,22.40

0.300 INCH 96.16 219.92 %19.03 493.9% 0.300 _J6CH 105.07 205.34 520.35 376..6

0.400 INCH 80.78 181.63 339.07 397.1. 0.400 INCH 87.60 168.3% 258.52 302.66

COIL OUTER DIAMETER • 2.0 INCH
COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

TARGET THICKNESS = 0.0%5 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CEHT OF 5.8E7 _Hos/_

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.0 INCH
COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

TARGET THICKNESS • 0.055 INCH
TARGET CONDUCTIVITY •

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN _ILLOHPL_ ARE: CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN

FREQUENCY

COIL THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 5KHZ 10KHZ COIL THICK .SKHZ

0.100 INCH 161.61 290.72 419.05 537.63 0.100 INCH 159.95

0.150 INCH 1_.89 258.13 368.90 ,72.29 0.150 INCH 1,3.03

0.200 INCH 130.%1 230.18 326.37 _17.09 0.200 INCH 128.*0

0.250 INCH 117.79 206.08 290.07 370.13 0.250 INCH 115.69

0.300 INCH 106.7_ 185.19 258.91 329.92 0.300 IHCH 10,.60

0._00 INCH 88.,9 151.12 208.68 265.30 0._00 INCH 86.32

60 PER CEHT OF 5.8E7 _HOS/fl

_ILLOHT_ ARE:

FRE_UENC_
IKHZ 3KHZ 10KMZ

262.25 355.96 518.58

232.39 313.22 455.66

206.&_ 277.00 *02.50

18_.85 2_6.10 357.26

165.8. 219.59 318.51

13..91 176.90 256.22

COIL OUTER DIMtETER - 2.0 INCH
COIL-TARGET GAP • 0.075 INCH
TARGET THICKNESS • 0.065 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY • 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/_

CALCULATED RESISTAHCES IN _ILLOH_ ARE:

FREQUENCY
COIL THICK :SKHZ 1KHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.100 Z_6CH 155.03 236.81 315.20 525.18

0.150 INCH 138.33 209.56 277.29 %61.54

0.200 _J4CH 123.93 186.27 245.18 %07.80

0.250 INCH 111.45 166.27 217.81 362.03

0.300 _ 100.58 149.00 194.32 322.82

0.400 INCH 82.72 120.95 156.51 259.76

MMMMMMMMM4JlI_MMMM.OI-MNMMMMMNMMMMMMNMMIO411NMNMOJ_OI4ONMMNNMMIOM0
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OF POOR QUALITY

COIL OUTER DIAME'rER = 3.0 INCH
COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

TARGET THICKNESS = 0.025 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY =

_ALCULATED RESISTANCES IN _ILLOHt_ ARE: CALCULATED RESISTANCES IM _ILLOHMS ARE:

FREQUENCY FREQUENCY

COIL THICK .SKHZ IKh'Z 3KHZ 10KHZ COIL THICK .SKHZ IKHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ

0.I00 INCH 273.84 5%%.61 85_.16 952.22 0.100 IHCH 282.14 475.02 636.76 725.59

0.150 INCH 253.97 501.5% 780.62 867.68 0.150 INCH 260.81 %36.22 581.29 661.11

0.200 INCH 235.98 %62.85 715.30 793.10 0.200 INCH 2%1.56 %01.50 532.1% 60%.26

0.250 IHCH 219.66 %27.99 657.05 726.95 0.250 INCH 22%.15 370.32 68_.39 553.86

0.300 INCH 206.81 596.52 60%.92 668.01 0.300 INCH 208.36 3%2.26 4*9.29 508.92

0.%00 INCH 178.92 3_2.17 515.98 567.95 0.%00 INCH 180.96 293.99 382.72 _32.68

60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 _HOS/_

COIL OUTER DIAMETER • 3.0 INCH
COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

TARGET THICKNESS = 0.035 IHCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 _OS/_

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 5.0 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 IHCH
TARGET THICKNESS = 0.0_5 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 _H_S/_

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN MILLOHMS ARE:

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.0 INCH

COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 INCH

TARGET TNICMHESS = 0.055 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 _OS/M

ZALCULATED RESISTANCES IN _ILLOHMS ARE:

FREQUENCY FREQUENCY

COIL THICK .5KHZ IMHZ 3KHZ 10KHZ COIL THICK .5KHZ IKHZ 3KHZ !3KHZ

0.100 INCH 273.06 _09.52 509.23 637._6 0.100 INCH 257.20 355.78 _30.00 617.50

0.150 INCH 251.81 375._ _6_.62 580.87 0.150 INCH 236.77 325.81 392.22 5_2.79

0.200 INCH 232.69 3_5.00 _25.1_ 530.97 0.200 INCH 218.62 299.09 358.82 51_.52

0.250 INCH 215._ 317.73 390.03 486.71 0.250 INCH 201.90 275.19 329.12 _71.70

0.300 INCH 199.8_ 293.23 358.68 _7,27 0.300 INCH 186.98 253.74 302.63 _33.54

0._00 INCH 172._4 251.21 305.35 380.33 0._00 INCH 161.2_ 217.02 257.57 3_3.73

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 3.0 INCH
COIL-TARGET GAP = 0.075 IHCH

TARGET THICKHESS • 0.065 INCH
TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.ZE7 MHOS/M

ZALCULATED RESISTANCES IN MILLOHMS ARE:

FREQUENCY
COIL THICK ,SKHZ IKHZ 3MHZ 10KHZ

0.I00 INCH 239.51 313.12 380.06 627.65

0.150 INCH 220.19 286.52 3_6.64 572.12

0.200 INCH 202.87 262.8% 317.09 523.13

0.250 INCH 187.30 2_1.68 290.83 %79.65

0.300 INCH 173.26 222.71 267.%0 %_0.89

0._00 INCH 1%9.08 190.28 227.57 375.06

V_mMMVVMVM_MNNMNMMNN_NNNN_MNNNNNNNN_NNWNNNMNNNWNNNNNMN
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Table 2-9, Graphs 2-9

Double Target Results

Coil Thickness 0.15 Inch

Coil Diameter 2.5 Inches

Coil-Doubler Gap 0.075 Inch

Doubler Thickness Variable, 0.035 to 0.055 Inch

Doubler Conductivity Cu 60%

Skin Thickness Variable, 0.015 to 0.045 Inch

Skin Conductivity Cu 30%
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COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.5 INCH
COIL-DOUBLER GAP = 0.075 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY [] 30 PER CENT OF 5.BE7 MHOS/M

DOUBLER CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF _.8E7 _J_OS/M

TARGET THICKNESS = 0.015 INCHES

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IH _ILLOH_IS ARE:

FREQUENCY

DOUBLER THICK IKHZ 2KHZ 3KHZ qKh"Z

0.055 INCH 3_3.75 418.35 %_5.6% 461.56

0.0%5 INCH 293,84 350.5% 372.32 389.45

0.055 INCH 260.;3 303.30 325.6; 347.76

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.5 INCH

COIL-DOUBLER GAP = 0.075 INCH
COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY " 30 PER CEh_ OF 5.8E7 _HOS/M

DOUBLER COHDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

TARGET THICKNESS = 0.025 INCHES

CALCULATED BESISTAHCES IN MILLOH_S ARE:

FREQUENCY

DOUBLER THICK IKHZ 2KHZ 3KHZ _KHZ

0.035 INCH 313,_0 382._% _06.50 q22.91

0.0%5 INCH 276.75 325.79 _q7.71 367.ql

0.055 INCH 2_6.5_ 286;05 310.35 336.03

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.5 INCH
COIL-DOUBLER GAP = 0.075 INCH

COIL THICKHESS = 0.15 INCH

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 30 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M
DOUBLER CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

TARGET THICKHESS = 0.035 INCHES

CALCULATED RESISTAHCES IN MILLOH_IS ARE:

FREQUENCY

DOUBLER THICK IKHZ 2KHZ 5KHZ _KHZ

0.035 IHCH 29_.70 353.05 376.30 395.03

0.0_5 IHCH 261._3 305.53 329.00 352.26

0.055 INCH 23_.21 272.05 299.18 328.93

WWMWWMWWNWWWWWWWWWMWMWNW_WWWMWW_WMN_MW_WWWMWWWWWW_WW_W_

COIL OUTER DIAMETER = 2.5 INCH
COIL-DOUBLER GAP = 0.075 INCH

COIL THICKNESS = 0.15 I_(CN

TARGET CONDUCTIVITY = 30 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

DOUBLER CONDUCTIVITY = 60 PER CENT OF 5.8E7 MHOS/M

TARGET THICKNESS = 0.0_5 INCHES

CALCULATED RESISTANCES IN ttILLOHMS ARE:

FREQUENCY

DOUBLER THICK IKHZ 2KHZ 3KHZ %KHZ

0.03_ L"(CH 277.76 329.07 _53._2 375.83

0.0_5 INCH 2_7.76 289.11 315.30 3_2.86

0.055 IMCH 223.30 260.88 291.55 325.59
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VII. DESIGN EXAMPLES

Two examples of electrical design are given below, one for a relatively

thick skin not requiring a doubler; the other for a thin skin-doubler

combination. It should be emphazized that the procedure that will be

described ignores the possible use of the Bernhart-Schrag analysis code. If

that code is available, then calculations can be made with 4 or 5 trials for

the number of cell turns, and decisions quickly made on the turns needed by

examining the electrical frequency and/or the impulse strength. The code,

as written, does not handle the addition of a doubler (dual target con-

ductlvitles), but it could be extended for such targets.

Example I

Let the following be known or pre-selected.

|
The skin material is 7075-76 aluminum, 0.063 inch thick. Electrical

conductivity = 1.914 x 107 mhos/m (33% of the conductivity of copper).

|
Two "side coils" are to be used, and operated in series spanwise stations

will be pulsed individually).

|

The leading edge has a "resonant" mode (suitable for side-coil operation)

with a frequency of 1.11KHz.

|
No doubler is to be used.

The coils are to have 2.5 inch diameters and thicknesses of 0.15 inch, and

coil-to-skln gaps are to be 0.075 inch.

Either a 200 _ F or 400 _ F discharge capacitor will be used.

(a) Selection of Suitable Risetime:

Using the structural frequency for a risetime criterion, we would

design for an electrical resonant frequency of

felec = 2.22 KHz
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which corresponds to a current time-to-peak of

i

tm = 4felec- 112.6 _

Using electrical skin depth for a risetime criterion, and referring to

Fig. 2-10, let us require that the ratio of skin thickness to electrical

skin depth be 0.75, which gives an electrical skin depth of

= 0.06_ = .084 inch.

0.75

By formula (with 33% conductivity),

yielding felec = 2.898 KHz

and tm = 86.3 US.

Since the penalty for making

0.143 inch,

tm < I/(8 fmech )

is not great, we shall select the risetime

tm : 86 _ s.

Cb) Number of Turns Required for the Coils

The required coil inductances are found from

l

felec = 2898 Hz =_ :

C L (Two Coils) L/Coil

200 _F 15.08 U H 7.54 H H

400_F 7.54 _H 3.77 _H

Having chosen the ratio of skin thickness to electrical skin depth to

be 0.75, then the curves in Graph 2-2C indicate that, for a skin thickness

of 0.065 inch, t qu f Ll = 6.8,
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so L 1 = 6.8 = 109.4 pH,
0.065(.33) (2.898)

from which

Turns, N : 100_ [_

Numerically, we get

C N

200 pF 26.3

400 pF 18.6

(c) RectanKular Wire Thickness and Coil Resistance

The wire thickness (including insulation) is found from

tw = Thickness : do -di 1
2

where d : Outer coil diameter (2.5 inch)
O

d. : Inside coil diameter (0.25)
1

Also the wire length needed is

1 : 0 N.
2 i

Assuming 0.002 inch thick insulation, the d.c. resistance of the coil

would be

1 x 39.37
Rdc z

5.8 x 10 (w-0.0004)(0.15)
' t ohms,

where 0.15 inch is the width of the rectangular wire, and the factor

39.37 is needed for conversion to metric units. Numerically, we get the

resul ts :

C N tw(In) l(In) Rde(

200 _F 26.3 0.0428 113.6 .0132

400 pF 18.6 0.0605 80.3 .0064
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The effective operating resistances are greater than Rdc because of skin

effect within the coils and because of the proximity of the mechanical skin.

The former effect is determined from Fig. 2-92, using the (copper) skin

depth

6 = 0.0823
: .0483 inch,

SO coil thickness : 0__ : 3.10.
.0483

Thus, from the curve,

Rac : I. 42.

Rdc

The mechanical skin proximity effect is an additional A R determined

from Graph 2-6C. Using the 0.065 inch skin curve (and skin thickness / of

0.75) gives

SO

t o AR1 = 10.9,

AR 1 = 10.9
(0.065) (.33)

= 508 mfl : 0.508fi,

and then
N2

AR : _ ARI.

Again, taking the two capacitance designs, we get the results:

C

200 _ F
400 W F

d.

N Rdc Rac R Reff_ )

26.3 .0132 .0187 .0351 .0538

18.6 .0064 .0091 .0176 .0267

Estimates of Peak Currents and of Cable Requirements

Let us assume that the stored capacitor energy required to de-ice a bay
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is W:200 joules. Then the required capacitor voltage is

The peak currents may be estimated by referring to Fig. 2-2. Take the

200 _ F design for which
' Rcoils = 10762_ 0,392

• _/1"5-1-_68=

Then the graph indicates

Imax = 0.760

Suppose we design feed cables on the basis that they contribute an

additional 10% reduction in peak current. Then

Imax

•,/_'W/L 0.760 (.9) : 0.684,

/2(2002200)so max=

and reading the new abscissa value from the curve (for a 0.684 ordinate)

+ )_.C_ = 0,563
gives (Rcoil s Rcabl e _c

or Rcable = 0.563 w_0-2"00---.i076 = 0.0470_

If, for example, cable lengths are to be 25 feet, and if each cable consists

of six wires (three forward wires and three return wires with appropriate

bundle construciton to minimize inductance),* then the resistance of each 25

foot wire would be 04__q__70(3) = .0705_
2
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which requires a wire gage having a resistance of 2.82 _/I000 ft (Gage 14).

Repeating these steps for the 400 _F case yields the following

comparative data:

C V(volts)

200 wF 1414

400 _F 1000

Imax(Amps) Rcable_ )

3523 .O470

4982 .0239

It is not surprising that the higher voltage-lower capacitance combination

places less stringent demands on the feed cables.

* An alternate configuration for a low inductance cable would be two thin

flat copper strips separated by a dielectric sheet.

Example 2

We now illustrate a design for the case of a thin skin leading edge

requiring a doubler. Let the following be known or pre-selected.

• The skin material is 2024-T3 aluminum, 0.025 inch thick.

Electrical conductivity = 1.74 X 107 mhos/meter (30% of the

conductivity of copper).

• "Nose coils" are to be used, with two coils in series.

• The leading edge has a "resonant" mode (suitable for nose coil

operation) with a frequency of 600 Hz.

• The coils are to have 2.5 inch diameters and thicknesses of 0.15

inch, and coil-to-doubler gaps are to be 0.075 inch.

• The discharge capacitor will be 600 uF.

a. Selection of Suitable Risetime

Given the structural frequency of 600 Hz, and assuming that the added

doublers do not modify that frequency drastically, we will select the

electrical resonant frequency

felec = 1200 Hz,
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which corresponds to a current time-to-peak of about

tm : 1 - 208 _S.
b. Doubler Design T_elec

Let the doublers be made of pure aluminum (approximately 60%

conductivity). The corresponding electrical skin depth at 1200 Hz is

1
= .00246m

/_(1200)(4_xI0 -7)(O.6x5.8x10 v) .097 inch

Let us design for an electrical thickness of 0.75_, or 0.073 inch. The

leading edge skin will provide a small amount of this electrical thickness.

Because of its 30% conductivity, we will estimate its contribution as only

one-half the actual skin thickness. Then the required doubler thickness is

Doubler Thickness = .073 - .025 : .0605 inch.

2

The doublers should have a diameter of about 1.5 times the coil diameter

(3.75 inches in this case).

c. Number of Turns Required for the Coils

: 1
Solving the equation fel ec

for the required inductance gives

k -- 6--0--0-_0-6 7rx120

2

= 29.3 _H (two coils),

or 14.65 _H / coil.

Let us first ignore the skin's effect on the coil inductance. Then

using the inductance curves (Graph 2-2c) with

t/_ - "0605
.0--_ = .624

and t = .0605 gives t _ fL1 = 5.2,
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L1 5.2
so : .0605(0.6)(1.2) - 119 _H

The dual-target results presented in Graph 2-5 happened to have been

calculated for a 2.5 inch diameter coil, and so are also useable here. They

indicate that with a doubler thickness of .0605 inch, and a skin thickness

of .025 inch, then L I = 124 uH at I KHz. This should drop slightly at 1.2

KHz. Let us pick the value L I = 122 _H. Then the required number of turns

1F46 is Turns, N = i0 = 100_ 12-2 - 34.6

d. Rectangular Wire Thickness and Coil Resistance

The needed thickness of the rectangular wire is

t w = do - di 1 : 2.5 - 0.25 1 = .0325 inch,
2 _ 2 34.6

and the wire length is

1 = _ do + di N = 2.5 + O.25
2

2
(34.6) : 149.5 inches.

Again, assuming 0.002 inch for insulation thickness, the d.c. resistance of

the coil would be
149.5 x 39.37

Rdc = 5.8 x 107(.0325 - .004)(0.15) = .0237_.

The skin depth in copper at 1.2 KHz is

so coil thickness = 0.15 = 2.0
6 .0751

= O. 0823 = o0751 inch,

Then from Fig. 2-92,

Rac = 108 (.0237) = .256C,

and from Graph 2-9a with the doubler thickness of .0605 inch and the skin

thickness of .025 inch, AR1 = 230m_ at 1KHz
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The calculation Table 2-9 shows that for a .055 inch doubler (and .025

skin), AR 1 increases by about 40m_ when the frequency is increased from I

KHz to 2 KHz. Thus, let the frequency correction for 1.2 KHz be _ , giving

AR1 = 238m_, so

AR = AR1 = (0.238) = .0285_

The effective resistance per coil then becomes

Ref f = Rac + AR = .0256 + .0285 = .0541_.

e. Estimates of Peak Currents a__ndof Cable Requirements

Assume that the de-icing energy requirement is 90 Joules/coil.

needed capacitor voltage is

600xi0-6 = 775 volts.

/?-
Also

Rcoils/_VL - 2 x .0541 ,vvv = 0.49029.3

Then the

so Fig. 2-2 shows that •
Imax = 0.715

v U[

Allowing for a additional 10% reduction in peak current due to cable

resistance, then

SO

i
max

i

max - 0.715 (.9) = .644,

/360
= 0.644t/9._g_i-0-6 -- 2257 Amps,

and from Fig 2-2, + )¥_ = 0.67(Rcoils Rcable

or Rcabl e : 0.67
pQ/TT-T
V _J'_ -0.1082 = .040_
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CHAPTER3. STRUCTURALDYNAMICTESTS AND STUDIES

This Chapter is divided into the following sections:

I. Introduction

II. Transient Strain Measurements near EIDI Coils.

IIL Boeing (BCAC) 767 Leading Edge Slat Strain Survey.

IV. Semi-Cylinder Leading Edge Investigations:

A. Experimental Results (66 inch length).

B. Analytical Studies (Idealized Boundary Conditions).

C. Analytical and Experimental Results (30 inch length).
V. Observations and Conclusions.

VI. References.

I. Introduction

The structural dynamics associated with electro impulse de-icing has

proved to be a difficult and challenging problem. The structural dynamic

investigations conducted to date have raised as many new questions as have

been answered. The project has been a modest activity from the standpoint

of structures personnel and resources. During the first three'years of the

project, the majority of the resources were utilized in the proof of concept

through subjective optimization of the numerous Icing Research Tunnel (IRT)

test demonstrations for the participants in the industrial consortium.

Eight IRT tests and two flight test demonstrations are summarized in

Chapters 5 and 6. The Sections are arranged in chronological order.

The problem of strain measurement in both mild shock environments and

strong magnetic fields is treated in Sections II. Methods to minimize the

magnetic field effects are examined and applied to a BCAC 767 Leading Edge

Slat in Section III.

In Section IV, various concerns and problems associated with structural

dynamic modeling of the EIDI system are presented. The first model was a

2.5 inch internal radius semi-cylinder, 66 inches in length. The model was

instrumented with strain gages on both the inner and outer surfaces to
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separate membraneand bending strains. This model served as a comparative

test article in several early IRT investigations. Somerepresentative data

for the model is presented in Sections IV.A.

This activity was followed by structural dynamic modeling studies

conducted by graduate students at The Wichita State University. These

studies were concerned with a comparison of closed form solutions and finite

element approximations for the case of a semi-cylindrical shell supported by

shear diaphragms. The results of the comprehensive studies are presented in

Sections IV.B and IV.C.

The EIDI project began its activities in May1982 with a single

accelerometer, charge amplifier, and a HP-5423AStructural Dynamics

Analyzer. During the next three years of IRT tests, this inventory expanded

to include numerous transducers and signal conditioning instrumentation,

digital oscilloscopes, and PC-micro computers. In October 1984, The Wichita

State University acquired the MSC/NASTRAN finite element code. The acquisi-

tion of these elements and resources has been encouraging and has prompted

some serious attempts to gain a correlation between the analytical and

experimental results for a leading edge structure subjected to EIDI pulses.

The major unsolved problem was an adequate representation of the spatial and

temporal behavior of the coil pulse. This behavior was first shown by

Schrag, Ref. 3-I, for a single case of coil size, gap target material, and

electrical parameters. The experimental result was conducted with a special

magnetic field measuring plate described in Ref. 3-10. This experimental

result was generalized into a separated solution of spatial and temporal

behavior by Bernhart, Ref. 3-2, and used successfully in a transient

response study of a flat rectangular plate subjected to an EIDI pulse.
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While this limited study did show favorable agreement with experimental

data, it also clearly identified the response sensitivity to both pulse

shape and pulse duration. A parallel experimental development designed to

measure the temporal behavior of the EIDI pulse was also discussed in Ref.

3-10. This experiment employs fundamental one dimensional wave mechanics in

a 48 inch long polycarbonate rod with a propagation time of approximately

860 microseconds. This time delay is adequate to measure the plane wave

behavior of the force pulse. Dispersion and attenuation in the rod create

uncertainties in the experimental results.

A detailed structural dynamic investigations is treated in Section IV.C

for a 2.5 inch inner radius semi-cylinder, 30 inches in length. The

temporal force characteristics used in this study were established from the

polycarbonate rod experiment. Correlation between experimental and finite

element prediction of strains and accelerations were quite favorable. The

study also developed several sensitivity factors relating the peak dynamic

response to both spatial and temporal parameters in the force model.

Henderson, Ref. 3-12 developed a numerical procedure to evaluate both

mechanical and electrical response to a EIDI pulse. The frequency domain

solution has unfortunately proved to be computationally intensive and

difficult to use for parametric design studies. During the 1986-87 academic

year, the project investigators, R. L. Schrag and W. D. Bernhart, were

engaged in an intense study which produced a time domain solution of the

EIDI process. The EIDI code is both computationally efficient and user

friendly and is presented in Chapter 2 and Ref. 3-13. The code can evaluate

detailed normal and radial pressure distributions, the normal target force,

its peak value and zero crossing, and circuit voltage and current traces.

Some results from the EIDI code are discussed in Section V.
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Mr. Peter Glen, who is a Ph.D. candidate in Aeronautical Engineering is

developing a proposal to conduct a detailed investigation of the total EIDI

pulse process. This work will be both a analytical and experimental

investigation. The anticipated completion time is December1988.
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STRAIN MEASUREMENTS NEAR EIDICOILS

Strain measurements in the magnetic field produced by a EIDI coil has

proved to be a difficult problem and the following demonstration problems

are intended to portray some of the difficulties. The EIDI coil can

generate magnetic flux densities in excess of 10,000 gauss, and the field

strength is developed in 100 to 300 microseconds. Any strain gage in the

proximity of the coil is subject to transverse magnetic flux which results

in induced voltage in the gage. If the resulting induced voltage is not

canceled, eliminated or minimized, it obscures the strain signal

developed in the gage. Thus, the problem is likened to a signal plus

noise phenomena. The typical strain signal is be on the order of I to

10 millivolts, whereas the induced or noise voltage may be of the same

order and in some cases greater than the strain signal.

Contacts with strain gage manufacturers revealed that the Measurement

Group, Inc., (Ref. 3-I) had solved a similar problem for the Princeton

University Plasma Physics Laboratory in connection with the Tokamak Fusion

Test Reactor. The application involved magnetic flux densities as high as

50,000 gauss and a time duration of approximately one second. A special

gage was employed, identified as a "dual element gage," which consists of

two identical overlaid grids, laminated in precise alignment with one

another, and connected in series such that the current passes through them

in opposite directions. The gage is shown in conceptual form in Fig. 3-I.

Since the grids are very close together with respect to the field gradients,

induced voltage in the grids tend to be equal and of opposite sign,

rendering the gages largely immune to magnetic effects, The Measurements
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Current flow

Bonded to
structure

DUAL ELEMENT GAGE

<

Current flow /

WSU COMPENSATED GA

FIGURE 3-1. DUAL ELEMENT GAGE AND WSU COMPENSATED GAGE.
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Group also recommends a woven cable product commercially known as Inter-8

Weave to minimize the magnetic noise in the cabling. Several of the "dual

element gages" (WK-13-125-WS-700) were obtained and installed on a

representative leading edge structure. The lead attachments to the "dual

element gages" posed very special soldering problems and several gages were

lost during installation. The recommended cabling also proved to be exces-

sive in weight for the relatively light weight structures common to aircraft

leading edges.

The first time the "dual element gages" were tested on a EIDI pulsed

airfoil, the gages sheared along the bonding plane between the grids and

the resulting misalignment rendered them useless to the project. Thus, the

EIDI strain gage environment is not only harsh due to the magnetic flux, it

is also subject to very high acceleration levels which can reach peak values

of I0,000 to 20,000 g's in 100 microseconds or less. This failure prompted

Dr. R. L. Schrag to propose a modification to a standard strain gage which

is herein identified as a "compensated gage," and is also shown in Fig. 3-

I. This modification incorporates the installation of a single loop of 32

gauge enameled wire which serves to partially compensate or minimize the

induced magnetic effect. The compensation loop is also bonded to the gage

where appropriate. Standard Wheatstone bridges are used in the EIDI project

with a complete avoidance of any wire wound potentio-meters or other

electrical components. Gage leads consist of twisted pairs of 28 or 32

gauge insulated wire twisted with a drill motor. The leads are both

inexpensive and light weight.

Strain measurement must be completed in two steps. After performing a

resistance balance of the bridge, the first step is to remove the bridge

excitation DC voltage source and pulse the EIDI coil to establish the
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induced magnetic effect in the gage. In the second step, the bridge

excitation is restored and the EIDI coil is pulsed a second time to

establish the induced magnetic effect plus the mechanical strain.

Subtracting the two signals yields the desired mechanical strain. This

two step operation is of course difficult to achieve in the IRT tests. Some

data have been obtained by using a pre-recorded magnetic effect pulse and

subtracting it from the pulse data obtained under icing conditions.

The two step process is identified as a DC-bridge measurement by pro-

ject personnel and has been used with varying levels of success. Figs. 3-2

and 3-3 depict some additional problems for the DC-bridge related to the

digital sample time of the transient capture instrumentation. The data

contained in the two figures represent strain measurements for a 2.5 inch

radius semi-cylinder, 66 inches in length. This simulated leading edge

structure contains a single coil located at the mid-length and compensated

strain gages placed on the outer and inner surfaces of the 0.040 inch thick

skin. The data in Fig. 3-2 represents the two signals for each location

and the resulting subtraction when using a HP-5423A Signal Analyzer, whose

sample time is approximately 10 microseconds. The desired strain signal is

literally obscured during the first 150 microseconds and the establishment

of a peak strain is difficult. Fig. 3-3 represents the same data acquired

with a two channel Nicolet 3091 Digital Oscilloscope using a I microsecond

sample time. The figure clearly indicates the desired levels of the two

strain signals for a well compensated gage.

A recent improvement in strain measurements has also been developed by

Dr. R. L. Schrag. The development is an AC-bridge, wherein the carrier

frequency is 100 kilohertz, which is considerably higher than any known

strain gage instrumentation. The principal advantage of the instrument is
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the single step measurementprocess. The AC-bridge does require both

resistance as well as capacitance balancing and is exceedingly sensitive to

lead wire movementsduring the balancing and pulsing operations. In spite

of some of these difficulties, the instrument exhibits great promise. A

schematic diagram of the AC-bridge is shown in Fig. 3-4.

Figs. 3-5 through 3-7 are strain measurementsfor a single gage on the

Boeing 767 leading edge slat; details related to the gage location and the

slat structure may be found in Section III. Fig. 3-5 is the data for an

noncompensatedgage and standard strain gage leads using the DC-bridge

process; while Fig. 3-6 is the samedata with a compensating loop added to

the gage with twisted leads. The improvement resulting from the compensa-

ting loop is obvious. Fig. 3-7 represents AC-bridge measurementsfor

both the noncompensatedand compensatedgage. The compensating loop

neither adds or detracts from the performance. A brief summaryof the peak

strain level developed by the four measurementsis summarizedbelow. The

peak circumferential (chordwise) strain taken as the average of the

four measurements is 2070 micro-strain.

Figure 3-5. 1940micro-straln
Figure 3-6. 1850micro-strain
Figure 3-7. 2220 micro-strain
Figure 3-7. 2270 mlcro-strain
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III. BOEING (B CAC) 767 LEADIN G EDGE SLAT STRAIN SURVEY

A 76 inch long section of the BCAC 767 leading edge slat was fitted

with EIDI coils and tested in the NASA Lewis IRT on August 13, 14; 1984. A

sketch of the leading edge cavity is shown in Fig. 3-8. Prior to the test,

this geometric definition was used in a simple two dimensional computer code

to approximate the fundamental mode shapes of the leading edge section. The

mode shape plots are displayed in Fig. 3-9 and are used in the preliminary

design of coil placement in both the upper and lower surfaces. A short 4

inch long section of the leading edge cavity was also dynamically tested to

verify the analytically predicted frequencies. The first two frequencies

compared favorably with the computer code.

The 76 inch long section is divided into two equal length bays of 38

inches each with ribs on each end and at the center of the span. The

selected EIDI coil types and positions used in the IRT test are summarized

below.

Coil

No. --Description--

I 2 side coils-nose attached

2 2 side coils-spar mounted

3 2 side coils-spar mounted

4 2 side coils-spar mounted

5 2 side coils-spar mounted

6 2 side coils-skin mounted

Spanwise Chordwise Position

Position (measured from nose)

6.3" from Lower Sfc Upper Sfc

lower rib 1.6" 2.5"

20.0" from

lower rib 3.1" 2.5"

32.7" from

lower rib 3.1" 2.6"

32.7" from

upper rib 2.5" 2.5"

20.0" from

upper rib 2.7" 2.4"

6.3" from

upper rib 1.4" 1.4"

The coils used in the strain survey were coils 2, 3, and 6. Two strain

gages were installed over the upper surface EIDI coils in the circumferen-

tial (chordwise) and longitudinal (spanwise) directions. In addition, a
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5.25 in.

FIGURE 3-8. BOEING (BCAC) 767 LEADING EDGE SLAT CAVITY.
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FIGURE 3-9. BCAC-767 L.E. SLAT. COPLANAR MODE SHAPES.
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single chordwise gage was utilized on the lower surface over coll 3. The

test data are presented in Figs. 3-10 through 3-13.

These three coils were employed in five different IRT test runs. The

selected strain measurementscorrespond to two different sets of electrical

parameters for IRT test numbers (4) and (8). Each coil pair was pulsed

twice in each test with the sequence; (2,2), (3,3), and (6,6). These two

test runs are summarized below.

IRT Subjective
TEST COIL (2) COIL (3) COIL (6) Evaluation
(4) 400UF 900V 400UF 900V 400UF 800V Fair, some

162 Joules 162 Joules 128 Joules residual ice
200UF 1250V 200UF 1250V 200UF 1120V

156 Joules 156 Joules 125 Joules
(8)

Cleanl

The BCAC-767 slat is fabricated from 7075-T6 aluminum sheet 0.062

inches in thickness. The published mechanical properties for this material

are; 78,000 psi ultimate strength, 68,000 psi yield strength, and I0,400,000

psi for the modulus of elasticity. From an examination of the strain plots

one can conservatively state that the peak chordwise and spanwise strain

have nearly identical occurrence times. Thus, the maximum peak stress is

predicted on this basis, using a value of 0.30 for Poisson's ratio. In each

case, the maximum stress will occur in the chordwise direction. These data

are summarized below.

COIL LOCATION NUMBER (2):

IRT Test (4)

162 Joules

Upper Sfe.

IRT Test (8)

156 Joules

Upper Sfc.

Chordwise Peak:

Spanwise Peak:
Maximum Stress:

Chordwise Peak:

Spanwise Peak:
Maximum Stress:

COIL LOCATION NU_ER (3):

IRT Test (4) Chordwise Peak:

162 Joules Spanwise Peak:

Upper Sfc. Maximum Stress:

Lower Sfc. Chordwise Peak:

2,710 micro-strain

1,820 micro-strain

37,200 psi

2,520 micro-strain

1,590 micro-strain

34,300 psi

2,730 micro-strain

1,840 micro-strain

37,500 psi

3,030 Micro-strain
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IRT Test (8) Chordwise Peak:

156 Joules Spanwise Peak:

Upper Sfc. Maximum Stress:

Lower Sfc. Chordwise Peak:

COIL LOCATION NUMBER (6):

IRT Test (4) Chordwise Peak:

128 Joules Spanwise Peak:

2,510 micro-strain

1,600 micro-strain

34,200 psi

2,810 micro-strain

2,050 micro-strain

1,010 micro-strain

Upper Sfc.

IRT Test (8)

125 Joules

Upper Sfc.

Maximum Stress:

Chordwise Peak:

Spanwise Peak:

Maximum Stress:

26,900 psi

2,100 micro-strain

974 micro-strain

27,300 psi

Coils 2 and 3 produce maximum stress values of 37,000 psi at the

desired de-icing levels on the upper surface; this is extrapolated to

40,000 psi for the lower surface. While these values remain well below the

yield strength for the material, the question of long term fatigue remains

unanswered at this time. The skin mounted coil pair located at position 6,

is clearly superior to the spar mounted configurations, with a maximum

stress of 27,000 psi.
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IV. SEMI-CYLINDER LEADING EDGE INVESTIGATIONS

A. Experimental Results

During April 1984, a semi-cylindrical leading edge type structure was

designed and tested by Mr. Robert Friedberg. The semi-cylinder was

selected as a representative candidate for de-icing studies, and subsequent

analytical modeling. The semi-cylinder is 66 inches in length, an inside

radius of 2.5 inches, and skin thickness of 0.040 inches. The material used

in the fabrication was 2024-T3. The semi-cylinder is attached to a

reasonably rigid spar fabricated from a fiberglass covered 40 pound density

3/4 inch thick foam core, it has no internal ribs or bulkheads except the

closure ribs at each end. The semi-cylinder is attached to the spar and

closure ribs with No. 10 sheet metal screws spaced two inches center to

center. The semi-cylinder was equipped with two coil configurations, a

single coil and a pair of series connected double coils for two different

IRT tests. The first IRT test was performed on May 19, 1984 and employed a

single coil located at the nose and mid-length of the semi-cylinder as shown

in Fi_ 3-16. The coil had a nominal radius of 1.25 inches with 50 turns

of rectangular copper conducter and shaped to conform to the internal radius

with provision for a 0.010 inch air gap.

Acceleration data was established for the single coil configuration

and is displayed in Figs. 3-14 and 3-15 for the energy level of 36

Joules as noted. The accelerometer used in the investigation was an

Endevco Model 22, which has a total weight with the attached cable of 0.4

grams and a physical size of 0.14 inches diameter, 0.095 inches in height

and a response level of approximately 12,000 g's. Mass loading of the

light weight aluminum leading structures is an important consideration
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and this particular accelerometer has the largest g level per unit mass

known to project personnel. Fig. 3-14 represents the spanwise

variations of acceleration measured in three inch increments from mid-

span. The data for S=+3" and S=-3" should of course be identical. The

discrepancies shown are well within the variation of the shell boundary

conditions and un-symmetric positioning of the coil. The spanwise

response delays, indicated by the dashed line, is interesting and

probably represents the longitudinal propagation of a circumferential

bending wave. The velocity is on the order of 65,000 inches per second.

The chordwise variations of acceleration, shown in Fig. 3-15, should

again be equal for positions either side of the nose, e.g. C=+2" and C=-

2". It is further noted that the 200 microfarad capacitance results

produces peak accelerations whose magnitude of 10 kilo-g's is

approximately twice those corresponding to the 400 microfarad results.

This is attributed to the increased rise time for the EIDI pulse for

smaller values of capacitance, and dramatizes the structural response

sensitivity to changes in the EIDI electrical parameters.

Strain gages were installed on both the inner and outer surfaces of the

semi-cylinder at mid-span. The position and numerical designation of each

gage is noted in Fig. 3-76. Strain data was established for the single

coil configuration for an energy level of 128 Joules; 400 micro-farads

and 800 volts. Compensated gages were installed and the DO-bridge process

was employed for the measurements. The data is presented in Figs. 3-17

through 3-20 for each of the four gage positions as analog records and

includes the principal occurrence times for strain peaks. Some data is

further presented as bending and membrane strains. Peak occurrence times

for the chordwise and spanwise peaks do not coincide, hence it is difficult
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to establish the maximum stress values. The experimental strains indicate

maximum values of about 1100 micro-strain, which corresponds to maximum

stresses on the order of 14,000 psi for the 128 Joule test condition. The

energy level used in the IRT test of May 19, 1984 was 162 joules; 400

microfarads and 900 volts. The corresponding stress level for this

test condition is approximately 17,700 psi.

An additional test was conducted on gage position (I) to establish

the spanwise membrane strain for three different capacitance values and

equal energy levels. The data is displayed in Fig. 3-21 and clearly

indicates the decreasing rise time of the strain response as the capaci-

tance is decreased. The current delivered to the coil is also displayed

with the membrane strain. Case (3) of this test, evaluated for a capaci-

tance of 100 microfarads, serves as a measure of the maximum strain-rate

response experienced for a EIDI pulse. The peak of 1300 micro-strain

occurring at 141 microseconds represents an approximate strain-rate of

10 per second, which could reach 40 to 50 per second for increased

values of voltage. Most authorities, Ref. 3-5, consider values below

100 per second as a intermediate strain-rate regime where quasistatic

stress-strain properties are still applicable. Strain-rates in excess

of 1000 per second are normally associated with elastic-plastic shock

wave propagation and hence the EIDI pulse may be classified as a very

mild shock environment.

The semi-cylinder was configured with a pair of EIDI coils and a

second IRT test was conducted on August 17, 1984. The coils were

connected in series, placed at mid-span, and oriented at equal

angles of 45 degrees measured from the nose. The radius of each coil

was 0.875 inches and shaped to conform to the cylindrical surface with

21.7
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an air gap. The established de-icing level was approximately 170 to 200

joules. The 400 microfarad and 1000 volt test condition was subjectively

evaluated as optimum. The double coil configuration failed to perform

as well as the single coil and this is attributed to the angular

position of the coils from the nose. An angle of less than 45 degrees

or the ability to independently pulse each coil would probably have

been more efficient. A limited amount of strain data was acquired

for the double coil configuration and this is presented in Fig. 3-22.

During the August 17 IRT test, some data was acquired for the double

coil configuration under icing conditions. The results confirmed

earlier observations related to acceleration in that the peak values are

reduced by approximately 20 to 30 per cent for the first pulse when ice is

present on the airfoil. Circumferential bending strains for the double

coil test exhibited reductions of approximately 15 to 25 per cent for the

first coil pulse whereas the membrane strains remained basically

unchanged.
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B___. Analytical Studies (Idealized Boundary Condition).

The semi-cylindrical leading edge structure was chosen for analytical

study because of its geometric simplicity and the vast literature which

exists for open cylindrical shells. Leissa, Ref. 3-6, reports that there

are no less than 18,496 distinct problems for this shell corresponding to

the numerous combinations of boundary conditions that may be selected for

the four edges. An overwhelming majority of investigations have been

directed to but one of these sets of boundary values and that is when all

edges of the shell are supported by shear diaphragms. The semi-cylinder is

further classified as a deep open shell requiring a consideration of the

transverse shearing force resultants and the inclusion of tangential

inertia effects for dynamic studies.

The boundary conditions for an open cylindrical shell supported by

shear diaphragms are exactly satisfied by choosing trigonometric displace-

ment functions of the form:

u:A cos(l s) sin(Ne )

v:B sin(l s) cos(N0 )

w:C sin(l s) sin(N8 )

longitudinal displacement,

transverse displacement,

normal displacement ;

where, _ s = M _ x/L R=shell radius L=shell length.

Theparameters I = M v/L and N are spatial wave frequencies with half wave

lengths defined as follows:

( L/M ) longitudinal direction,

( R_/N ) circumferential direction.

A computer code was written based on these ideal boundary conditions

that employed both the Donnell-Mushtari and Love-Timoshenko equations of

motio_ The code was used in an attempt to duplicate some of the dynamic

response effects observed in the experimental results. The values of 'M'

and 'N' in the spatial wave frequency expressions are integers and
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combinations of each will produce a corresponding discrete resonant

frequency and vibratory mode shape. The first analytic study was related to

finding the maximum values of these integers for a selected bandwidth or

cutoff frequency. The results of this study are summarized in the table

below for a semicylindrical shell with the following geometric shape and

material properties.

L=66 inches R=2.52 inches H=0.040 inches (thickness).

E=I0,500,000 psi U=0.30 Poison's ratio

0.10 pounds per cubic inch weight density.

Bandwidth Love-Timoshenko

Hertz M(max) N(max) Mode Count

3,OOO 2O 7 95
4,000 27 8 148

6,000 40 9 265

8,000 54 11 434

10,000 67 12 623

The calculated dynamic response of the spanwise and chordwise acceleration

levels with a single coil placed at mid-span was performed using the

electrical parameters; 400 microfarads and 424 volts. The cutoff

frequency was selected as 10,000 Hertz and the results are displayed in Fig.

3-23. The structural damping parameter used in this investigation is noted

as a I per-cent damping factor at 1,000 Hertz; thus a frequency of 4,000

Hertz would have a corresponding damping factor of 4 percent. The

calculated response has several matching characteristics with the

experimental response shown in Fig. 3-14, in spite of the fact that the

boundary conditions do not match for the two results. In addition, the

temporal behavior of the 400 microfarad pulse was synthesized from the 600

mlcrofarad experimental result reported by Schrag, Ref. 3-I. It is further

observed that 155 of the potential 623 modes were active or participated in

the dynamic response, the remaining 468 modes were inactive due to the
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spatial symmetry of the pressure pulse. Moving the coil a slight distance

in both the spanwise and chordwise directions from the symmetric nose and

mid-length position will force a majority of the modes to participate,

however the peak response values will change only slightly as shown in the

upper portion of Fig. 3-24, even though 607 modes were active. The peak

accelerations and corresponding occurrence times from Fig. 3-24 are noted

below :

First Positive Peak:

First Negative Peak:

3,619 g's at 112 microsec.

-2,960 g's at 288 microsec.

Fig. 3-25 is a display of the contribution of each of these 607 active modes

to the two acceleration peaks noted above. The results are shown in an

ascending frequency order and the two peak response accelerations have

attained about 95 percent of their final value for a corresponding cutoff

frequency of approximately 4,000 Hertz. This result is rather important for

finite element shell studies, for it suggests that the approximate discrete

model need only match the modal frequencies for the reduced bandwidth to

produce a 92 percent confidence limit in peak response prediction. The

lower portion of Fig. 3-24 represents the acceleration response

corresponding to 4,000 Hertz cutoff frequency.

Two additional plots, Figs. 3-26 and 3-27 are included to present the

analytical predicted mid-span circumferential strain response for the outer

and inner surface and may be compared directly to the experimental results

displayed in Figs. 3-17 through 3-20. The correlations agree in that

longitudinal strains are dominated by membrane effects, whereas bending

behavior is dominant in the circumferential strain response. Again, the

results only indicate similarity to the experimental results and the peak

response occurrence times cannot be accurately matched until the boundary

conditions and forces pulse characteristics are properly represented.
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Two additional analytical studies related to the semi-cylindrical

leading edge simulation has been completed by two M.S. graduate students in

Aeronautical Engineering. Mr. Peter Gien Ref. 3-8 has documented the closed

form solution characteristics and Mr. Bryan Wilson Ref. 3-9 was concerned

with a matching finite element representation using the MSC/NASTRAN code.

Their semi-cylinder is identical to the aforementioned study with the single

exception of a selected 30 inch length. Their parallel investigations

resulted in direct comparisons of the acceleration and strain dynamic

response for the idealized shear diaphragm supported semi-cylinder.

The finite element model employs the popular 'QUAD4' element and the

study contains a correlation of the element size to the half wave lengths

described above. Letting 'a' and 'b' be the longitudinal and chordwise

dimensions of the 'QUAD4' element, the following requirements must be

satisfied.

a _ L/M and b_ R_/N.

Thus, the required size of the 'QUAD4, elements is determined from the

values of 'M' and 'N', which in turn are dependent on the bandwidth or

cutoff frequency. These results are summarized below for a 30 inch long

serei-cy iirider.

Bandwidth Love-Timoshenko a=L/M b=R/N

Hertz M(max) N(max) Mode Count (inches) (inches)

2,000 6 5 21 5.00 1.58

3,000 9 7 42 3.33 I_13

4,000 12 8 65 2.50 0.99

5,000 15 9 92 2.00 0.88

6,000 18 9 119 1.67 0.88

7,000 21 10 154 1.43 0.79

8,000 24 11 193 1.25 0.72

Based on these data, Mr. Wilson selected square ,QUAD4, elements with a

dimension of 0.75 inches. An eigensolution of this model exhibited a very

strong mode correlation with the closed form results which may be summarized
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as follows:

Bandwi dt h Freq ue ncy Freq ue ncy

Hertz Mode Count Maximum Error Average Error

2,000 22 2.9 % @ 1948 Hz. 1.43 %

3,000 42 5.9 % @ 2744 Hz. 2.14 %

4,000 65 11.6 % @ 3874 Hz. 3.44 %

5,000 92 21.3 % @ 4566 Hz. 4.80 %

In general, the finite element model together with its discrete boundary

conditions appears to present a slightly stiffer shell as 56 of the 65

frequencies are larger than the corresponding closed form solution values.

It is also interesting to note that the Love-Timeshenko equations of motion

yield the best correlation of frequencies with the finite element model and

they are clearly superior to the Donnell-Mushtari shell equations.
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C. Analytical and Experimental Results

This section contains a summary of a comprehensive structural

dynamic investigation of a semi-cylindrical simulated leading edge

structure as shown in Fig. 3-28.

Fig. 3-28 30 Inch Semi-Cylinder Model

This investigation followed the idealized semi-cylinder model discussed

in Section IV.B The results of the investigation were presented at the

24th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, January 1986, as AIAA Paper No. 86-0550.

The discussion that follows is a summary of the published paper, Ref. 3-I I.
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Gien (Ref. 3-8) and Wilson (Ref. 3-9) have completed a detailed study

on the development of a finite element model of an idealized semi-

cylindrical leading edge structure subject to electro-lmpulslve de-icing

forces. This two part study focused on the parallel development of the

finite element model and a closed form solution using higher order shell

theories, which gave a direct measureof the accuracy of the finite element

model. The closed form solution utilized the Love-Timoshenko equations of

motion including transverse shear force resultants and tangential inertia

effects. In order to circumvent someof the analytical difficulties in

the closed form solution, the boundary conditions were chosen as shear

diaphragms on all edges, since out of the 18,496 possible boundary

conditions, only shear diaphra_s are amenable to a simple closed form

solution. Both studies used the modal superposition technique to generate

accelerations, velocities, displacements and strains as functions of time

at various points on the shell. The closed form solution has the

capability to predict the response of the shell to a high degree of

accuracy due to the ease of varying the upper frequency band limitation in

the modal superposition analysis.

The second study was an equivalent finite element solution, wherein

element size was selected to satisfy an upper frequency requirement. The

MSC/NASTRAN code was employed to extract the resonant frequencies and

corresponding mode shapes. The finite element model consisted of 400 CQUAD4

elements; 40 divisions at 0.75 inches each in the longitudinal direction and

10 divisions at 18 degrees each in the circumferential direction. Addi-

tional details related to the element size selection process and correlation

to frequency response, may be found in Section IV.B The resulting finite

element grid structure is displayed in Fig_ 3-29.
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Fig. 3-29 Finite Element Grid
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The selected geometric and physical parameters for this study are

summarizedbelow.

Internal radius :
Shel i Thicknes s :
Shell Length
Material
Young's Modulus :
Poisson's Ratio :
Weight Density :

2. 500 inches
0.040 inches

30.000 inches
2024-T3 Alum.
I0.5E6 p.s.i.
0.3OO
O.100 Lb/in 3

The electro-impulsive force characteristics used in this study are

discussed in the EIDI force model below. The structural damping

characteristics of the shell models were assumed to vary linearly with

frequency with a reference value of one percent at 1000 Hertz.

are:

A brief s,_,mary of the conclusions drawn from Ref. 3-8 and Ref. 3-9

(I) The closed form solution and the finite element model gave

comparable results for the same impulsive forces, however the peak

magnitudes of typical responses in the finite element model were

approximately 20% lower than those corresponding to the closed

form solution. Fig_ 3-30 shows the time variation of the peak

positive and negative normal accelerations over the center of the

coil. Superimposed on the time response, is a plot of the peak

positive and negative accelerations as a function of the frequency

of each contributory vibratory mode. These data represent the

first 100 vibratory modes.

(2) The retention of vibratory modes below 6000 Hertz was mandatory

for reasonable accuracy.

A primary focus of this study is to improve the results of Ref. 3-

9 so that better agreement between the finite element and closed form

solutions can be obtained, and then to extend the finite element analysis to
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arbitrary boundary conditions to facilitate a comparison with experimental

data.

T]ME(MICRO5ECQNDS)
0 i00 200 300 400 500

[J_ ...................................................i..........................................................................

: FINITE ELEMENT SOLUT[QN

\
i
/

/'

0 2 _ 6 8

FREQUENCY [KILO HERTZ]

Fig. 3-30 Peak Response for Closed Form
and Finite Element Solutions
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While investigating the discrepancy between the finite element and

closed form solutions, it was found that they converged to the sameresult

as the coil diameter was reduced to nearly zero, which implied that the

models were equivalent for point impulsive forces. This was expected since

the actual EIDI force pulse is a spatially distributed time varying pressure

that could not be adequately discretized in the finite element model, but

was easily implemented in the continuous closed form solution. To overcome

these difficulties, the refined finite element mesh shown in Fig. 3-31 was

modeled into the shell in the region around the coil. The refined mesh

consisted of 112 CQUAD4shell elements arranged in concentric circles around

the coil center, while sixteen triangular elements were used to close the

central hole. The radial spacing of the elements was chosen to be

consistent with an element aspect ratio of unity. The refined mesh replaced

a region previously occupied by 16 CQUAD4 elements. Comparing the normal

accelerations for this model to the closed form solution, yielded the

results displayed in Fig. 3-32.

The refined mesh served to reduce the discrepancy between the closed

form and finite element peak responses to 7% and 4% for the peak negative

and positive accelerations respectively. The time response and frequency

decomposition of the peak responses are shown in Fig. 3-32.

Additional benefits were gained since a much improved resolution of the

response in the region around the coil was realized, which permitted a more

accurate investigation of the strain distribution.
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Fig. 3-31 Refined Mesh Around the Coll
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Th___eeSemi-Cylindrical Shell Experiment

An experimental model of the semi-cylindrical shell was fabricated and

fitted with a single pulsing coil as shown in Fig. 3-33. The experimental

model was constructed so that the boundaries simulated pinned end condi-

tions, furthermore, the attachment screws were placed directly over the

constrained grid points in the corresponding finite element model.

The MSC/NASTRAN finite element model was modified to simulate pinned

boundary conditions on all edges, and also employed the refined coil mesh.

Initial frequency studies revealed that the first four natural

frequencies (620 to 1300 Hertz), were in agreement with the finite element

solution with an error of less that 7%, indicating the equivalence of the

model and test article.

1" RADIUS COIL
O.07" GAP

Fig. 3-33 Semi-Cylinder Experiment
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The EIDI Force Model

Before any comparisons can be madewith experimental data, it is

absolutely essential to determine the particular EIDI force pulse charac-

teristics used in the experiment, and then to model these characteristics in

the computer code. The spatial and temporal behavior of the normal pressure

imparted to the leading edge skin is dependent on a large numberof para-

meters, including circuit voltage and capacitance, skin thickness and

electrical conductivity, coil dimensions and the air gap between the coil

and skin. The inductance of the lead wires to the coil also has a consider-

able influence on the force pulse and associated dynamic response as shown

in Chapter 2.

Schrag (Ref. 3-I) has reported the form and character of the pressure

pulse of a single set of coil and circuit parameters. The results were

experimentally established by means of a magnetic field measuring plate.

Bernhart (Ref. 3-2) synthesized these data into the product of a prescribed

radial pressure distribution with a temporal relation consistent with the

measured normal force pulse. This model has been used in virtually all EIDI

transient simulations conducted to date. The spatial pressure pulse model

is shown in (Fig. 3-34), however, the temporal behavior is widely different

for different coil installations and electrical parameters.

!

0 @ 1.5

NORMALIZEO RADIUS

LIIIIIIItlItlIItttlIi!IIIIIIIIIIIItlIIIIIIjR2=o.s Roil
.._ R3" 0,7 Rcoil_----C01LRAOIUS

R4" 1.5 Rcoil

Fig. 3-34 Normalized Spatial Press_e Distribution
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The temporal behavior of the force model used in this paper was

obtained experimentally using the polycarbonate rod experiment (Ref. 3-I).

Since this information would eventually be incorporated into the

computational model of the experimental semi-cylinder, close attention was

paid to reproducing a planar version of the coil installed in the semi-

cylinder. Thus the only difference between the coils was the slight

curvature introduced into the semi-cylinder coil which was necessary to

ensure an even air gap between the coil and shell.

The two coils were fabricating using copper ribbon wire with the

following cross section:

Bare copper size: 0.017 X 0.135 inches.

With Polyimide enamel insulation:

0.020 X 0.140 inches.

The 40 turn coils have a nominal radius of I inch, however the measured

radius of the flat coil is 0.97 inches. A 5 inch diameter aluminum target

(2024-T3 0.040 thick) was bonded to the polycarbonate rod and a gap of 0.07

inches was provided between the coil face and target.

The pulsing system was manufactured by Simmonds Precision in October

1982 and has been extensively used in IRT tests and laboratory studies. The

voltage used in these experiments and analytical studies was 400 volts and a

nominal capacitance of 600 microfarads. The two coils yielded the following

current statistics:

1460 Amp. @ 149 microsec. (semi-cylinder)

1410 Amp. @ 142 microsec. (Lexan Rod)

The experiment is shown in Fig. 3-35. A polycarbonate rod (Lexan) was

suspended from two parallel wires, with a target and accelerometer on

opposing ends of the rod. Data was sampled every microsecond using a

Nicolet 3091 digital oscilloscope connected to a micro-computer for storage
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and further processing.

PULSING

CIRCUIT

TO

STEEL WIRES

/ \

0;040 TARGET _- 2" DUm_Tlm

_l m48" POLYCARBONATE _-_'- t -- ,._,

/-1" R&DI'L_ COIL
'rmGGn

!

NICOLET 3091

DIGITAL OSCILLOSCOPE

B&K

CHARGE

AMPLIFIER

(#z83s)

Fig. 3-35 Rod Experiment
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Elementary wave mechanics predicts that the velocity measured at the

free end of the rod is proportional to the impulsive force delivered at the

target. The assumption inherent in this prediction is that the rod is

subject to plane wave mechanics, which is not entirely true since the rod

material introduces dispersion and attenuation of the signal (Ref. 3-7).

Furthermore, the pressure applied by the coil to the target has a spatial

variation and is not uniform.

The attenuation of the signal as it travels along the rod may easily be

accounted for by measuring the exponential decay of successive reflections

of the wave. The dispersion effects are a very complex problem, however

Bernhart (Ref. 3-2) has identified the important parameters of the force

pulse. These are the magnitude and occurrence time of the positive peak

as well as the slope and occurrence time of the first zero crossing.

The time parameters discussed above may be established from the rod

experiment by determining the time between successive peaks of reflected

waves. This gives an accurate measure of the time required for the wave to

travel over two rod lengths. Once the propagation time for the rod is

established, the start time of the pulse may be determined and the time to

peaks and zero crossing may be measured relative to this point. After the

time and peak parameters have been measured, the force is modeled using two

cubic polynomials for the positive segments and an exponentia_ curve for the

last negative segment. The final force model is shown in Fig. 3-36.

The parameters used in the force model are summarized below.

Peak Force 225 ibs @ 112 us.

Zero crossing slope 1.15E6 ib/sec @ 268 us.

Impulse strength 0.02 lb. sec.

The rod experiment and variations thereof, allow some simple parametric

studies to be performed. Firstly, impulse strengths may be evaluated by
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either integrating the force signal, or by observing the rigid body

motion of the rod which acts as a ballistic pendulum.

.......................................................................................°.......................................................................................,

\

\

\

MEASUREO RESULT

FORCE MOOEL

//

250 500 750 tO00
TIME (MICRO SECSNDS)

Fig. 3-36 Temporal Force Model
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Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Results

The normal acceleration response was measured at two positions on the

shell; directly over the coil location and at a second position 4.5 inches

from the mid-span and 18 degrees from the shell center line. A Bruel &

Kjaer model 4374 accelerometer was employed for the measurements. This

aocelerometer has a weight of less than one gram, including the attachment

cable; a maximum shock rating of 25 kilo-g and an exceptionally low magnetic

sensitivity. Fig. 3-37 and 3-38 display the predicted and measured normal

accelerations for these two positions.

The correlation between the predicted and normal acceleration response

at the coil location is quite favorable. The positive peak has a magnitude

error of 6% and the negative peak, a 28% error. The difference in

occurrence time for the two peaks is about 5 microseconds.

The response at the second position, 4.5 inches from the coil,

indicates a discrepancy of 60 microseconds in the peak occurrence time and a

53% error in the positive peak magnitude.

Two (M&M EA-13-045AL-350) strain gages were bonded to the exterior

surface directly over the coil. One gage was oriented in the circum-

ferentlal direction and the other in the longitudinal direction. The gages

had a single magnetic compensation loop as described in Ref. I, page 77.

The induced magnetic noise was on the order of 5% of the total signal

strength and of a short duration; less than 50 microseconds. These results

are shown in Fig. 3-39 and 3-40.
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The circumferential (chordwise) strain has a remarkable correlation in

peak magnitudes, however the positive peak occurrence time is approximately

50 microseconds in error. The positive peak for the longitudinal (spanwise)

strain is 32% in error with an occurrence time shift of 25 microseconds.

Observations

A primary objective of this study was to establish the desired dynamic

responses in the near coil field for time durations on the order of the

force pulse. This objective has been partially met for the acceleration and

circumferential strain at the coil location.

A second objective relates to dynamic response sensitivities to

various geometric and electrical parameters. The response at different

voltages, for a fixed capacitance, has been experimentally verified to

follow a voltage ratio square relationship. The influence of capacitance

serves to change the time parameters, as well as amplitudes and is not

discussed herein. It must be pointed out that the coil in the semi-

cylinder model does not have a uniform gap; varying from 0.060 to 0.090

inches, with an average value of 0.07 inches used in this investigation.

The impulse strengths were experimentally established for several coil

target gaps. These data are summarized below.

TABLE I. Gap Sensitivity

GAP

0.01

0.05

O.07

0.10

0.15

IMPULSE STRENGTH (lb. sec.)

0.028

0.022

0.020

0.017

0.013
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The variation in the region of interest is nearly linear from which

acceleration sensitivity parameters may be calculated and are -20700 g/inch

and 19600g/inch for the positive and negative peaks respectively. The

calculated normal acceleration response parameters at the coil center with a

0.07 inch gap are:

Positive peak 4140 g at 88 microseconds.
Negative peak -3920 g at 218 microseconds.

Thus a gap of 0.090 inches would reduce the peak values to 3680 and -3460 g

respectively.

A second possible source of error in the calculated results is the coil

radius which was previously reported to be about 0.97 inches. Rather than

the I inch nominal value for a 40 turn coil. The calculated sensitivity

factors for this geometric parameter are:

Positive peak: -8320 g/inch
Negative peak: 6240 g/inch

Thus the expected peak acceleration response values for a 0.97 inch coil

would be:

Positive peak: 4140-8320(-0.03) = 4390 g
Negative peak: -3920+6240(-0.03) = 4110 g

Sensitivity co-efficients for the synthesized pressure pulse (Fig. 3-

34) may also be calculated and are summarized below; unit are g/inch.

TABLE2. Pressure Distribution Sensitivity

Parameter Positive Negative
Peak Peak
g/inch g/inch

R2 -970 680
R3 -2130 1430
R4 -4170 3050
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Finally a sensitivity parameter for the peak force occurrence time (112

microseconds in Fig. 3-36) maybe established and is

Positive peak : -24 g/microsecond
Negative peak : -20 g/microsecond

A review of the sensitivity data dramatizes the need for rather

exacting experimental procedures to ensure conformance with a dynamic

simulation.

The shell boundary conditions in the finite element solutions

encompassedboth the shear diaphragm case and pinned boundaries. A

third solution with clamped boundaries was also obtained and the results

of the three solutions are summarizedbelow for the acceleration

response at the coil center.

TABLE3. Boundary Condition Sensitivity

Bounda ry

Condition

Positive peak Negative peak

g us g us

Shear Dia. 4430 92 -3640 244

Pinned 4140 88 -3920 218

Clamped 4100 88 -4070 222

Experiment 4405 93 -3070 207

Thus the near coil field acceleration response is not severely altered by

the shell boundary conditions.
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V. OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The successful EIDI computer code discussed in Chapter II and Ref.

3-13 will be widely used in future structural dynamic investigations.

The code has been tested on a non-stationary target simulation

representative of the motion of the leading edge skin during the EIDI

pulse. This study has clearly shown that the pressure pulse may be

separated into a radial pressure distribution multiplied by the

corresponding temporal behavior.

p(r,t) = p(r) f(t)

This simplification appears to be sound when the electrical frequency is

selected to be at least twice as large as the mechanical frequency

associated with the target motion. While this concept has been shown to be

valid for a single discrete mechanical frequency, it needs to be examined

for the broader case of a multi-mode expansion, typical of the motion of a

pulsed aircraft leading edge skin. The EIDI code may also be used to

evaluate a system of radial forces that are tangent to the leading edge

surface. The influence of these radial forces also requires examination.

The two published EIDI structural dynamic investigations, Ref. 3-2 and

3-11, both used an empirical form of the normal pressure pulse shape. The

EIDI code has been used to predict the form of this pressure distribution

for a wide class of coil and target combinations. The predicted vs.

empirical forms are shown in Fig. 3-41. (At the end of this section).

The code has also been used to predict the form of the normal force on

a stationary target corresponding to the parameters in the semi-cylinder

dynamic response investigation of Ref. 3-11. Certain assumptions for two of
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the parameters had to be introduced in the code to establish the force

trace, and these are discussed below. The comparison to experimental data

is discussed in Ref. 3-13 and shown in Fig. 3-42. (At the end of section)

It would be very desirable at this point to utilize the EIDI results

discussed above in the semi-cylinder dynamic response investigation

presented in Section IV.C and Ref. 3-I I. The EIDI code has revealed extreme

sensitivities to two circuit parameters, the lumped circuit resistance and

inductance associated with the cable attachments to the coils. Unfortu-

nately, these two parameters were not recorded during the experimental phase

of the semi-cylinder investigation and it would only serve to introduce more

uncertainties to assume some specific values for a comparative solution. It

was mentioned earlier that Mr. Peter Gien is proposing a detailed investiga-

tion of the total EIDI process. The problems outlined above, together with

other anomalies associated with EIDI structural dynamics will be addressed

by Mr. Gien.

One final observation has emerged from the structural dynamic studies

and tests of the EIDI de-icing program. The aspect ratio of internal rib

spacing to the chord dimension is normally on the order of 4 or more. This

ratio will yield spanwise or longitudinal strains over the pulsed coil that

are predominantly membrane strains, whereas the chordwise or circumferential

strains are associated with bending effects and are highly influenced by the

coil placement in the airfoil leading edge, e.g. to excite a particular

chordwise mode. The EIDI pulse will produce a donut shaped bulge in the

airfoil which propagates longitudinally and is impeded some by the internal

ribs. This can be partially alleviated by permitting the skin to rotate as

freely as possible over the rib attachment. During several IRT tests of the

66 inch long semi-cylinder, a single coil was pulsed several times. Each
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pulse served to remove a larger portion of accumulated ice which suggests

that the propagating bulge is instrumental in the ice removal process

associated with EIDI. It also appears that the spatial gradient of the

propagating bulge is an important parameter, and serves to "peel" the ice

away from the airfoil with each succeeding pulse.

A primary objective of the EIDI project was do demonstrate the

feasibility of de-icing leading edge surfaces using electro-magnetic pulsing

techniques. This has been suitably demonstrated, however the fundamental

question of the ice removal mechanismhas yet to be adequately answered,

although the peeling observation noted above may be a partial clue. Thus,

once this phenomenonhas been solved, and someof the aforementioned

structural dynamic problems have been addressed, the structural analyst

can begin to include ice in the dynamic model. This will permit

comparative studies of the shedding mechanismsin the analytical model to

the observations in IRT tests.
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CHAPTER 4. FABRICATION TECHNIQUES

Wichita State University supports EIDI research by fabricating coil

and coil mounts, by fabricating models for laboratory, icing tunnel, and

flight tests, and by installing instrumentation on these models.

Of these, WSU's first and most important function is the production

and mounting of high quality electro-magnetic coils in various test models.

I. Coil Wire Rolling

Coil wire starts with the purchase of annealed magnet strip wire

insulated with a polyimide/polyester alloy. Virgin insulated wire, as

received, measures approximately .033 x .180 inches. This is the smallest

standard cross-section wire available from our sources_ Rectangular wire

is used because it provides the largest copper cross-section for a given

coil cross-section.

However, the .033 inch thickness is too large for coil making. A

wire rolling operation reduces the wire to a thickness of .021 to .026

inches for coil winding. Rolling is done in one pass to minimize work

hardening of the wire and damage to the wire insulation. The virgin wire

is squeezed between a milling machine arbor and a ball bearing outer race

as shown in photo 4-1. Note that current practice has eliminated both the

steel feed pipe and the take-up reel. Both the pipe and the take-up reel

tended to scrape off the wire insulation. In addition, the take-up reel

work hardens the copper wire.

Photo 4.2 shows wire thickness being checked during wire rolling.

Typical finished dimensions are .024 x .195 inches (average). The word

average is used because the wire comes from the mill with non-uniform

dimensions, a condition which is worsened by our secondary rolling operation.

II. Coil Making

Photo 4-3 shows the first step in coil winding, which is attaching an

electrical connector to the wire. In this case, that connector is a gold

plated brass pin. In addition to serving as a connector, the pin also serves

to anchor the wire in the coil winding tool.

,A custom-wire supplier has been found who may greatly simplify the process

described here.
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Photo 4-i

Photo 4-2
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Many automated schemes of winding were tried, but hand winding has

proven to produce better quality coils in about the same amount of time.

Colls are elther wound flat or curved depending on the coil installation.

Photo 4-5 shows the second electrical connector being soldered into

place. Here again, the pin serves a secondary function which is holding

the coil together during manufacture. In this case, the coil was wound

flat.

The next step is adding a layer of 9.8 oz fiberglass, as shown in

photos 4-6 and 4-7. The fiberglass serves three functions: I) it provides

Insulation; 2) it gives the coil mechanical strength and integrity; and

3) it provides impact and scuff protection for the coil.

Photo 4-5
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Photo 4-3

Photo 4-4 shows the actual winding operation. Winding is done by hand.

Photo 4-4
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Photo 4-6

Photo 4-7
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Photo 4-8 shows a heat lamp being used to speed epoxy/fiberglass cure

time. Care must be taken at this time, because too muchheat will degrade

the Insulating properties of the epoxy by making it porous from too much
"out-gasslng."

Photo 4-8

As mentioned earlier, coils must often be curved to match the contours

of a leading edge. Photo 4-9 showsform blocks, which are one of three

ways currently used to produce curvature. These particular form blocks are
madeof 40 Ib/ft 3 polyurethane foam. Photo 4-9 showsthe form blocks and

the newly finished coil. Photo 4-10 shows the form blocks pressing a coil

into shaoe.

..... _ ;', F!-_DTO,_DR,\PH
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Photo 4-9

Photo 4-10

The second method is to wind the coil in a curved shape, a job which is

more easily said than done.

The third method is to actually machine the coil to shape. Photo 4-11

shows this operatlon on a rotary die mill. This operation is only performed

for high precision laboratory coils because it is a time consuming and

difficult job. The very soft copper in the coils is nearly impossible to

machine. Many different methods have been tried but nothing seems to _ork

very well. After machining, the colls must be etched in concentrated nltric

acid to remove electrical shorts induced by this machining.
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After acid etching, manufacture is completed by repeating the steps

shown in Photos 4-6 through 4-8.

Ill, Coil Mounts

Fabricating coil mounts is the next step. Photos 4-12 through 4-15 illustrate

the basic method used for making almost all coil mounts. While details may

vary from coil mount to coil mount, the basic design philosophy is constant.

Photo 4-11

_,_ ,, ...... , .; _ :_, .'i_ , .: _,_-g i
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Photo 4-12

Photo 4-13
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Photo 4-14

Photo 4-15
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Coil mounts are made with epoxy/fiberglass and polyurethane rigid

f_m Composites are used because they do not conduct electricity and

because composite structures can be made both rigid and light. The first

question is, "Why use fiberglass and not Kevlar or graphite?" Graphite

is not used because it conducts electricity and Kevlar is not used because

it's resistance to abrasion is much inferior to fiberglass.

Fiberglass seems to have the best mix of desired properties. These

desired properties are high abrasion and impact resistance, structural

stiffness, and good electrical insulating properties.

The second question is, "Why use polyurethane rigid foam as a composite

sandwich material?" Polyurethane foam is used because it is compatible with

epoxy/fiberglass construction and because polyurethane foam can be formulated

to have good bearing strength and good impact resistance.

At this point, comments on the quality of available materials are approp-

riate. Regardless of manufacturer's guaranteed specifications, components

must be chosen carefully. Not all epoxies work equally well, nor are all

urethane foams equal. Specifications seem to mean very little. For epoxy,

we use Gougeon "Brothers" West System. It's specifications are unimpressive

when compared to competitive products, but it's performance is outstanding.

Our two part pour-in-place urethane foam comes from General Plastics Inc. who

also supplies our pre-cast rigid urethane blocks.

Now we will return to actual construction techniques. Photo 4-12 shows

the first stages of mount construction. This photo shows the interior sur-

face of a LearJet Model 55-Century III leading edge. The interior surface

is treated with an epoxy release agent and then a two ply fiberglass spacer

is laid up using the leading edge as a mold. This spacer is about .03 inches

thick and appears as the long rectangular part in Photo 4-12. Spacers can

be made of sheet wax or just about anything else. The spacer's sole purpose

is to provide a .05 inch stand off distance between the interior surface of

the leading edge and the opposing coil face and an .03 inch air gap between

the coil mount and the interior surface of the leading edge. The spacer is

discarded upon final installation.

The spacer is then trimmed to the desired size and treated with an

epoxy release agent. A single ply of 9.8 oz fiberglass is laid up on the

spacer and the leading edge. This ply is the outer layer of the coil mount

and is the square part shown in Photo 4-12. The coil or coil pair is then
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Fig. 4-15A Bandaid

Low Leg Stranded Conductor

High Voltage Insulation

High Leg Stranded Conductor

Fig. 15B Low Inductance Cable Coaxial Design
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Stranded Conductor

High Voltage Insulation

Stranded Conductor

Fig. 15C Low Inductance Cable Flat Design

Fig. 15D Low Inductance Connector
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bonded to this outer layer. This layer provides abrasion protection, impact

protection and electrical insulation for the coil, and is most important.

Two more plies of fiberglass are added behind the outer layer completely

capturing and encapsulating the coil. Total ply count now stands at 3

layers.

For lighter gauge leading edges of .03 inch or less only 2 layers of

9.8 oz fiberglass are required. The Learjet leading edge requires three

plies because it is 0.63 inch thick and is extremely stiff. We now have a

three ply arch with the exact shape of the leading edge less the thickness

of the standoff spacer.

A three ply back plate arch is now added for extra strength. Photo 4-

13 shows the spacer and the 3-ply back plate arch. The encapsulated coil

appears as a dark shadow behind the semi-transparent back plate. Note that

for lighter gauge aluminum leading edges 2 plies have the necessary

strength. The six ply double arch is allowed to cure until it is almost

hard. At this time the double arch is separated from the mold which is the

leading edge and spacer. Next, the double arch is sawed to the desired

size. Photo 4-14 shows the mount after removal and trimming to size.

Wire leads are then soldered to the coil, and the space between the two

arches is filled with 2 part foam-in-place rigid urethane foam, Photo 4-15.

In this case, 12 ib/ft 3 foam was used, however foam as light as 2 ib/ft 3

will work for light guage leading edges. Photo 4-15A shows a skin mounted

coil assembly known as a bandaid. Bandaid coil mounts have proven to be

the lightest in weight, and they exhibit the highest electro-mechanical

efficiency of any mount.
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IV. Electrical Leads

Care must be taken or' the leads to the coil will fatigue with repeated

co_l firings. Photo 4-15 shows the best method found to date of connecting

up coils; note the fibergless strain relief which protects the two lead

wires.

Placing screw terminals on coil mounts can lead to broken mounts or

broken power cable terminals. _he illustrated design arrangement eliminates

e__posed terminals and wires and provides double sod triple insulation for e

all electrical components. To limit pcwer losse_ and excess aystem weight

high current cables should be kept as short as possible, even if storage

capacitors must be remotely mounted. Short efficient cable (low inductance

cables) are doubly important when designing systems that de-ice thick

surfaces, say .060 inch or more thick. Figure 15B and Figure 15C show two

very low inductance cable configurations. This is especially important when

designing system_ with waveform rise times of 100 microseconds or less.

Equally important are low inductance connectors. Figure 15D shows a proto-

type of a very low inductance connector which would be essential to proper

design of short rise time systems.

To this point actual cable resistance has closely approximated

published D. C. resistance values as long as multi-stranded conductors are

used.

V. MeasurinK System Performance

Installed system performance can be accurately measured using a hi_

voltage probe and a digital oscilliscope. Accurate value_ of resistance and

inductance can be deduced.
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VI. Outline of Method

I. Assume capacitance effects to be small.

2. Use the follcwing equation.

di

V t = L dt + i R

1

o

V t : voltage drop across the component(s) of _nterest at any given time.

L = inductance of component(s)

d_!i
dt = time rate of charge of current

i = current through a given component(s)

R = resistance of a given component(s)

Find "R" first

At the time of peak current

di becomes 0
dt

di

So V t = L dt+ i R

and R = i

To find "L"

d_ii
Choose a time (usually 4 to 10 microseconds into a discharge) when dt is nearly

dt2 is small and plug into thea maximum value and the second derivative

equation

d_!

Vt=L dt+iR

so L becomes

V-iR

L = di

dt

d_i
When dt is very large,

i is small and any error in measuring i or in calculating R generally

represents a very small error in calculating L.
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Weight Estimates

Single coils have an outside diameter of about 2.5 inches and 40 turns.

The w_re measure about .025 x .195 inches, an_ completed coils weight about

5 ounce,s.

Typical ccil pairs are cer_posed of two 30 turns coils having an outside

diameter of 1.8 inches, and weighing 5.5 to 6.0 ounces.

Reducing ccil thickne_s will reduce weight. A coil pair made from .025

x .100 inch wire should weigh 2 to 10 ounce_ depending on size arid strength

requ_renents. ?he mount in Photo 4-15 wei_he about 3 ounce_ after

subtracting the weight of the coil and lead wires.

An absolute minumum design weight using aluminum coils wo_id appear to

be in the 3 to 4 ounce range. A more practical design weight would he

5.0 to 7 ounces, a figure which has already been achieved.

VIII__ Coil Attachment

Coil mounts are attached to models in two weys. The first way is screw

attachment to the front wing spar or to a false spar positioned ahead of the

front wing spar.

The secon4 method is direct bonding to the leading edge interior

surface. The mount pictured in Photo 4-15 is 8 direct bonding type mount.

The bonding surfaces are the flat, slightly extended strips adjacent to the

table in the photograph. Bonding to the interior surface of the leading

edge skin is a difficult task because the bond lines are _ubjeet to both

peel and impact. To this point, only three adhesives have proven cabable of

performing this job, Loctite 324, Hexcel Uralite 3140, a Gougon Epo_ with

natural fiber reinforcement. Hexcel 3140, a urethane potting resin, has

proven to be the best of the lot. Aluminum 1100 series electro-magnectic

doublers are currently bonded to thin skins using Hexcel 3140.

_Bandaid mounts have already met this weight estimate using copper coils.
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IX. _ Tunnel Models

Model preparation is another major task performed at WSU. WSU uses

sheet metal and composite fabrication techniques which are ccmmon to all

aircraft experimental shops. Unlike some wind tunnel test models, most EIDI

models are actual parts or pieces taken from real aircraft. Photo 4-16

shows a LearJet Model 55 wing being prepared for Icing Tunnel tests. The

wing has been sawed off to proper length and threaded steel angles have been

added to accept a wind tunnel mounti_ plate. The LearJet wing has quite

thick skin (.125 in) and so the angle brackets are attached to the skin.

More commonly, angle are attached to wi_ spars. Photo 4-17 shows the model

mounting plate. The plate bolts to the steel angles in the reinforced

LearJet wind and in turn the plate/wing assembly bolts to the wind tunnel

turntable. The plate measures I/2 inch thick and is made of 6061 T-6

aluminum.
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X. Test Model Instrumentation

The third major WSU shop function is instrumenting test models.

This primarily involves the installing of strain gages, but with a sinister

twist. EIDI pulsers do terrible things to strain gages. Firstly, EIDI

coils physically knock strain gages off the surface of the leading edges.

Secondly, The coils electrically energize the gages, turning every strain

gage into a miniature high voltage transformer.

Photos 4-18 through 4-20 show partial solutions to both problems.

The first problem, physical de-bonding, is eased by installing a thin

sacrificial layer of fiberglass above the strain gage.

The second problem, electrical interference, is limited by special

wiring techniques developed by Dr. Robert Schrag.

Strain gage installation starts with metal preparation.

ation steps are:

Metal prepar-

1. De-grease the metal

2. Sand the metal with 60 to 100 grit sand paper

3. De-grease the metal

4. Mark the desired strain gage location with 6H drafting pencil

5. De-grease the metal

6. Acid etch the metal

7. Neutralize the metal with ammonium hydroxide solution

8. De-grease the metal twice

9. Bond strain gages to metal surfaces using M-Bond 200 or Perma-

Bond 200 and adhesives. Step 9 is shown in the center of Photo 4-18.

10. Solder a small gauge insulated wire to one of the solder tabs (shown

in bottom of Photo 4-18).

11. Solder a second small gauge insulated wire to the second solder tab

and double back the wire across the middle of the strain gage,

Photo 4-19. This doubling back causes the gage to self-cancel much

of the induced error signal.

12. The two leads are now twisted together to again reduce induced

signals; see Photo 4-19.

13. Finally a 4 mil layer of fiberglass cut on a 45 ° line is bonded over

the gage to greatly slow gage debonding, Photo 4-20. The fiberglass

is oriented to cause little or no strengthening to the metal while

at the same time retaining the gage.
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Photo 4-16
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Photo 4-18

Photo 4-19
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Photo 4-20

Strain gages being used have a resistance of 350 ohms, are temperature

compensated and have a foil grid which measures i/8 x 1/8 inch.
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Chapter 5. ICING TUNNEL TESTS

An essential part of developing the EIDI system was testing in the NASA

Icing Research Tunnel (IRT) at the Lewis Research Center in Cleveland, Ohio.

This is a unique facility. The test section of 2 by 3 meters permits full-

scale testing of many aircraft components such as wing sections, engine

inlets and tail sections. Air speeds over 250 MPH and temperatures below

20°F can be obtained. The spray system provides a range of subcooled water

droplets with median volume diameters from 10 to 20 microns and a fair range

of liquid water content values.

The first test in Oct.-Nov. 1982 was a feasibility demonstratior_ This

resulted in the decision to proceed with a full development project for the

EIDI system. The ten test periods in the IRT are briefly summarized

below.

I. Oct. 25 - Nov. 5. 1982 Tests

A. Two Models Tested,

I. Beech Bonanza wing; aluminum leading edge, skin thickness

0.032 inches; tapered; very small distance from spar to high-light,

giving a stiff leading edge.

2. Cessna 206 wing; aluminum leading edge, skin thickness 0.025

inches; no taper or twist; over 10 inches from spar to high-light

gave a soft, flexible leading edge. Ribs were spaced from 9 to 15

inches apart.
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]3. Test Descriptions:

I. Beech Bonanza Wing

* Coils in 3 positions, 14 inches apart, racetrack shaped

coils, two side coils in series at each position.

* 31 runs

* Tunnel conditions:

110 MPH 25°F 1.2g/m 3 15 microns

110 25 2.4 20

160 25 O.83 14

160 25 1.7 20

230 25 10.6 12

230 25 1.2 20

110 5 1.2 15

160 5 0.83 14

160 5 1.7 2O

230 5 0.6 12

110 20 2.4 20

2. Cessna 206 Wing

* Coils in 3 positions between ribs, supported from beam-

between-ribs. Coils were round; side pairs of coils were

series wired. After 21st run, the center coil was

replaced by a "racetrack" shaped coil at the nose.

• 36 runs

* Tunnel conditions:

110 MPH 25°F 1.2g/m 3 15 microns

110 25 2.4 20

160 25 0.83 14

160 25 1.7 20

160 5 0.83 14

160 5 1.7 20

110 5 1.2 15

110 5 2.4 20

110 -15 1.2 15

160 -15 0.83 14

160 -15 1.7 20

110 29 1.2 15

110 29 2.4 20

160 29 0.83 14

160 29 1.7 20

160 15 1.7 20

In addition to the above variables, angle of attack and capacitance were

also varied.
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C. Malor Results and Conclusions

I. The EIDI system can de-ice two General Aviation wings, one stiff

and one flexible in leading edge properties, over a wide range of

atmospheric and icing conditions.

2. The energy required for a de-icing cycle was about 800 joules per

foot of span.

3. High speed movies gave insight into the de-icingphenomenon.

ml Participants

These tests were performed under W.S.U. direction with participation

at the IRT by persons from Beech and Cessna Aircraft Companies and

Simmonds-Precision. Beech and Cessna provided wing sections for the

test models, while Simmonds designed and fabricated the power-and-

sequencing box. This Simmonds-Precision power box was used in the

first eight IRT tests to date with some modifications. It can supply

up to 1800 volts at capacitances from 100 to 750 micro-farads.

II. April 18-22. 1983 Tests

A.

B.

Two Models Tested:

I. Cessna 206 wing with 0.025 aluminum leading edge skin.

2. Cessna 206 wing with 0.040 aluminum leading edge skin. Both were

on an unswept, untapered, untwisted wing.

Test Descriptions (See diagrams on the next two pages).

I. Cessna 206 wings; 0.025 inch aluminum skin.

* Coils in 5 bays between ribs; 5 different coil-mount

combinations.

* 31 runs

* Tunnel conditions were kept constant: 160 MPH, 15°F, 1.7

g/m 3, 20 microns, 2° angle of attack, 600 uFd.
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• Primarily a comparison between different coil or mount
designs.

* Variations on a few runs were:

(a) reduce capacitance to 400 uFd.

(b) "full-cycle" voltage by removing the diode clamp.

(c) insertion of false spars to stiffen skins in 3 bays.

(d) reduced voltage to find number of impulses vs voltage

required to de-ice.

2. Cessna 206 wing; 0.040 inch aluminum skin.

* Coils in 5 bays between ribs; 5 different coil-mount

designs.

* 28 runs

* One bay had skin replaced by a graphite composite

leading edge with a copper doubler.

* Primarily a comparison between different coil/mount

designs, two of which were different from those used for

the previous, thin-skin, leading edge.

• Variations on a few runs were:

(a) reduce capacitance to 200 uFd.

(b) "full-cycle" voltage cycle.

(c) insertion of false spars.

(d) application of de-icing fluid, ICEX, on the composite

leading edge.

(e) gap between coil and skin filled with plastic material

to see structural damping due to "no gap" condition.

(f) one run at air temperature 29°F.
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ELECTRO-IMPULSE DE-ICER PLACEMENT IN WING FOR ICING

TUNNEL TESTS, APRIL 18-22, 1983

WIND

13.5 _ 10.5 CEILING

Bay

•_5 B_ RibletsBay

4-

Bay C

GESSNA 206
Bay D WING

SECTION

12 Bay E

+--- /-TUNNEL
i_i_i J//. FLOOR

Thln-Skln Leading Edge (0.025 in.)

Bay A. Two Side Coils, With Doublers

(Spar)*(Zero Gap)*

Bay B. Two Side Coils

(Spar) (Zero Gap)

Bay C. One Nose Coil, With Doubler

Bay D.

Bay E.

One Nose Coil

(Zero Gap)

Push-Pull Design
(Spar) (Zero Gap)

Bay B.

Bay C.

Thick-Skin Leading Edge (0.040 in.)

Bay A. Two Side Coils, With Doublers
(Spar)
TWo Side Coils

(Spar)

TWo Side Coils Off-set 8panwlse

Bay D. One Nose Coil

Bay E. Composite Leading Edge Inserted

One Nose Coil of Inverse Design

*Indicates changes which can be made without removing the

wing from the tunnel. A false spar will be inserted or a
semi-soft plastic will be placed between the coil and skin

to simulate the effect on skin movement of placing the coil

directly against the skin.
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COIL DI£SIGN_: TESTED APRIL 18-22, 1983

SIDE COILS

NOSE COIL

II

Ii

/

_ON-'qETALLIC COI

'_ _SUPPORT

/INS[<RTABLE SPAR

COpPER"DOUBLER _'
ON SKIN

COIL SUPPORT

BEAH

PUSH-PULL

TYPE

INVERSE TYPE

(COIL MOUNTED

ON THE SKIN)

m-
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C. ___ior Results and Conclusions

I. Using 0.050 inch aluminum doubler with the 0.025 inch skin

decreases the required energy by 50% both for nose and side coils.

For the 0.040 inch thick skin with side coils, the doubler energy

reduction was (surprisingly) over 50%.

2. With doublers, de-icing energy was under 600 Joules per foot of

span.

3. One bay had two side coils off-set spanwise from each other, at

about the I/3 span positions,in an attempt to twist the leading

edge. This was inferior to aligned coils.

4. Anti-icing attempts were disappointing. Almost the same

energy is required to expel I/8 inch and 2 inches of ice thick-

nesses.

5. The "full cycle" voltage slightly reduced energy-to-de-ice, but

the reduction was judged to be too small to justify the shortened

capacitor life which would result from reverse charging.

6. A single nose coil was at least as good for de-icing as a pair

of side coils.

Voltage

i
I

\
\

I I I i

z 3 4- g

Number of Impulse Required
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Do Participants

In addition to W.S.U. personnel, Alan Mueller of Cessna Aircraft

Company, conducted the test. Cessna provided the leading edges; the

wing model from the 1982 test was used again.

III. August 15-18. 19_ Tests

A. One Model Tested:

A 50 inch span "glove" or "cuff" placed on a six-foot section of

DHC-6 Twin Otter wing. The glove was identical in shape and

material to the base wing, but extended three inches forward of the

leading edge. Skin thickness was 0.025 inches with leading edge

radius of 2.5 inches. These tests were preliminary to flight tests

using the same glove on the NASA Icing Research Aircraft (a Twin

Otter).

B. Test Descriptions:

four nose coils, one each in four 12.5 inch bays; out

separated by ribs. Coils were skin-mounted by rivets

about 3 inches behind the stagnation line.

* 35 icing runs.

* Tunnel conditions:

100 MPH 28°F 1.4g/m 3 = 10° 15 microns MVD

100 28 2.2 10 18

124 28 1.1 7 14

124 28 2.O 7 19

170 28 0.85 5 13

170 28 1.65 5 20

170 15 0.85 5 13

170 15 1.65 5 20

124 15 2.0 5 19

100 15 2.2 10 18

124 15 2.O 7 19

100 15 2.2 14 18

170 15 1.65 5 20

170 15 0.85 5 13

124 15 1.1 7 14

124 15 0.85 vary 4-9 12
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124 15 I. I 7 14

124 30 2.0 7 19

* Capacitance was fixed at 400 uFd. Doublers of 0.050 inch

thick No. 1 145 aluminum were riveted opposite the coils.

* Coils were impulsed both singly, simultaneously by wiring

adjacent-bay coils in series, and by series wiring of

every other bay. Series connecting was done for 2, 3

and all 4 bays.

C. Results and Ma'o_ Conclusions.

m.

I. When impulsed separately, energy required for de-icing was about

600 Joules per foot of span (3 impulses of 200 Joules each). This

was reduced for series-connected coils as follows:

Coil Connections

Single Bay

Two Bays in Series

Two Alternate Bays

Voltage

Required

1000

1100

1200

Three Bays in Series 1200

Four Bays in Series 1400

Energy

(Joules/Ft.)

600

363

280 (center bay not

completely clean)

28O

292

2. Some runs were made with continuous icing for up to 21 minutes

with impulses 3 or 6 minutes apart. De-icing improved after the

first impulse sequence in all cases.

3. When angle of attack was varied during the run, ice width was

greater in the chord-wise direction, but ice expulsion was not

affected.

Participants

W.S.U. was joined by Robert Goehner of Simmonds-Precision for these

tests.
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_.m_ _ ",!_! _'_ _ ,r_ IL"

BLACK .... _ ....- .........

Coil Mounts Attached to the Skin

of the Wing Glove for the DHC-6

Twin Otter
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IV. November 7-9. 1983 Tests

A. Two Models Tested:

I. The 50 inch Twin Otter glove (same as previous test).

2. A 38 inch span section from a LearFan wing made of Kevlar epoxy

composite. Coils were placed at the quarter and three-quarter

positions, giving 19 inch spacing between coils. The leading edge

had no ribs. A new type of coil mount was tested for use with

composite wings. The coil was separated from the leading edge by

a fiberglass-wrapped foam piece mounted on a thin aluminum plate.

The plate was opposite the coil and provided the force to the foam

wedge which transferred the impulse to the leading edge nose.

Half of the composite surface was painted.

B. Test Descriptions

I. Twin Otter glove.

* Coils in the 4 bays were series-connected in two pairs of

alternating bays (l-and-3; 2-and-4) for the first glove

test series. Capacitance was kept at 400 micro-Farads.

• Only one coil was impulse for a second series while the

electrical pulse time was varied by changing capacitance

and adding external "dummy" coils in series. The purpose

was to determine the optimum capacitance value.

• 8 runs for first series; 11 runs for second series.

• Tunnel Conditions:

100 MPH 28°F 1.4g/m 3 15 microns MVD

124 28 1.1 14

170 28 0.85 13

2. LearFan Composite Wing.

• The two coils were impulsed separately and simulta-

neously.

• 10 runs

• Test Conditions:

160 MPH 25°F 0.83g/m 3 14 microns MVD
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* Capacitance of 200, 400 and 600 microFarads.

C. Major Results and Conclusions.

I. For the Twin Otter (DHC-6) glove, the use of odd-and-even coil

pairs reduced the needed impulses from 3 to 2 for good de-icing.

The energy was thus reduced to about 200 Joules/ft.

2. For the second series of glove tests, the effect of capacitance

was clear. The minimum energy for de-icing was obtained for 400

microFarads for this wing.

3. The Kevlar composite LearFan leading edge de-iced, but not well.

Side coil impulses are probably needed since the leading edge

radius was small and the rest of the adjacent walls were

relatively flat. About 500 joules/ft, was required to de-ice.

4. Painted and unpainted Kevlar surfaces de-iced alike.

Participants

Mr. James Chase of LearFan took part in the test along with W.S.U.

personnel.

NOTE: At this point the energy required to de-ice a general

aviation wing had been reduced dramatically, as shown

in the table and plot on the following two pages.
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SUMMARYOF RESULTSOF
ICING RESEARCHTUNNELTESTS

OF

ELECTRO-IMPULSEDE.ICING

DATE WING METHOD
n = NO.IMPULSES

PER POSITION

Oct.1982 Beech Two Side Coils;

Bonanza Single Bay Hits.

Nov.1982 Cessna Two Side Coils;

206 Single Bay Hits.

2

2

Apr.1983 Cessna
206

Two Side Coils; 2

Single Bay Hits.

One Nose Coil; 2

Single Bay Hits.

Two Side Coils With 2

Skin Doublers;

Single Bay Hits.

One Nose Coil With 2

Skin Doubler;

Single Bay Hits.

Aug.1983 DHC-6
Twin

Otter

One Nose Coil With

Skin Doubler;

Single Bay Hits. 3

Two-Bay Hits. 3

Two-Bay With Bay 3

Skipped Between

Three-Bay Hits 3

Four-Bay Hits 3

Nov.1983 DHC-6

Twin

Otter

One Nose Coil With 2

Skin Doubler;

Two-Bay Hits, With
"Odds-then-Evens"

Sequence. (Bays 1 & 3
hit twice simultaneously,

Then Bays 2 & 4 hit twice

simultaneously.

E = ENERGY

(Joules/Ft)

383

440

450

414

289

272

ENERGY TO

DE-ICE = nE

766

88O

900

828

578

544

2OO

121

98

6O0

363

294

96 288

98 294

90 180

Note: For this method,

four impulses

clean four bays.

These are plotted on the following page, with the "Total Energy

Per Position Required To De-Ice" plottedagainst time when the

tests were performed.
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V. _ _ 1984 Tests

A. Four Models Tested:

I. Learjet wing with the standard (but modified) leading edge; skin

thickness 0.063 inches; sweepback 17°.

2. Learjet wing with a composite material replacement leading edge

which was 50% thicker and 100% stiffer, but had the same shape as

the metal one.

3. A semi-cylinder of 5.0 inch diameter mounted with no sweepback;

skin thickness 0.040 inches.

_. A Cessna 206 horizontal tail section; skin thickness 0.025 inches.

This was tested to support the planned full-aircraft prototype

program. Of the four models in this test, only this one had ribs

in the leading edge.

B. Test Descriptions:

I. Learjet; metal leading edge.

• Coils in 6 positions; 4 coil-mount combinations.

• 15 runs with doublers added and 9 runs with doublers removed.

• Capacitances of 200, 400 or 600.

.

• Tunnel conditions:

144 MPH 28°F 1.0g/m 3 14 micron MVD

144 15 1.0 14

225 15 1.4 20

225 -10 0.6 12

225 -10 0.6 12

Learjet; composite leading edge.

• Coils in 6 positions; 5 types of coil/mountings.

• 12 runs

• Tunnel Conditions:

144 MPH 15°F

144 15

144 -10

1.0g/m 3 14 microns MVD

I.4 20

0.6 12
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3. Seml-cyllnder (See Chapter 3, Section IV-A for structural tests)

* One nose coil at mid-span, spar mounted.

* 13 runs

* Tunnel conditions:

100 MPH 24°F 1.4g/m 3 15 microns MVD

100 24 2.2 18

100 10 2.2 18

160 15 1.7 20

4. Cessna horizontal stabilizer

* Coils in 4 positions; one without doublers.

• 11 runs with the production-type rubber abrasion shield;

tunnel conditions for this were:

100 MPH 28°F 1.4g/m 3 15 microns MVD

124 28 1.1 14

160 28 0.83 14

160 15 0.83 14

• 14 runs with the rubber abrasion shield removed;

tunnel conditions for this were:

100 MPH 28°F

100 15 1.4 15

100 15 2.2 18

124 28 1.1 14

124 15 1.1 14

124 15 2.0 19

160 28 0.83 14

160 15 0.83 14

1.4g/m 3 15 microns MVD

C. Malor Results and Conclusions,

I. Learjet leading edge needs re-designed coil/mount system due to

its peculiar, drooped nose shape and unsymmetrical support.

2. Doublers are slightly helpful for 0.050" thick skins.

3. The composite material posed no special problem. It was only

slightly more difficult to de-ice than its metal counterpart.

4. Painting the composite skin made no difference in de-icing.

5. The one coil in the semi-cylinder expelled ice from over five feet

of length. Good high-speed movies were obtained for this.
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m.

6. The Cessna tail section was easily de-iced despite small size and

skin thickness.

Part icipants

I. Gates-Learjet supplied the wing model and participated in the IRT

t est.

2. Cessna supplied an empennage for making the tail model and

participated in the test.

3. Simmonds-Precision sent a participant for the IRT test.
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ORfC!NAL PAGE'

BLACK A/,4D WHi]E PHOIOGRAPH

20 micron droplet size

1.4 g/m3 LWC

5 minutes spray

700 volts/coils station

12 micron droplet size

0.6 g/m3 LWC

10 minutes spray

800 volta/coil station

Test Conditions For Both:

225 Miles/Hour Airspeed

15oF Air Temperature

40 Angle of Attack

400 MioroFarads

LEARJET ALUMINUM LEADING EDGE AFTER

DE-ICING: ILLUSTRATION OF GREATER

DIFFICULTY DE-BONDING SMALL-DROPLET ICE
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vI. August 13-17. 1984

A.

spar-mounted side-coils placed 45 ° to the nose.

mid-span.

B. Test Descriptions:

Three Models Tested:

I. A slat from the wing of a Boeing 767; sweepback 34o; skin thick-

ness, 0.062 inches. This portion of the slat was from a wing

station about 65% of span from the fuselage.

2. The Learjet wing with its standard metal leading edge was

returned for a second IRT test.

3. The 5 inch diameter semi-cylinder was returned with a pair of

This pair was at

I. Boeing 767 (See Chapter 3, Section III, for structural tests)

.

* Coils in 6 positions; 3 coil/mount types.

* 21 runs.

* Tunnel conditions

170 MPH 28°F

170 28 1.65

240 27 O.85

240 15 0.6

240 15 1.1

240 -10 0.54

240 -10 1.1

0.85g/m 3 13 micron MVD

2O

20

14

20

10

20

LearJet

* Coils in 4 positions; 4 coil/mount types.

* 22 runs

* Tunnel conditions:

144 MPH 28°F 1.0g/m 3 14 microns MVD

144 15 1.0 14

225 15 1.0 15

225 15 1.4 20

3. Semi-cylinder (See Chapter 3, Section IV-A for structural tests)

* Two side-coils were spar-mounted in one mid-span position.
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, 14 runs

* Recordings were made for signals from strain gages and,
sub-miniature accelerometers mounted near the coils.

* Tunnel conditions:

100 MPH 24°F 2.2g/m 3 18 microns MVD

100 24 1.4 15
100 10 2.2 18

160 15 1.7 20

C. Major Results and Conclusions,

D__

I. The Learjet wing still defied de-icing without unacceptable

residual ice particles.

2. The Boeing 767 slat de-iced quite well using spar-mounted side-

pair coils.

3. Best de-icing was achieved using low (200 uFd) capacitance giving

very short electrical pulse times for the 767 slat; this gave

higher skin stresses than desired. An optimized coil design and

re-test is needed.

4. For the semi-cylinder, a nose coil is clearly superior to a pair

of side coils. Good high-speed movies were obtained for the

cylinder.

5. A skin-mounted coil-pair gave the best performance and lower

stresses.

Participants

W.S.U. was Joined by three men from McDonnell-Douglas, one each from

Boeing and Gates Learjet and two observers from the Lockheed-Georgia

Co. Boeing supplied the B-767 slat.
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VII. Se__17-21, I__

A. Two Models Tested:

I. The Learjet wing was returned for a third set of tests. Three new

coil/mount types were installed, including the skin-mounted "band-

aid" mounting.

2. A Falcon Fanjet engine inlet (supplied by Rohr Industries)

was equipped with EIDI coils.

B. Test Descriptions:

I. Lear jet

• 6 types of coil-and-mount configurations were tried in 6

pc sit ion s.

• I0 runs

• Tunnel conditions:

144 MPH 28oF 1.0g/m3 14 micron MVD

144 15 I.0 14

225 15 0.6 12

225 15 I .4 20

. Falcon Fanjet Engine Inlet (Reference 5-3)

• coils were placed in 8equally-spaced positions; 6

coil/mount types, including one with "band-aid" mounts.

• 29 runs

• Four capacitance from 20o to 75o uFd were used.

* Tunnel conditions:

110 MPH 27oF 1.2g/m3 : 0o 15 micron MVD

110 27 I.2 10 15

110 15 1.2 0 15

110 15 I.2 10 15

110 15 2.4 0 20

170 15 0.85 0 13 (with 66% blockage)

170 15 I.65 0 20

170 26 0.85 0 13

225 15 0.6 0 12

225 27 0.6 0 12
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C. Major Results and Conclusions

I. A new transverse skin-mount ("band aid" mount) proved to be the

most effective de-icer for both the Lear jet wing and the engine

inlet. It has the added advantage of very light weight. The only

question concerning its usefulness is in its resistance to de-

bonding during long-time use.

2. The Learjet wing was finally de-iced well by either of two coils,

both using a single coil well off-set from the nose.

3. Two icing conditions continue to be the most difficult to de-ice.

Both of these lack structural integrity to produce a peel failure.

The second is cold, small droplet rime ice ice. The photographs

on the following page demonstrate the second case.

4. The engine inlet's curvature-induced stiffness was no problem for

electro-impulse de-icing.

5. For the 36 inch diameter engine nacelle inlet, six coil posi-

tions are easily adequate, giving 300 joules per foot of

circumference.

6. Ice fragments were caught in a net and photographed for the

engine inlet tests. These seem to be small enough to be safely

ingested by a turbofan engine. A general rule was formulated:

Effective diameter of an ice piece will not exceed three times

its thickness.

7. A rear blockage plate was used on eight runs to force the ice

formation inside the lip. No difficulty was found in expelling

ice due to blockage or due to 10o yaw.
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D. Participants

W.S.U. personnel were assisted by one industry participant from

Simmonds-Preeision, Cessna, Boeing, and Gates Learjet. Three parti-

cipants were present from Rohr Industries.
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Nov. 26 - Dec. 4_33_ Tests

A. Six Models Tested

I. Cessna 206 horizontal stabilizer modified for retrofitting EIDI

coils. A cuff extending the leading edge 3 inches was attached by

rivets at the front spar.

2. Cessna 206 wing strut modified for retrofitting EIDI coils. A

sheet metal (aluminum) airfoil shape was wrapped around the

original elliptical-shaped strut .

3. Cessna 206 wing strut modified for new production to be more

compatible with EIDI installatior_ Aluminum sheet airfoil was

supported by an interior, load bearing, 1-beam.

4. Cessna 206 wing section, outboard , skin thickness of 0.025

inches.

5. Cessna 206 wing section, inboard, modified for optimum EIDI rib

spacing (18 inches) with 0.040 inch skin thickness.

6. Helicopter blade, mid-span section from AH-I Cobra; this is an

all-composite blade with 31 inch chord and slight twist.

B. Test Descriptions

I. C-206 Horizontal Stabilizer; 0.032 inch aluminum skin.

* Two coil positions between 22 and 19 inch rib spacings;

One position had side-pair coils mounted on an arch

supported from the skin 3 inches behind the nose. The

second had a composite beam version of the transverse

skin-mount (band-aid) single coil on the pressure side of

the leading edge. Doublers were used with all coils.

* 48 runs

* Tunnel conditions:

110 MPH 27oF 2.4g/m3

110 27 1.2

160 27 1.7

160 27 O.83

110 10 2.4

110 10 1.2

= 4o 20 micron drop diameter

4 15

0 20

0 14

-4 20

-4 15
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160 10 0.83 0 14

160 10 I.70 0 20

160 -10 0.83 0 14

All of these were run with both metalized and electrolytic

capacitors except the last two, which were done only with

electrolytic. (At previous wind tunnel tests, the more

expensive metallized type were used.)

* To represent two or three coils in series, each coil was

connected to one or two identical coils, outside the

tunnel, which had "dummy" aluminum skins.

2. and 3. C-206 Wing Struts (Both types).

• Two coil positions 24 inches apart; one position had side-

pair coils supported on a skin-mounted arch; the second

was a single "band-aid" mounted coil, one one side only

immediately behind the nose.

• 42 runs

• Tunnel conditions

110 MPH 27oF

110 27 1.2 15

160 27 1.7 20

160 27 0.83 14

110 10 2.4 20

110 10 1.2 15

160 10 1.7 20

160 10 0.83 14

160 -I0 0.83 14

2.4g/m3 20 micron MVD

* Electrolytic capacitors were used (500 microFarads).

4. C-206 Wing, 0.025" skin thickness.

* A current-production leading edge was used which had 3

bays of differing span. In a 13 inch bay, a nose coil was

mounted on an aluminum beam mounted to the ribs; In a 15

inch bay, a nose coil was mounted on a stiff, 6 inch long,

composite bar attached (spanwise) to the skin at its ends;

In a 17 inch bay, a band-aid type coil mount was placed on

both upper and lower surfaces behind the nose; (these were

wired separately). Doublers were used with all coils.

* 19 runs

* Tunnel Conditions

110 MPH 27oF 2.4g/m3 20 micron MVD

110 27 1.2 15
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160 27 I. 7 20
160 27 O.83 14

* Electrolytic capacitors; 375 microFarads.

5. C-206 Wing; 0.040" skin thickness.

* Three 18 inch bays each had identical nose coils, but were
mounted differently. Onewas skin-mounted on a composite
arch, one was a band-aid type, and one was supported by a
composite rib mountedto the ribs. Doublers were used
with all coils.

* 32 runs

* Electrolytic capacitors; 375 and 500 microFarads. Two
runs were madewith metalized capacitors for comparison.

* Tunnel conditions were the sameas listed above for the
horizontal stabilizer.

6. Helicopter blade

* The outer 32 inches had an aluminum leading edge of 0.032
inch thick aluminum; the composite underneath was cut back
to the first spar and two band-aid type coil mounts were
placed 16 inches apart on the lower (pressure) surface.
The inner 38 inches of the blade had an aluminum leading
edge stretched against the solid composite leading edge,
but bonded to it only aft of the nose regiom Small
"racetrack" shapedcoils were recessed into the composite
material and aluminum doublers bondedto the skin opposite
them. Coil dimensions were 0.75 x 1.3 inches, and 0.125
inches thick. Thesewere recessed into positions 8 inches
part at three lower surface positions and 12 inches apart
at two upper surface positions.

* 15 runs

* Tunnel conditions

230 MPH 27°F 1.2g/m3
230 27 0.6 10 12
230 27 O.6 0 12
230 10 1.2 5 20
230 10 0.6 5 12
230 -10 1.2 5 20
230 -10 0.6 5 12

= 10° 20 micro MVD.

* Metalized Capacitors, 400 microFarads.

C. Major Results and Conclusions

I. For the horizontal stabilizer, rib spacings of 22 inches
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are acceptable. Coils can be connected for three side-pairs

in series and impulsed three times to de-ice with the 375 micro-

Farads electrolytic capacitors. This gives a total energy of 246

Joules per foot of span. The band-aid type, similarly connected,

would require 215 J/ft.

2. The wing struts de-iced well with three impulses using about 200

J/ft. The band-aid mounts were somewhat superior to slde-pair

types.

3. For the wing leading edges, the beam-between-ribs and simple

band-aid coil mounts de-iced well. The attempts to devise a

rigid band-aid mount were not successful. Energy required was

about 400 J/ft. with three impulses.

4. For the helicopter blade, the outer section was used as a

comparison with similar sized wing tested previously. This de-

iced easily, but is not typical of a helicopter leading edge

structure. The inner blade section was believed to be a viable

helicopter EIDI design. Best de-icing was achieved using the

three lower surface mini-coils in series with 1300 volts and

three impulses. This gave 400 Joules per foot of span as energy

requirement. Ice shedding was good for all cases. A continuous

icing run was made with de-icing every 2 minutes for 10 minutes;

Results were very goo_ Attempts to use only two coils 16 inches

apart were unsuccessful. Upper surface coils used alone or'_in

series with lower coils were inferior to lower coils impulsed

alone. The photographs on the next two pages show the blade

before and after de-icing.
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D__ Participants

W.S.U. test conductors were Joined by industrial participant

representatives from Cessna, Simmonds-Precision, and Kamen Aerospace Co.

June 12-19. 1985 Tests

A. Three Models Tested.;

I & 2. Two Falcon FanJet engine inlets similar to that tested in

Sept., 1984, as described in Section 5 VII.

3. A slx-foot span, 5.0 inch diameter semi-cylinder. This model was

also used in the May, 1984 tests, (Sections 5 V) and the August,

1984 tests (Section 5 VI). As before, this was made of 0.040 inch

thick aluminum, had no sweepback and was solidly mounted to a spar

and a tapering, symmetrical afterbody.

B. Test Descriptions;

I. Falcon FanJet Engine Inlet No. I. (Reference 5-3)

mColls were place in six equally-spaced positions, about 16

inches apart. All coils were side-pair type, bulkhead

supported, 0.125 in thick, 1.8 inch diameter, 28 turns.

Unalloyed aluminum doublers, 0.050 inches thick, 1.90 in.

diameter were bonded opposite each coil with a 0.070 inch

gap.

e13 runs at zero angle of attack.

• Tunnel conditions

110 HPH 270 1.2g/m3 15 microns MVD
110 15 1.2 15

110 15 2._ 20

170 27 0.85 13

170 15 0.85 13

2. Falcon FanJet Engine Inlet No. 2

mColls were placed at four equally-spaced positions. These

were single "band-aid" coils, mounted on the inner side

four inches thick, 2.2 inch diameter, 40 turns with an

0.070 inch gap. Two positions had doublers and two did not.
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e? Runs at zero angle of attack.

*Tunnel conditions were the same as for inlet No. I.

3. Semi-cylinder

*Three contoured nose coils were place at three span-wise

positions. They were spar-mounted. The coils had

diameters of 1.53, 1.85 and 1.25 inches and all had 40

turns. Eight strain gages measured strain levels along the

span. This was mainly a structural dynamics test. Also,

the effect of coil diameter for coils of equal D.C.

resistance was studied.

*25 Runs at zero angle of attack.

*Tunnel conditions were constant at 200 MPH 15oF 1.0g/m3, 15

micron MVD.

*Capacitance was changed from 600 to 400 to 200 microFarads.

Co Ma3orResults and Conclusions

I. Six coil positions were adequate to de-ice the engine inlet, with

two successive pulses. Since coils were connected in pairs, six

impulses requiring 20 seconds of time and nearly 2,000 Joules of

energy constituted a de-icing cycle. The energy per foot for one

cycle was about 2_0 Joules. One test was run with continuous

heavy icing (2._g/m3). An EIDI cycle was performed each 3 minutes

for 15 minutes. The inlet lip had ice build-up never exceeding

0.2 inches. Then for 6 minutes the EIDI system cycled completely

every 20 seconds. Anti-icing was not achieved; some small, grainy

residual ice was present on some part of the inlet at all times.

But ice particles expelled were quite small. For a one-minute de-

icing cycle, about _0 watts would be required.

2. The second engine inlet lip did not de-ice as well as the first.

The 900 intervals, giving over two feet between coils, was too

great for consistent cleaning. Ice was often left at the four

intermediate positions, but mainly on the surface outside the
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high light. Doublers gave only slight advantage.

3. For the semi-cylinder, a nose coil is clearly superior to a pair

of side coils. The lower capacitances, 200 and 400 uFd, de-

iced equally well with equal energies, but 600 uFd (with its

longer impulse time) was less effective. Results from strain

gage measurementswere sued as test cases for computer modeling

of the structural dynamics.

D. Participants

W.S.U. test conductors were joined by Rohr Industries personnel

led by Donald Nelepovitz

X. Se_ I0-16, 1985 Tests

Tests in the NASA Icing Research Tunnel performed during this period

were funded by Grant NAG 3-607 from NASA-Lewis to Wichita State University.

The purpose was to determine the feasibility of using EIDI for the corner

turning vanes for an icing wind tunnel. This was part of the design study

of converting the Altitude Wind Tunnel (AWT) at the Lewis Research Center to

a transonic, altitude simulating, icing tunnel. For the proposed higher

speeds, cleanliness of the turning vane surfaces was important. Disposing

of the collected moisture in the form of ice was preferable to melting or

boiling it from the vane, since the moisture would simply freeze on

components farther downstream. The proposed corner vanes were much larger

than any models previously tested under this program. Since a full 90

degree turn was involved, the entire concave side of the vanes were expected

to collect ice. This was a chordwise length of about four feet, while vane

lengths would be a great as 27 feet. Also, the surface material was

different. The vanes were to be made of stainless steel 0.062 inches thick.
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It was therefore much stiffer than any other materials de-lced before by

EIDI. Due to low electrical Conductivity of stainless steel, rectangular

copper doublers, 0.062 inches thick, were bonded to the skin opposite all

coils.

The model vane was made full size in the chordwise direction and seven

feet in length. It was designed to be placed downstream of the test section

in the NASA/Lewis Icing Research Tunnel, Just upstream of the first corner

vanes of the IRT where the tunnel cross-section was about 13 feet square.

The test vane was accompanied by two "dummy" vanes on either side to give

realistic airflow past the test vane. Only the center vane was fitted with

de-icing coils. The 7 foot vanes were supported in the center of the 13 x

13 foot area to avoid wall interference and to be in the uniform flow

region.

The arc shaped airfoil had two main spars and a strengthened trailing

edge.

Visual data were taken by a remote television camera as well as by hand

held still and motion picture cameras. A wide variety of temperatures,

liquid water contents and nominal droplet sizes were used. Reference 5.4

contains the data records for twenty test runs, each including several

combinations of the 19 installed coils. The coils differed in number of

turns (35-51) diameters (3 to 4 inches) and placement in their bays. Ice

thicknesses varied from 0.25 to 3.5 inches at the leading edge. Ice texture

varied widely as a function of airspeed and icing conditions.

In every case, ice could be expelled with only light grainy residual

pieces remaining on the inner surface. The feasibility was determined to be

demonstrated.
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6. FLIGHT TESTS

.

Two flight test series were completed and reported in Refs. 6-I and 6-

Other related flight experiences will also be described here.

I_ NASA Icing Research Aircraft

During January 1984, the EIDI system was tested in twenty-one flights

from NASA Lewis Research Center over the Lake Erie area in the well-instru-

mented NASA/Lewis Icing Research Aircraft, a DeHavilland DHC-6 Twin Otter.

Robert Friedberg of W.S.U. operated the EIDI Equipment on the flight. NASA

pilots were Rich Ranaudo and Robert McKnight. The purposes were:

I. To make direct comparisons between the EIDI performance in the

icing tunnel and in natural icing conditions.

2. To explore possible electro-magnetic interference (EMI) problems.

3. To obtain flight operation experience safely in natural icing with

an aircraft and crew having extensive prior experience flying in

icing conditions.

Twenty-one flight were made from NASA/Lewis in Cleveland, Ohio, over the

Lake Erie area in January, 1984.

A. Eauipment Used

A power supply-and-sequencing box was designed and built by Simmonds-

Precision. While considerably lighter than that used in the IRT tests, this

was still a research tool rather than a production model. It provided

capacitance of 400 uFd and voltage from 800 to 1200, with automatic

sequencing of either 2 or 3 impulses per station as fast as the capacitors

recharged, an interval of 3 to 4 seconds.
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Since the aircraft was already fitted with deicing boots, a cuff

section was constructed for the tests which would not interfere with boot

operation. The cuff (or "glove") was a 50 inch long section constructed

from a cannibalized DHC-6wing, and its leading edge extended 3 inches

forward of the wing's leading edge. Thin fences were placed at each end to

minimize end effects on the flow. Like the main wing, the cuff section was

unswept with ribs at 12.5 inch spanwise spacing, and had a leading edge made

of 2024 T-3 aluminum, 0.025 inches thick, with radius of approximately 2.5

inches. The cuff was placed at about two-thirds semi-span position from the

fuselage on the right wing as shown in Figure 6-I. The cuff assembly was

fabricated and coils installed by WSU,and tested first in the Icing

Research Tunnel, as described in 5. IV.

PNEUMATIC BOOT DE-ICER

NING GLOVE: 3 INCH EXTENSION

4 E|D[ COILS BETWEEN RIBS

Fig. 6- I DHC-6 Twin Otter Aircraft

for E.I.D.I.
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A single, contoured coil was placed at the center of each bay, mounted

on a composite plate which was riveted to the skin about 4 inches aft of the

leading edge. The coils had 40 turns of copper ribbon wire, 0.024 x 0.190

inches, giving a 2.5 inch coil diameter. An aluminum doubler, 0.050 thick,

was bonded to the inside of the skin opposite the coil, with a gap of 0.050

inches between doubler and coil. The coils were connected in alternating

pairs and were impulsed two times each (bays l-and-3 twice, then 2-and-4

twice) with 1000 volts at 400 uFd. This gave an energy of 96 joules per

impulse per foot of span per impulse.

Cameras are installed in right side of the forward fuselage, including

a steroscopic system to permit determination of ice shapes.

B. Test Procedures

Due to the effect of Lake Erie on the atmosphere above it, a wide

variety of icing conditions are available during the winter months. The

pilots sought a range of temperatures and ice types. Rime ice was

encountered on 3 flights, clear glaze ice on 8 flights, and mixed on the

remaining I0.

Indicated airspeeds were 85 to 140 knots at altitudes 3000 to 6000

feet. Ice thickness ranged from 0.1 to nearly 1.0 inches. Air temperatures

were -8 to -3°C (17.5 to 27°F). Generally, ice was collecte@ at almost

constant speed, but on four tests the speed was varied (three decreasing and

one increasing), with resulting angle of attack change, to obtain a wider

ice collection on the wing.

After the desired ice was accreted, the altitude was increased to reach

a cloud-free atmosphere for obtaining good photographs.
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C. Results

Figure 6-2 shows a sequence during de-icing, with pictures taken at

about 4 second intervals. For this test, conditions were: TAS 139 knots,

altitude 3075 ft, outside air temperature -5°C, LWC 0.38 g/m 3, ice thickness

about 0.7 inches.

Ice removal was very good, being (by pilots' testimony) always better

than the adjacent boots. Two de-icing attempts were judged to be fair-to-

poor. If a very thin layer of ice (about 0.1 inch) was pulsed, then only

half of the ice was shed. A second sequence of impulses removed half of the

residual. Changing speed during ice accretion had no noticeable effect.

When ice was accumulated beyond about 2% chord on top or bottom, some

residual ice tended to be left after de-icing. This suggests that for

leading edges of this 2.5 inch radius or greater, two coils (upper and

lower) may be needed rather than the single nose coil.

No EMI problems could be found, even though all flight and data acqui-

sition instruments were turned on and monitored. The sound made by the

electrical discharge could not be heard inside the cabin in flight.

D. Conclusions

The system worked well and de-iced the aircraft well and reliably.

The natural icing was easier to remove than that encountered in the icing

tunnel.

II. Cessna TV 206 Flights (1984)

In February-March 1984, Cessna Aircraft company made fifteen flight

over the Wichita, Kansas area in a Cessna 206 partially protected by an EIDI

system. Alan A. Mueller of Cessna's Pawnee Division was Project Engineer

and operated the EIDI system during these flights. The 206 pilot was Doug
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Bassett and tanker pilot was Tom Wallis. Prior to this time, the C-206 wing

had two test series in the NASA Icing Research Tunnel with EIDI coils

installed. A grant from the State of Kansas Advance Technology Commission

enabled W.S.U. to give more specific support than would otherwise have been

possible. The purposes were:

I. To expand experience with the EIDI system/206 wing combination to

include flight in tanker icing spray and natural icing conditions

in addition to the previous wind tunnel experience.

2. To bring experience in-house for both the operational and design

aspects of the system.

3. To increase the visibility and credibility of the program within

the company.

Fifteen flights were made over the Wichita, Kansas, area during February-

March, 1984.

A. Eouioment Used

The test vehicle was the engineering prototype Turbo-206, a single

engine, propeller-driven, high wing, six-place aircraft. Wichita State

University personnel fabricated and installed seven, 2.25 inch diameter

electro-impulse coils in a production leading edge assembly supplied by

Cessna. The EIDI coils were supported by composite beams suspended between

ribs. Doublers and gaps were similar to those in the Twin Otter. The

modified leading edge was then installed on the TU-206 in the Cessna experi-

mental shop. The portion of the right wing that was to be de-iced was

painted black to make the ice more visible and the rib locations were

highlighted with a yellow stripe to mark the bays; Fig. 6-3. Coil locations

were marked, and the bays identified, with three inch numbers. Seven bays

were equipped, having rib spacings varying from 7 to 18 inches, for a total
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Fig. 6-3 Cessna TU 206 Test Aircraft

Fi g. 6-4 Cessna 206 with Icing Tanker
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span of 8 feet. Metal tabs with I/2 inch wide stripes were mounted on the

wing leading edge as an aid in gauging the ice thickness. In addition to

the wing installation, a pair of coils were installed in the wing strut.

Two, 1.5 inch diameter coils, wired in series, were embedded in foam inside

the strut. (Note that the number 8 on the strut is not over the coils but

is about 8 inches above the coils).

The coils were connected in alternating pairs (I-3, 2-4, 5-7, and 6-8)

and were pulsed two or three times each. The EIDI control box and power

supply were the same as those used in the DHC-6 tests, above.

The tanker used was a Cessna 404 equipped with two 100 plus gallon

water tanks, a pump system, and spray bars mounted on top of the vertical

tail. About forty minutes of spray time was available on each flight, with

a spr_ plume about 4 feet wide. The 206 is shown in formation with the

tanker during ice accretion in Figure 6-4.

Documentation was provided by camera(s) mounted in the blister on top

of the 206 cowl and cameras in the tanker and/or a separate photo chase

plane.

B. Test Procedures

After locating an altitude where the desired temperatures were

available, the tanker pilot would turn on the spray pump. Once started the

pump could not be stopped without freezing the spray system. Unable to see

the test vehicle, the tanker pilot was required to hold altitude, heading

and airspeed so that the pilot of the 206 test vehicle could maneuver behind

him and position the spray over the portion of the airframe to be iced.
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As the ice accumulated the airspeed decreased due to drag, and the

pitch attitude increased. A typical flight would start at 115 to 120 KIAS

and would decrease to about 95 KIAS by the time I/2 inch of ice had built

up. This required close coordination between the two aircraft on airspeed

control.

For most of the test program, a photographer rode in the tanker which

required the 206 to move out of the water spray and reform on the left wing

of the tanker. Starting with flight 12, a separate photo chase plane was

use which allowed the 206 to remain in the water spray during the de-ice

cycle. This was found to have a significant effect on the operation of the

system as discussed below.

The primary form of data acquisition was photographic. On the early

flight a video camera was mounted in the cowl camera housing, and a 35ram

still camera was carried in the tanker. The video camera allowed the flight

test engineer to monitor the image while it was being recorded. Since no

processing was required, it provided instant review of the flight on the

ground after the test. On later flights, the video camera was replaced with

a 500 frames per second movie camera and a 35ram still frame camera with a

motor drive. The video camera was used from the tanker as a back-up in case

the other cameras should fail to operate. On the last flights the video

camera in the tanker was replaced by a 16ram movie camera running at normal

speed and a 35ram still camera in a photo chase plane. Each media added its

own unique contribution to the understanding of the de-icing mechanism on

the electro-impulse system.
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Tanker Ice

Twelve flight were made with tanker icing. The photo sequence shown in

Figure 6-5 was taken on flight 5. This sequence illustrates the clearing

pattern adopted for the bulk of the tests. Three pulses were sent to

alternating pairs of bays wired in series. Bay 6 was wired in series with

the coil pair in the strut. The two stage clearing action of fracture and

expel are clearly shown. In this test, two pulses were adequate to clear

the bays. However, on other tests three pulses were required. In all

cases, each impulse had energy of less than 140 joules per bay.

Test conditions were varied on subsequent flights to cover a range of

temperatures and ice thicknesses. The system was successful in clearing ice

ranging in thickness from 1/10th of an inch to in excess of one inch. The

temperature was varied from 5° to 30°F. The most difficult ice to clear was

the extremely thin, warm ice. In this case, some residue was left on the

rib locations with approximately 90% of the area between the ribs clean.

On the flights using a separate photo chase plane the system was

activated while the airplane remained in the water spry. This caused a

significant degradation in system effectiveness. Up to three cycles of the

system were required to clear ice that had cleared easily in one cycle on

previous testa There were three significant variables different on these

tests. The presence of liquid water on the surface of the ice caused the

fractures in the ice to fill with water. This water apparently damped the

action of subsequent pulses and allowed the ice to refreeze between cycles.

It was also estimated that the 206 was flown closer to the tanker than on

previous flights and that the water in the tanker was warmer than on earlier

flights. This tended to create a greater amount of runback with clear ice

extending 12 to 14 inches along the lower surface of the wing. Examination
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Fig. 6-5 De-icing Sequence of Cessna 206 Wing

with Tanker Spray Ice
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of the high speed movies revealed that ice was being fractured and pushed

free of the wing, only to be pushed back into its original location by the

air pressure and held by the ice ridge behind it.

D. Natural Ice

Natural ice flights were limited due to safety consideration. Other

than the de-icing provided by the EIDI system and propeller de-ice, there

were no other de-ice provisions on the airplane. We were therefore limited

to icing conditions with warm air below and clear skies above. The two

natural icing encounters were in thin stratus layers with a low liquid water

content (not measured). One quarter inch of ice took approximately 20 to 25

minutes to accumulate and was a soft agglomerate of ice particles. This

resulted in a considerable residue after the first clearing cycle. This

residue provided seed points from which the next accretion grew and seemed

to promote a more rapid and solid ice growth resulting in more complete

clearing of the second ice build-up. Figure 6-6 shows the clearing cycle in

light natural icing.

E. EMI/RFI

There was no evidence of any electro-magnetic or radio frequency

interference problems on a_ of the flights. The equipment installed

on all flights included two digital display NAV/COMs, ADF, RNAV,

Autopilot, and Weather radar. In addition there was a LORAN-C

installed for part of the flights with no detrimental effect on its

operation.

F. Noise

The noise level when operated on the ground is quite startling but in

the air is noticeable but not disconcerting. It may even be comforting to
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Fig. 6-6 Natural Ice De-icing

Sequence
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know that the system is working without requiring constant monitoring. A

production aircraft would be quieter with a full interior installed in the

cabin and some soundproofing in the wing root.

G. Conclusions

It is important that the coil mounts be stiff. The original mounts

were too soft and absorbed some of the de-icing energy.

System components must be properly matched. Coils wound a little small

had the compounding effect of reducing efficiency and limiting the voltage

of the system due to approaching the current capacity of the SCR's.

Ice thickness ranging from 1/10th inch to over one inch can be shed

successfully. As in the tunnel, warm soft ice is the most difficult to

clear.

The presence of liquid water on the surface of the ice can effect the

system operation. There are probably two mechanisms at work here: (I) The

water coming out of the tanker was quite warm and did not cool to near

freezing before impinging on the aircraft. This kept the ice temperature

near the freezing point. (2) Liquid water on the surface quickly fills the

cracks after the first pulse, damping subsequent pulses, and then refreezes.

The quantity and temperature of this water probably does not represent

natural ice. It does, however, point out the need to look at the effect of

flight in natural ice near the freezing point.

In general, tanker ice is more difficult to shed than natural ice.

Since the system was able to shed the tanker ice on all tests, natural ice

should provide no significant surprises. Reference 6-2 gives further

details of this test.
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Other _ Experience

Two other aircraft were equipped with EIDI and flown by members of the

Consortium with some involvement of Wichita State university personnel.

A. Cessna 206

After the tests reported in Section II of this chapter, the Cessna

model 206 airplane was fitted with a complete EIDI system. This included

coils in both wing, both wing struts, and all three tail surface leading

edges. Anticipating both new production installations and retrofit, several

design changes were made from the wing and strut installation tested above.

In addition, empennage installations were designed. Changes were made in

wing rib spacings (to 18 inches) and skin thickness to be more congenial to

the EIDI components, and to the strut and tail to facilitate EIDI

installation under both field and factory conditions. All these changes

were tested in the lET on Nov.-Dec. 1984. These are the changes that Cessna

would perform for retro-fitting EIDI to this aircraft.

The plane was flown for a limited number of natural icing natural test

flights and on at least one cross country flight which had icing encounters.

On a flight from Wichita to Cleveland, OHio, on June 12, 1985, the 206 was

flying along the rear of a storm front and the airplane collected ice at two

different times. The plane was well and easily de-iced both times.

Due to the severe recession in general aviation aircraft sales in the

1984-88 period, the Cessna 206 was taken out of production along with almost

all other piston engine Cessna products. Therefore the planned development

of EIDI for Cessna products has been delayed.
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B__ Boeing 575

In February 1987, flight test of a Boeing 757 test aircraft were

conducted with EIDI coils installed in two of the five leading edge slats of

the left wing. (Reference 6-3) These were the most inboard slat and the

second slat from the tip. One central power supply was used; several

departures were made from the EIDI design tested in this program. In an

attempt to use only one coil per span station, higher energy level per coil

were used. Capacitor voltage used was up to 3,000 and current peaks were

about 3,000 amps. The single coil was placed on the pressure side of the

stagnation line. Since energy varies as the square of the voltage, well

over four times as much energy per impulse coil was used as on any other

reported in this report.

Numerous natural icing encounters were made and the system performed

well. Difficulty expelling ice was encountered only for the most inboard

section of the inner slat, where the slat was very large. The noise of the

discharges were audible only to a person sitting immediately adjacent to the

inboard leading edge. No electro-magnetic interference was detected, even

though the EIDI power lines shared the leading edge with the engine control

lines for part of the span. Fatigue tests were also conducted, which will

be described in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 7. FATIGUEANDELECTRO-MAGNETIC
INTERFERENCETESTS

I. Fatigue Testing

A question which always arises when EIDI is described is the effect of

repeated impulsive loads on the structure and skin of the aircraft surface

being ice protected. Little work has been reported on fatigue of materials

subjected to impulsive blows. Therefore, a set of fatigue tests have been

performed on aircraft wing leading edges. It may seem that such testing

would have been done much earlier in the development program. In all

candor, it must be admitted that the reason for delaying these tests was

very practical. For much of the program only one general purpose power-and

sequencing box was available for laboratory and icing tunnel testing. It

was feared that a fatigue test would reveal that the weak link was the

power/sequencing system itself. A failure would bring all of the EIDI

testing to a halt. With the acquisition of another six-channel power

supply, fatigue testing was begun. It was found that the fears for the

life expectancy of the Simmonds-Precision power box were unfounded. Well

over 100,000 impulses have been added to those of the previous four years

of testing, and no deterioration is to be seem

A. Metal Leading Edges

Two metal leading edge sections from Cessna 206 Wings were made for the

test at Cessna Aircraft Company in Wichita, using standard manufacturing

methods. Both were six-foot long spans with ribs at 18 inch spacings. A

single nose coil was placed in the center of each resulting 18 inch bay.

One model had then skin of 0.025 inch thickness, and the other had 0.040

inch thickness. Both were 2024 - T3 aluminum. Using the coil mounting

methods used in the flight test C-206 aircraft, the coils were mounted on a
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beamof fiberglass supported between ribs. The beamshad a U-shaped cross

section, with the coil formed around the _ottom of the U as shown in Figure

7-i. The coils were then fitted into the nose of the leading edge with a

0.10 inch gap between coil and skin The beams were attached to the ribs by

stretch-formed aluminum brackets. One of these can be seen in Figure 7-2 •

The coils were connected in alternate pairs; i.e. bays I and 3 were

connected in series, and 2 and 4 were also series connected. The capacitors

were charged to 1,000 volts and 400 micro-Farads. This gives 67 Joules per

foot of span.

Accelerated testing was done with impulses at ten second intervals.

The required impulse strength for ice removal for this aircraft wing had

been established in three icing tunnel test and two flight tests for this

same structure and EIDI system. A twenty year use of the system in normal

flight was estimated to be 15,000 hits. Before beginning the tests, the

models were inspected and current traces were recorded, since changes in

the coil-to-skin gap is readily detectable from current-time plots. The

current trace was monitored at least once per hour, and the model was

visually inspected at these intervals.

After 7,500 impulses, the model was removed from the cold box for a

more thorough inspection. No damage could be detected except 2or some more

fretting around rivets at the end ribs where the leading edge skin had been

cut off. At about 11,500 hits the sound of one bay changed for both models.

The model was then removed and inspected and a crack was found in one of the

sheet metal brackets attaching rib to coil beam (Fig. 7-3 ). Testing was

resumed and continued to 15,000 impulses. A final inspection indicated that

beam bracket cracks had occurred on three of the four beams for the
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thicker skin model. Clearly, the brackets needed re-designing. No surface

deformation, delamination, skin cracking or rib de-bonding was detected.

Current traces for the bays with ribs intact at the end were compared with

those made at the start of the test and were essentially identical.

B. Composite Leading Edge

A composite leading edge was similarly tested for fatigue. A leading

edge from a Learfan aircraft was made of Kevlar for bird impact capability.

It had a small radius nose and nearly straight upper and lower surfaces

just behind the nose. This called for a coil-pair at each span station,

one on upper and one on lower surfaces. The length was 38 inches with no

ribs. Two spanwise coil stations were used, giving 19 inches to be cleaned

by each coil station. The two coil stations were connected in series and

supplied with 1200 volts and 550 microfarads stored energy, giving 125

joules per foot. Doublers were bonded to the skin opposite the coils. An

ultrasonic scan was made of the model before the test to insure that there

were no voids or delaminations. After 20,000 impulses no damage was

visible. An ultrasonic scan showed no detectable change from the

original. Again the energy levels used were those previously determined

from icing tunnel tests.

C. Band-aid Coil Mount

A coil mounting method which is superior in most ways to any other is

the skin-supported design termed "band-aid". A semi-rigid rectangular

fiberglass plate has a coil at its center and is bonded to the skin at its

ends, resembling an oversized adhesive bandage. The advantages are: (I)

light weight, about 5 ounces; and (2) effective de-icing since all of the

energy is put into the skin. The only drawback is that the impulse force
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puts the adhesive bond in tensile "peel" which is perhaps the worst

stress condition. Riveting the mount to the leading edge is an obvious

alternative, but many structural designers dislike punching holes in

their leading edges. Therefore, fatigue tests of a band-aid coil were

performed.

This mount had been used previously in several icing tunnel tests, and

although it de-iced with less that 70% as much energy as any other design,

difficulty was experienced in maintaining a good bond to the skin. A

similar difficulty had occurred for doublers which were bonded to the

skin. The impulses had the same effect as repeated blows with a ball peen

hammer; the edges tended to curl and initiate de-bonding. A bonding agent

was needed which would not become brittle, but would retain a rubbery

consistency with adequate strength. Number 3840 urethane by Hexcell had

been found to be good for the doublers and was used in these fatigue tests

for the band-aid.

The tests were performed in the same manner as described above for the

metal leading edges. 20,000 impulsive blows were delivered, with an

inspection after each 5,000. No change occurred in the current trace and no

de-bonding was discernible by ultrasonic scanning. Electrical parameters

were 650 volts and 550 microfarads.

D. Boeing Tests

Boeing Commercial Airplane Company conducted a series of ground and

flight tests to evaluate the EIDI system for the 7J7 aircraft. The flight

tests were performed in early 1987 in a Boeing 757 airplane. Coils were

placed in two leading edge slats on the left wing; no. 2 (second inboard

from the tip) and no. 5 (inboard slat). Fatigue tests were run in the
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laboratory before the flight tests. A lifetime maximumimpulse total of

60,000 hits was predicted and, to allow for the possible effects of

combined stresses, a multiple of this number was deemedto be required.

With 0.062 inch thick 7075 aluminum skin, and a doubler bonded opposite the

coil over 200,000 impulses were endured without damage. A Boeing

proprietary bonding agent was used on these doublers.

II. Electromagnetic In___t,ference Tests

In addition to the electromagnetic interference (EMI) tests reported in

Chapter 6 in connection with flight tests, laboratory tests have been

performed.

Near the beginning of the project, Simmonds-Precision Engine Systems

Division conducted EMI laboratory in 1983 using Military Specifications.

Coils were placed in a simulated aluminum leading edge in a electrical

shielded room. For EIDI coils contained in an aluminum enclosure the

emissions were well within the Mil. Specs. When one end of the wing

was open, however, sizable interference signals were emitted.

In January, 1988, EMI tests were conducted by W.S.U. personnel at the

Boeing Military Airplane Company EMI test facility. A Cessna airplane

leading edge with 0.025 inch thick 2024 aluminum was fitted with two coils.

Emission were far below both FAA and Mil. Spec. requirements as long as all

wires external to the wing were well shielded.

When a composite (Kevlar) leading edge was similarly tested, emissions

were far above the acceptable level unless all wires were well shielded.

The wires were the major source of emissions rather than the coil. Much of

the coil emissions were shielded by grounding the aluminum doubler. The
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Figure 7-1 Coil on U-shaped Beam

Figure 7-2 Beam-to-Rib Bracket
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Figure 7-3 Broken Bracket
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